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EDITORIAL

A

nyone who is committed to the revitalization of democratic institutions
will probably have had some moments of confusion and uneasiness
during the past several months while listening to Ronald Reagan criticize the federal government for its bloated size, wastefulness, and meddlesome habits, and
promise that during his administration national power would be scaled down
and government "returned to the people." While the rhetoric might seem redolent of some of the sentiments voiced during the era of Vietnam and Watergate,
the actuality of the Reagan programs is far different. Reagan spokesmen point
to the "new federalism" as a major step toward reducing the size, scope, and cost
of the national government. The centerpiece of the Great Reversal is the highly
publicized (and obscure) system of block grants that the administration hastily
inserted into the budget. In theory, the arrangement would allow the individual
states greater discretion in spending federal funds earmarked for certain broad
substantive areas, such as secondary education. It is anticipated that most of the
grants will represent substantial reductions from previous levels-some estimate
more than 25 percent-and so the implication is that if state and local governments want to continue present levels of services and benefits, they will have to
exploit their own tax resources, which is not a warming prospect in the aftermath
of Proposition 13. In adopting this course of action, the administration also suggested that for some programs, additional funding might be sought from corporations and other private benefactors.
The most charitable thing to be said about these policies and proposals is
that, literally, they are a hoax. The "new federalism"-Richard Nixon had a program by the same name, as did Nelson Rockefeller-is, at best, a method of decentralizing the administration and, in some cases, the formulation of programs.
Decentralization does not bring government "closer" to the people in any save a
metaphorical sense. It represents, instead, an administrative reform that may
very well reduce costs by eliminating a layer of government. It does absolutely
nothing for democracy, except to offer substitute gratifications. The substance
of democracy does not materialize simply because programs are being decided
down the turnpike instead of in Washington. What is implied by saying that government is "close" to the people is that there is a greater likelihood of it being "responsive." But this elaim no longer makes sense when public opinion is easily
manipulated and information is typically withheld when it isn't being doctored.
But above all, the claim implicitly presupposes the continuation of the gap between government and governed. Democracy, in contrast, requires that the sep-
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aration be dissolved and replaced by the recognition of a variety of institutions,
from official to informal, spontaneous, and temporary ones, in which people
participate because there are things being considered and decided that are of importance to their lives. This is why the mere quantitative increase in the size, functions, and budgets of state and local governments is not a reliable index to the vitality of democracy.
It is not merely that, historically, many states, cities, and counties have, at
one time or another, been pushovers for corporations and other powerful economic groups, but that it makes no difference at what level of government programs are formulated, legislated, and executed, if access to these processes depends primarily on having large amounts. of money to purchase information,
skill, influence, and votes. Power is not choosy about the level of government it
seeks to influence. As long as the effort is worthwhile to a corporation, for example, there is much to be said for operating at the local level, where the media
are apt to be less enterprising.
If, then, the new federalism is utterly without redeeming democratic significance, why pay any attention to it? There are two good reasons. One is that it is
a reminder that democracy cannot be reconstituted by administrative solutions
that simply substitute one set of bureaucratic institutions for another. If democracy is to work, political experience must be accessible to the vast majority of people. That is what democratic politics is about. Democratic politics does not exist
simply because no formal legal barriers to political experience exist. Politics is
democratically meaningless if access to it depends on having unusual amounts
of money.
The second reason why the Reagan program is worth looking at is that instead of encouraging greater freedom, as its proponents contend, it promotes dependency. When announcing its intention to curtail various programs, the administration has characteristically invited ''the private sector" to assume the costs.
Not surprisingly, corporations have reported a dramaticlncrease in grant applications from antipoverty groups, cultural agencies, universities, and other non;,
profit organizations. The most highly publicized target of the new approach has
been the existing federal program for subsidizing the arts and the humanities. It
was clear before Reagan was sworn in that this federal program was doomed on
ideological grounds. The Heritage Foundation, which prepared the hatchet job,
criticized the National Endowment for the Humanities for its "political and ideological bias" (e.g., "affirmative action quotas") and offered this (nonpolitical
and nonideological) guideline:
·
As a true friend of democracy, the NEH c~ teach the nation the limits of equalitarian impulse .... [NEH should] exercise continuous political skills to avoid entanglement in [democracy's] powerful leveling
forces.
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Although one fervently hopes that NEH will somehow find the funds toeducate the prose writers of the Heritage Foundation in the rudiments of felicitous
writing, the clear intention is to use private funding to discipline the arts and humanmanities in much the same way that public television has become the bland
medium for disseminating a gentrified culture subsidized by large corporations.
It is a beautiful system for controlling culture, not by intimidation but by corruption.
The biggest hoax of all is the claim of the Reaganites that by stripping from
the national government many of the programs that had allowed it to regulate
and interfere in the daily lives of individuals and businesses, they are substantially reducing the power of the state. A reduction in programs, however, is not
necessarily a reduction in state power. When power is overextended, it is more
apt to be vexatious than tyrannical. More businesses, one suspects, have been
destroyed by tight money policies than by OSHA and the EPA combined. One
thing is certain: when the scope of power is reduced and its operations rationalized, the more effective it will be. It is the vision of a leaner, meaner state, not a
withered one, that exercises the imagination of the present group of power holders. For some time now the realists on foreign policy and defense have been insisting on the need for an executive establishment that can act quickly, effectively,
and flexibly, which translates: Too many domestic programs that tie up scarce
resources and too close dependence of government on public opinion, free elections, and a free press are a drag. A reduced, more efficient government, its attention focused primarily upon defense, internal security, foreign policy, and the
control points of the economy, is the ideal.
The truly ingenious part of the vision is that while the state is being strengthened as an instrument of struggle within the international political economy, there
is a concerted propaganda campaign to discredit the state as an instrument of
social reform and mass welfare. Reagan has repeatedly ridiculed what he once
called "'trust me' government." America will only become great again, he has
declared, "if our government will stop betraying the trust and good will of the
American workers who keep it going." The point to this rhetoric, beyond the
shameful spectacle of the highest official in the nation encouraging contempt
for and distrust of the power organized to effect the common good, is to discourage "the workers" and ordinary people from looking upon government as
the instrument of their needs. "Government is never more dangerous," the President has taught us, "than when our desire to have it help us blinds us to its great
power to harm us." A prescription, one might suggest, that ought to be tried for
size on the national defense budget.
Sheldon S. Wolin
July 28, 1981

TBEME
NOTE

P

revious issues of democracy have explored the increasingly hierarchical
organization of economic and political life. The articles in this issue address themselves, in one way or another, to cultural developments that seem at
first to contradict the movement toward centralization and to open up new possibilities for democratic initiative. As work and politics grow more undemocratic,
our culture becomes superficially more popular and egalitarian. Radical ideologies, defeated in the political realm, take refuge in cultural programs that call
for the destruction of a repressive sexual morality, of an "authoritarian" ethic of
work and self-denial, of "elitist" standards of literary excellence and intellectual
objectivity.
Spokesmen for the victims of "middle-class cultural imperialism," academic
insurgents equipped with the latest revolutionary methodologies (structuralist,
Lacanian, feminist, or psychoanalytic), advocates of"postmodernism" in the arts
and architecture, fashion-setters and trend-spotters of all kinds unite in celebrating the demise of bourgeois culture and the rise of a liberated, revolutionary sensibility that promises to deliver mankind from its age-old submission to drudgery
and duty. They unite also-whatever their other disagreements-in dismissing
every criticism of the "cultural revolution" as reactionary and nostalgic in its inspiration. According to the ideologists of cultural emancipation, it is only a hankering for intellectual certainty and for the lost security of a partriarchal order
that prevents us from experiencing the death of Western culture as a new birththe emergence of a new and better world "beyond man and humanism," in the
words of Jacques Derrida.
In an age of rhetorical inflation, such claims ought to be greeted with skepticism. They betray an underlying affinity with the aggressive hucksterism of the
advertising industry, with the proclamation of revolutionary new breakthroughs
in product design and technology, and with the marketing of old formulas in the
guise of the new and improved. Indeed, it is precisely the incorporation of critical
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traditions of discourse into the commodity market that most fully characterizes
the contemporary cultural scene and explains the apparent contradiction between
economic centralization and cultural democracy. What looks like a democratization of culture turns out on closer inspection to be the subordination of cultural
life to the demands of the universal market. Thus the takeover of book publishing by conglomerates is accompanied by denunciation of the previously "elitist"
basis of publishing and by the pretense of making books available to a wider audience. The transformation of journalism, art, social commentary and criticism,
and intellectual discovery into mass entertainment ostensibly makes the most advanced thought of the age available to a popular audience, thereby fulfilling the
old democratic dream of an enlightened, critical, and self-confident electorate.
In reality, these developments merely bring ideas under the sway of the fashion industry. They give rise to a traffic in quotable quotes, slogans, and intellectual
formulas, valued for their capacity to shock or titillate and discarded as soon as
their novelty begins to fade. What passes for cultural pluralism today amounts, at
best, to an expansion of the range of consumer choice; but even here, the logic of
the market demands the standardization of products and thus ends by restricting
the range of available choices. In cultural life as in the provision of material goods
and services, industrialization means the destruction of artisanal activity and craftsmanship, debasement of standards, erosion of popular culture, and the weakening of autonomous, informal agencies of cultural transmission like the kinship
group, the neighborhood, and the voluntary association. In a society dominated
by huge corporations, the democratization of culture is a delusion.
The contributions to this issue prompt the conclusion, among others, that
cultural radicalism cannot take the place of a coherent strategy of political and
economic change, designed to reverse the long-term drift toward financial consolidation and centralized decision making. This does not mean that cultural issues can be dismissed as unimportant or postpo11ed until the achievement of political and economic democracy. One of the most important lessons the Left has
learned in this century is that oppressive institutions perpetuate themselves by
becoming embedded in everyday habits and awareness, and that revolutionary
movements that fail to challenge established habits will unavoidably recreate older patterns of domination. But in its new appreciation of the importance of "consciousness," the Left seeks to substitute radical gestures and consciousness raising
for political action, especially now that the prospects for political action are so
discouraging. Such a retreat can only strengthen the enemies of democracy.
-C.L.

·.fl.·
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CULTUREVS.

DEMOCRACY

Mass Culture
Reconsidered
CHRISTOPHER LASCH

E

veryone on the Left would probably agree that representative political
institutions do not in themselves assure a democratic way of life. Against
a minimalist conception of democracy-which seeks merely to free competitive
enterprise from state interference, defines democracy as the abolition of special
privilege, and demands impartial enforcement of rules designed to give all citizens an equal start in the race oflife-the Left has upheld a broader vision, which
embraces not only political democracy but economic democracy and the democratization of culture.
The Left's critique of free enterprise begins with the understanding that formal rules of competition do not in fact give everyone an equal start. Indeed, the
ease with which class advantages perpetuate themselves under a system of political democracy has sometimes led radicals into the mistake of thinking that political democracy is a sham and that "bourgeois civil liberties" serve merely as instruments of class domination. But even those who regard free speech, universal
suffrage, and representative institutions as absolutely essential conditions of democracy (and it would be comforting to think that they are now a majority on
the Left) agree that these political safeguards represent no more than a beginning.1 Democracy, they believe, also requires-at the very least-strong trade
1 Rotarians, heads of Chambers of Commerce, members of corporate boards of directors,
and other defenders of the American way of life take democracy as an established fact. What
distinguishes the Left is a belief that democracy in the fullest sense does not yet exist.
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Culture vs. Democracy

unions, a progressive income tax, and government regulation of industry. Many
would insist that it also requires the socialization of the means of production.
Even socialism, however, clearly does not guarantee democracy; and the
authoritarianism of existing socialist regimes has encouraged on the Left not only
a renewed appreciation of political democracy but a growing belief that a "cultural revolution" may be the most important element in the effort to establish a
truly democratic society. This elusive idea has meant different things to different
people. In general, it implies that old habits of submission to authority tend to
reassert themselves even in movements committed to democratic goals, and that
unless these habits are torn out by the roots, revolutionary movements will continue to recreate the very conditions they seek to abolish. Proponents of cultural
revolution point to the reappearance of older patterns of authoritarianism in the
Soviet Union and othersocialist regimes,or again, to the reappearance of male
supremacy in the ostensibly liberated New Left; and they argue that until these
patterns of domination are destroyed, democratic movements will always fall
short of their original goals.
The idea of a cultural revolution is not new. In one form or another, it has
been a part of democratic ideology from the beginning. Leaders of the eighteenthcentury democratic revolutions insisted that democracy requires enlightened citizens. The establishment of universal manhood suffrage in the nineteenth century added urgency to the belief that if democratic institutions were to prosper,
the masses would have to be roused from their age-old intellectual torpor and
equipped with the tools of critical thought. 2 In the twentieth century, the democratization of culture has become a central preoccupation of thinkers in the progressive tradition. Some progressives have followed John Dewey in thinking that
antiauthoritarian educational reforms would encourage critical, scientific habits
of mind. Others, like Thorstein Veblen, have put more faith in the intellectually
2 According to Michael Chevalier, the French Positivist (18o6-1879), the "initiation" of the
_masses into the intellectual discoveries of modernity had already taken place in the United States,
whereas in France, popular ignorance held back political and economic progress. His contrast
between the enterprising American farmer and the priest-ridden European peasant remains a
classic statement of the democratic faith:

Examine the population of our rural districts, sound the brains of our peasants, and
you will find that the spring of all their actions is a confused medley of biblical parables with the legends of gross superstition. Try the same operation on an American
farmer and you will find that the great scriptural traditions are harmoniously combined in his mind with the principles of modern science as taught by Bacon and Descartes, with the doctrines of moral and religious independence proclaimed by Luther,
and with the still more recent notions of political freedom. He is one of the initiat(;!d.
(Michael Chevalier, Society, Manners, and Politics in the United States: Letters on
North America [New York: Doubleday & Co., 1961 (1838)], ch. 34.)
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emancipating effects of industrial routine. 3 Some have stressed the self-education of the masses; others, the directing role of a tutelary elite. All these positions,
however, have rested on a central set of premises concerning the dissolving effects
of modernity on "traditional" modes of thought. The democratization of culture,
it has appeared, presupposes either a program of education or a social process
(or both) that tears people out of familiar contexts and weakens kinship ties, local and regional traditions, and attachments to the soil. Especially in the United
States, the cutting of roots has been seen as the essential condition of growth and
freedom. The dominant symbols of American life, the frontier and the melting
pot, embody among other things the belief that only the uprooted can achieve
intellectual and political freedom.
This underlying model of enlightenment needs to be reconsidered. In many
respects it is deeply misleading. It underestimates the tenacity and value of old
attachments. It gives rise to a false impression of the intellectual and technological stagnation of "traditional" societies, and at the same time it encourages an inflated estimate of the achievements of the unfettered modern mind. It views the
sense of place and the sense of the past as completely reactionary in their political
implications, ignoring the important role they have played in democratic movements and popular revolutions. Not only does it exaggerate the liberating effects
of uprootedness, it upholds an impoverished concept of freedom. It confuses
freedom with the absence of constraints.
Criticism of the prevailing conception of enlightenment-of the prevailing
understanding of the "modernization" process-needs to proceed along two lines.
The first uncovers the persistence of allegedly outmoded forms of particularism
-family ties, religion, ethnicity, black nationalism-that have not only proved
resistant to the melting pot but continue to provide people with the psychological
and spiritual resources essential for democratic citizenship and for a truly cosmopolitan outlook, as opposed to the deracinated, disoriented outlook that is so often confused, nowadays, with intellectual liberation. The second line of inquiry
tries to explain why the homogenized mass culture of modern societies gives rise
not to enlightenment and independent thinking but to intellectual passivity, confusion, and collective amnesia. This essay follows the second path. It tries to lift
the discussion of "mass culture" out of the ruts in which it has been bogged down
since the forties and fifties, when Dwight Macdonald, Irving Howe, T. W. Adorno,
3 For different versions of the argument that equates popular enlightenment with the spread
of a "scientific habit of mind," as Dewey called it-a habit of mind that understands the "kind of
evidence required to substantiate given types of belief' -see John Dewey, "Science as SubjectMatter and as Method," Science, new series 3I (January 28, I9Io): I2I-27; Thorstein Veblen,
"The Place of Science in Modern Civilization," American Journal of Sociology I I ( I906): s8s6o9; Karl Mannheim, "The Democratization of Culture" (I933), in Kurt H. Wolff, ed., From
Karl Mannheim (New York: Oxford University Press, I97I), pp. 27I-346.
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Max Horkheimer, Leo Lowenthal, and others began to argue that the masses
had thrown off ancient folkways only to fall victim to modern advertising and
propaganda. 4 The critique of mass culture contained many serious flaws, which
made it easy for writers in the sixties and seventies to dismiss it instead of attempting to refine and restate it. Those who attacked mass culture often showed little
understanding of popular art, as when Adorno wrote of jazz that the "plaintiveness of its sound expresses the longing for ... submission.''5 Many of these critics based their argument on the shaky notion that class structures had broken
down in "mass society.'' They minimized popular or public resistance to psychological "manipulation" by the mass media. They assumed that the mass media
had destroyed every lingering trace of a real popular culture and therefore that
the only opposition to mass culture came from the small minority of adherents
to "high culture." Their own commitment to cultural modernism was uncritical
and unexamined, and carried with it a commitment to vanguard or elitist movements not only in culture but sometimes in politics as well-the most disturbing
feature of their position. 6
Still, the critique of mass culture, in spite of these grave defects, contained
an important historical insight, which can be restated as follows. Ever since the
eighteenth century, the assault on cultural particularism and patriarchal authority, which encouraged self-reliance and critical thought-in the beginning at least
4 Some of the principal expositions of this critique of mass culture, in the order of their appearance, are Max Horkheimer, "Art and Mass Culture," Studies in Philosophy and Social Science 9 (1941): 290-304; Dwight Macdonald, "A Theory of Popular Culture," Politics 1 (February 1944): 20-23; Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno, ''The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception," in their Dialectic of Enlightenment, originally published in 1947
(New York: Herder and Herder, 1972), pp. 120-67; Irving Howe, "Notes on Mass Culture,"
Politics 5 (spring 1948): 120-23; Leo Lowenthal, "Historical Perspectives of Popular Culture,"
American Journal ojSociology55 (1950): 323-32; Dwight Macdonald, "A Theory of Mass Culture," Diogenes 3 (summer 1953): 17 17; Dwight Macdonald, "Masscult and Midcult," Partisan
Review 27 (1960): 203-33, reprinted in his Against the American Grain (New York: Random
House, 1962), pp. 3-75. Some of these essays are collected, together with many others on both
sides of the debate, in Bernard Rosenberg and David Manning White, eds., Mass Culture: The
Popular Arts in America (New York: Free Press, 1975).
All of these attacks on mass culture come from the Left. Mass culture has also been attacked
from the Right; but the conservative critique is less interesting than the radical one, partly because it is ideologically predictable, partly because it starts from the premise that the masses
have actually overthrown established elites and gained political power for themselves. The best
example of this kind of argument is Jose Ortega y Gasset, The Revolt of the Masses(New York:
W.W. Norton & Co., 1932}.

5 Review of two books on jazz, Studies in Philosophy and Social Science 9 (1941): 170.
6 I have analyzed this uncritical celebration of modernism in "Modernism, Politics, and Philip
Rahv," Partisan Review 47 (1980): 183-94.
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-has gone together with the creation of a universal market in commodities, which
has had the opposite effect. These two developments are inseparably part of the
same historical sequence. The growth of a mass market that destroys priVacy,
discourages self-reliance, and makes people dependent on consumption for the
satisfaction of their needs vitiates the liberating possibilities opened up by the
destruction of older constraints on the imagination and the intellect. As a result,
freedom from those constraints often comes in practice to mean merely the freedom to choose among more or less indistinguishable commodities. The enlightened, emancipated modern man or woman turns out on closer inspection to be
the not-so-sovereign consumer. Instead of the democratization of culture, we
seem to be witnessing its complete assimilation to the requirements ofthe market.
Yet the confusion of democracy with the free flow of consumer goods runs
so deep that protests against this industrialization of culture are automatically
dismissed as protests against democracy itself, while mass culture is defended,
on the other hand, on the grounds that it makes available to everybody an array
of choices formerly restricted to the rich. In reality, mass marketing-in cultural
life as in every other area-narrows the range even of consumer choices. Ostensibly competing products become indistinguishable; hence the need to create the
illusion of variety by advertising them as revolutionary breakthroughs, breathtaking advances of modern science and engineering, or in the case of the products of the mind, as intellectual discoveries the consumption of which will bring
instantaneous insight, success, or peace of mind. But when it comes to discussions of mass culture, the familiar effects of mass marketing-consolidation of
financial power, standardization of products, declining craftsmanship-disappear in a cloud of populist rhetoric. The most remarkable feature of the massculture debate is that so many people on the Left, eager to acquit themselves of
the suspicion of elitism, resort to a kind of free-enterprise ideology in defending
mass culture that they would quickly repudiate if others advanced it as an argument, say, against government regulation of industry. Thus Herbert Gans rejects
criticism of mass culture on the grounds that it attributes a "Pavlovian impact"
to the mass media, whereas in fact, he argues, audiences "respond" to media "in
a number of ways" and even "help to create" media content "through the feedback they exert on the mass media in the first place."7 This is the same line of rea7 Herbert Gans, Popular Culture and High Culture: An Analysis and Evaluation of Taste
(New York: Basic Books, 1974), p. 32. The quotations in this paragraph and the two following
paragraphs come from pp. 126, 125, 130-31, and 134.
A much more subtle and nuanced version of this type of argument appears in Raymond
Williams, Television: Technology and Cultural Form (New York: Schocken Books, 1975). New
technologies of communication, according to Williams, often have effects unintended and unforeseen by those who design them, including a "desire to use the technology for oneself." Consumers of mass culture are not passive victims of manipulation; on the contrary, they use the
new media for their own purposes. Unfortunately Williams gives no examples of this "complicated interaction" between those who control mass media and those who "use" them.
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soning used by defenders of corporate capitalism to prove that corporate policy is
dictated by the decisions of the "sovereign consumer" and that any attempt to regulate corporate practices will interfere with the consumer's "freedom of choice."
According to Gans, the critique of mass culture "ignores the characteristics and
wants of the people who choose culture." It not only impugns their judgment but
attacks their right of free choice. It therefore cannot serve as a guide to public
policy. "In a democratic society, a policy-relevant judgment must begin with the
notion that cultures are chosen by people and cannot exist without them."
Not only does Gans exaggerate the range of available choices, he trivializes
the issues at stake in the debate about mass culture by reducing them to questions
of taste. The critics of mass culture, he thinks, want to impose their own highbrow tastes on less affluent and educated members of society who have a right to
their lowbrow preferences and to a culture that "relates to their own experiences."
Apostles of high culture claim that it provides "greater and perhaps more lasting
aesthetic gratification," but this "assumption," Gans argues, with what he imagines to be scientific objectivity, "still requires empirical testing." Nor have the critics of mass culture shown that "choice of taste culture affects people's ability to
function in the polity'' or that "creators of a given taste culture act so as to consciously impair people in their ability to function." In other words, mass culture
can become a "policy-relevant" issue only if the Surgeon General certifies not
only that consumption of trash destroys the mind but that those who manufacture this trash deliberately design it to have lethal effects.
Blind to all but the grossest connections between culture and politics, Gans
argues that "egalitarian economic policies have a far higher priority than cultural
mobility." Culture, after all, serves largely to prevent boredom-"to enhance leisure time." Neither the improvement of leisure nor "self-realization"-the other,
rather nebulous function Gans assigns to culture-depends on a "high taste level."
"If people are able to strike for their own aesthetic standards and find cultural
content that meets them, self-realization and a satisfying leisure life-that is, one
marked by a minimum 6f boredom [!]-are possible at all levels." Such a defense
of"aesthetic pluralism," as Gans characterizes his own program, takes for granted
the debased conception of culture that the critics of mass culture tried to challenge in the first place, which in their view derives from the separation of work
and play, the organization of "leisure" by the same market forces that have already invaded the workplace, and the consequent reduction of culture to a timekilling diversionary routine designed to while away leisure hours that have become as vacuous as the hours spent at work.

I

t is not only defenders of "cultural pluralism" who trivialize the concept of
culture and ignore the links between intellectual freedom and political freedom-or define intellectual freedom so narrowly that it no longer matters. The
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critique of mass culture itself degenerated from an analysis of commodity production to a satire against popular taste. By 1960, the issues at stake in this debate had become so obscure that Dwight Macdonald could brush aside the objection that his defense of high culture was undemocratic as "beside the point."
"The great cultures of the past have all been elite affairs," Macdonald decided;
and the hope that elite cultures would ever find a popular audience had become
untenable. Whitman's "noble vision" of a democratic culture shaped by intellectuals "at once so sublime and so popular that they can swing elections" had come
to seem "absurd." The best that could be hoped for, in advanced industrial societies, was a cultural policy that would keep the "two cultures" separate and encourage the emergence of "a number of smaller, more specialized audiences." 8
Defenders of high culture thus wound up in the same position as its critics.
Neither party retained much faith in the possibility of a genuine democratization
of culture. Just as political scientists in the fifties and sixties had begun to argue,
on behalf of a similarly debased conception of pluralism, that democracies work
through organized interest groups rather than through popular participation,
and that democratic societies can therefore continue to operate (maybe operate
better than ever) even if half the electorate does not bother to vote, so the advocates of cultural "pluralism" now demand a policy that "would create for every
taste public," as Gans puts it, "the specific taste culture which expresses its aesthetic standards." Gans explicitly rejects a policy of mass education designed to raise
the level of popular taste. "Poor people," he declares condescendingly, "are as
entitled to their own culture as anyone else," and in any case, "high culture requires an extraordinary amount of emotional involvement with ideas and symbols" unattainable except by a tiny minority. "Democratic theory still assumes
that all citizens must be educated on all issues," he concludes. "Nevertheless, democracies must and do function even when citizens are not educated." 9
If these were the opinions of a single sociologist, they could be disinissed as
merely superficial and ill-informed. But the same arguments have been advanced
by many other people on the Left, and their prevalence suggests deep confusion
about the nature of democracy and freedom. Our educational system, moreover,
increasingly works on the unspoken assumption that democracies can "function
even when citizens are not educated." Under the pretense of respecting the right
of Ininorities to "their own culture" and the pretense, more generally, of respecting the rights of the young, the schools have abandoned any serious attempt to
pass on the "best that is known and thought in the world." They operate on the
assumption that high culture, so-called, is inherently elitist, that nobody should

8 Macdonald, Against the American Grain, pp. 55-56, 72-73.
9 Gans, Popular Culture and High Culture, pp. 133-35.
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be asked to learn anything difficult, and that middle-class values should by no
means be "imposed" on the poor. 10 Like Gans, American educators invoke democratic slogans to excuse policies that condemn most of our countrymen to semiilliteracy. They appeal to the dogma of cultural pluralism in order to justify the
massive failure of public education.

A

comparison of current conceptions of cultural pluralism with the very different conception advanced by Randolph Bourne-a writer often cited as
a precursor of present-day spokesmen for ethnicity and cultural diversity-provides an excellent index of the degradation of democratic dogma. In his essay
"Trans-National America," published in 1916, Bourne advanced a pluralistic conception of American culture, but he did not take the position that "high culture"
requires too much effort and education to commend itself to the masses, that
poor people are "entitled" to a third-rate culture, that "everyone needs escape at
some time," or that in any case the "cultural level of a society'' is less important
than a "decent standard of living." 11 Such arguments would probably have struck
him as just as undemocratic in their implications as the attempt to inflict AngloSaxon uniformity on the immigrant population-the immediate target of his attack. He objected to the predominance of "English snobberies, English religion,
English literary styles, English literary reverences and canons, English ethics,
English superiorities," not because he thought it was unfair to ask the children of
immigrants to learn the English language or to study the masterpieces of English
literature, but because the "Anglo-Saxon attempt to fuse," in his view, would
"only create enmity and distrust." Bourne's defense of diversity did not deny the
need for an "impelling integrating force." It was precisely because the parochial,
"colonial" culture of the Anglo-American elite failed to provide such a unifying
force, according to Bourne, that American society had begun to dissolve into
"detached fragments of people" who became the "flotsam and jetsam of American life, the downward undertow of our Civilization with its leering cheapness
and falseness of taste and spiritual outlook, the absence of mind and sincere feeling which we see in our slovenly towns, our vapid moving pictures, our popular
novels, and in the vacuous faces of the crowds on the city street."
I o In liberal rhetoric, moral values are no longer taught or transmitted through example and
persuasion, they are always "imposed" on unwilling victims. Any attempt to win someone to
your own point of view, or even to expose him to a point of view different from his own, becomes an infringement of his freedom of choice. These assumptions obviously preclude any
public discussion of values at all.

I I Gans, Popular Culture and High Culture, pp. I72-73, I37· Bourne's essay, which originally
appeared in the Atlantic, is reprinted in Olaf Hansen, ed., The Radical Will: Selected Writings
of Randolph Bourne (New York: Urizen Books, I977), pp. 248-64.
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Bourne's essay remains a standard by which to measure not only the debased
pluralism that informs recent educational policy and recent debates about mass
culture, but also the debased conception of cultural liberation according to which
the historic movement toward "autonomy and inclusion" requires the dissolution of "traditional" cultures. The equation of freedom with the absence of external compulsion and with the ability to choose among ostensibly competing
products derives in part from a simplistic idea of the "modernization" process,
one that stresses the "positive contribution of ... movements toward autonomy"
in "separating the individual from authority," in bringing about a "relaxation of
external controls" and a new "flexibility of social mandates," thus making it possible for the individual to "choose his personal goals from a wide scope of legitimate ends." 12 According to sociologists who adopt this view of modernization,
the critique of mass culture, like the Marxist critique of capitalism from which it
descends, romanticizes "traditional" society, ignores its stifling effect on the mind,
and takes no account of improvements in living conditions or popular taste. "The
new society is a mass society," writes Edward Shils, "precisely in the sense that
the mass of the population has become incorporated into society." 13 For the first
time, the common people are emerging "from an immemorially old, clod-like
existence" and achieving at least the "possibility of becoming full members of
their society, of living a human life with some exercise of cultural taste." 14 According to this view ofthings, it is the very abundance of choices to which people
are now exposed-not capitalist exploitation or the iron cage of bureaucratic rationality-that underlies the much-discussed malaise of modern man. "Where
complex alternatives are available in a society it becomes necessary for the individual to direct his own existence without traditional supports, i.e. without class,
ethnic, or kinship ties. This need to make choices [gives rise to] persistent feelings of discontent." 15
The melting-pot metaphor may have dropped out of favor, but the broader
idea behind it lives on: the idea that people have to pull up their cultural roots before they can become citizens of the modern world. Gans's clinching argument
against exponents of "high culture" is that they themselves, as uprooted intellectuals, have already made the arduous journey from tradition to modernity and

12 Fred Weinstein and Gerald M. Platt, The Wish to Be Free: Society, Psyche, and Value Change
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969), pp. 214-15, 219.
13 Edward Shils, "Mass Society and Its Culture," in Norman Jacobs, Culture for the Millions
(Princeton: Van Nostrand, r¢1), fl. 1. Gans cites this remark with approval.
14 Edward Shils, "Daydreams and Nightmares: Reflections on the Criticism of Mass Culture,"
Sewanee Review 65 (1957): 6o8.
15 Weinstein and Platt, The Wish to Be Free, pp. 215, 219.
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now expect everyone else to share their own standards of "creativity and selfexpression" and their own ethic of "individualism and individual problem-solving." Rather patronizingly once again, he maintains that "many working- and
even middle-.class Americans are still in the process of liberating themselves from
traditional parental cultures and learning how to be individuals with their own
needs and values." In other words, they are beginning to approach the lofty standards set by the enlightened elite; and the mass media, according to Gans, play a
"progressive" role in breaking down the restrictive, patriarchal, "traditional" culture from which the working class is just beginning to free itself. Thus the mass
media liberate the working-class housewife from parental dictation, enabling
her to make her own decisions and to act on her own judgment and taste. "For a
housewife who has decided that she wants to decorate her home in her own way,
rather than in the way her parents and neighbors have always done," the media
"provide not only a legitimation of her own striving toward individual self-expression but an array of solutions from various taste cultures from which she can begin to develop her own." Furthermore, the "spate of women's liberation articles
in popular women's magazines helps a woman still deeply immersed in a maledominated society to find ideas and feelings that allow her to start to struggle for
her own freedom." 16
Like most commentators on "modernization," Gans misses the irony that
the housewife's liberation from "traditional" attitudes lies almost exclusively in
the exercise ofconsumer choices. She frees herself from tradition only to bow to
the tyranny of fashion. Individuation and "inclusion" in our culture have meant
integration not into a community of equals but into the market in consumer goods.
Freedom has amounted in practice to the freedom to choose between Brand X
and BrandY. Nor do the "ideas and feelings" among which the liberated housewife is invited to choose grow out of her own needs or experience. Insofar as she
relies on the mass media for images of personal liberation, she finds herself confined to a choice among prefabricated opinions arid ideologies designed by opinion-makers and marketed, like any other commodity, with an eye to their exchange value rather than their use value. The best a housewife can do with such
materials is to construct not a life but a "life-style."

T

he classic case for the democratizing effect of modern mass communications was made by Walter Benjamin in his essay "The Work of Art in the
Age of Mechanical Reptoduction." With Veblen and Dewey, Benjamin held that
modern technology by its very nature uproots the masses from traditional sur16 Gans, Popular Culture and High Culture, p. 59·
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roundings and superstitions and thus pmmotes a critical, scientific, iconoclastic
cast of mind. Applied to the reproduction of art, modern technology demystifies the work of art, makes it generally accessible, and encourages a "mode of
participation" in cultural life that is closer to the habitual use of old buildings by
those who live in them than to the worshipful attention of the tourist. Benjamin,
unlike American sociologists of modernization, understood very well that the
immediate effect of mass communication is to enhance the "phony spell of a commodity," but he insisted that in the long run, deracination would create the conditions for a new kind of brotherhood. He shared with Bertolt Brecht the belief
that art has "to go through this [industrial capitalist] phase without mental reservation," in order to achieve a socialist form in which the advantages of modern
technology serve the needs of the entire community instead of serving only the
capitalist. The unattractive side of modern mass culture-its phony glamour, its
banality, its "cult of the movie star" -arise not from the technology of mass communication itself but from its control by the bourgeoisie, in other words from
the "discrepancy between the tremendous means of production and their inadequate utilization in the process of production." 17
The Marxist theory of technology-of the technology of mass communications in particular-shares with liberal sociology the assumption that ethnic ties,
kinship networks, religious beliefs, and other forms of particularism inhibit independent thought and keep the masses passive and inert. On this Marxist reading of the modernization process, mass culture, even if its existing organization,
reflects capitalist priorities, dissolves ancient faiths and folkways and thus lays
the groundwork for an intellectual awakening of the masses and for a higher stage
of social organization. Where liberal sociologists stress the immediate achievements of mass culture in promoting individualism and free choice, Marxists look
to the future, when socialism will dissolve the contradiction between the "forces
of production" and the "social relations of production"-between the potentially
liberating effects of mass communications and their control by the bourgeoisie.
In spite of the difference between these positions, however, Marxists and liberal
sociologists subscribe to the same myth of historical progess, and therefore both
17 Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt (New York: Schocken Books, 1<}69),
pp. 231, 239-40, 242, 246 n. 9· Similar arguments have more recently been advanced by Hans
Magnus Enzensberger, The Consciousness /ndustry(New York: Seabury Press, 1974). For penetrating criticisms of the Benjamin-Brecht-Enzensberger position, see Jean Baudrillard, For a
Critique of the Political Economy ofthe Sign, trans. Charles Levin (St. Louis: Telos Press, 1981),
especially the essay "Requiem for the Media," pp. 164-84. "This tradition," Baudrillard writes
(p. 175), "has yet to renounce the ~ourgeois Enlightenment. It has inherited all its ideas about
the democratic (here revolutionary) virtues of spreading light (broadcasting). The pedagogical
illusion of this position overlooks that-in aiming its own political acts at the media, and awaiting the moment to assume the media's mantle of power-the media themselves are in deliberate
pursuit of the political act, in order to depoliticize it."
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dismiss criticism of modern technology and mass culture as the product of "nostalgia" -or as Edward Shils once put it, of "disappointed political prejudices,
vague aspiration for an unrealizable ideal, resentment against American society,
and at bottom, romanticism dressed up in the language of sociology, psychoanalysis and existentialism." 1S
One of the most important advances in recent social theory is the discovery
that modern technology reflects in its very design the need to assert managerial
control over the labor force. 19 A society in which political and economic power
is concentrated in a small class of capitalists, managers, and professionals has invented appropriate forms of technology that perpetuate a hierarchical division of
labor and weaken older patterns of mutuality and collective self-help. Under
these conditions, "individuation" entails the erosion of apprenticeship, of workers' informal understanding of the content of a "fair day's work," of informal
agencies of welfare and mutual security, of autonomous popular agencies of cultural transmission-the erosion, in short, of autonomous forms of popular culture. Modern technology embodies by design (in both senses of the term) a oneway system of management and communication. It concentrates economic and
political control-and increasingly, cultural control as well-in a small elite of
corporate planners, market analysts, and social engineers. It invites popular "input" or "feedback" only in the form of suggestion boxes, market surveys, and
public opinion polls. 20 Technology thus comes to serve as an effective instrument
of social control in its own right-in the case of mass media, by short-circuiting
the electoral process through opinion surveys that help to shape opinion instead
of merely recording it, by selecting political leaders and "spokesmen," and by
treating the choice of leaders and parties as one more consumer decision. The
mass media maintain a "permanent preventive counter-revolution," as Regis Debray has said without exaggeration. 21

I

18 Shils, "Daydreams and Nightmares," p. 596.
19 See, e.g., Stephen Marglin, "What Do Bosses Do?" Review of Radical Political Economics
6 (1974): 6o-1 12, and 7 (1975): 20-37; Harry Braverman, Labor and Monopoly Capital (New
York: Monthly Review Press, 1974); David F. Noble, America by Design: Science, Technology,
and the Rise of Corporate Capitalism (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977); David Montgomery,
"Workers' Control of Machine Production in the 19th Century," Labor History 17 (1976):
485-509.
20 The term feedback speaks eloquently of the real nature of this interchange. It refers to the
electronic static that results from improper adjustment of a microphone. Thus popular "feedback" to the decisions of policy-makers arises not from autonomous popular initiatives but from
minor disturbances in the machinery of one-way communication, to be eliminated as quickly as
possible.
21 Regis Debray, Teachers, Writers, Celebrities: The Intellectuals of Modern France, trans.
David Macey (London: New Left Books, 1981), p. 195.
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From this point of view, mass media have to be seen not as a conduit for
bourgeois ideology or even as the means through which bourgeois propagandists
and advertisers manipulate public opinion but as a system of communication
that systematically undermines the very possibility of communication and
makes the concept of public opinion itself increasingly anachronistic. Here is the
core of truth in Marshall McLuhan's dictum that the medium is the message.
Not that certain technologies automatically determine the content of communication or that television has put an end to "linear" thinking. The point is not that
technology governs social change or that every social revolution originates in a
revolution in the means of communication, but that mass communication, like
the assembly line, by its very nature reinforces the concentration of power and
the hierarchical structure of industrial society. It does so not by disseminating an
authoritarian ideology of patriotism, militarism, and submission, as so many
left-wing critics assume, but by destroying collective memory, by replacing accountable authority with a new kind of star system, and by treating all ideas, all
political programs, all controversies and disagreements as equally newsworthy,
equally deserving of fitful attention, and therefore equally inconsequential and
forgettable.

0

n the surface, advanced technologies of communication seem merely to
facilitate the dissemination of information on a wider scale than was possible before, without in any way predetermining the content of that information.
If the mechanical reproduction of culture enables advertisers to reach millions
of customers with a thirty-second commercial or gives established politicians access to a mass constituency, it ought to lend itself almost as easily, it would seem,
to the transmission of messages that subvert the status quo. Recent experience
calls this expectation into question. During the sixties, radicals attempted to use
the "public attention we now have for all it's worth," as an SDS leader put it, but
they discovered instead that media attention transformed the very character of
the movement. 22 Hoping to manipulate the media for its own purposes, SDS
found itself obliged to serve the media's purposes instead. Todd Gitlin has documented this process in detail. He shows how the "media selected for celebrity''
those movement leaders "who most closely matched prefabricated images of
what an opposition leader should look like." He shows how the media's inherent
bias in favor of dramatic confrontation and violence began to dictate the movement's own tactics and strategy, encouraging the replacement of radicalism with

22 Paul Booth, quoted in Todd Gitlin, The Whole World Is Watching: Mass Media in the Making and Unmaking of the New Left (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), p. 91.
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militancy, an ever-increasing escalation of theatrical gestures,. and a "self-mystified turn toward revolution." He shows how the media's search for histrionic
and highly "visible" left-wing leaders influenced not only the tactics of the movement but its structure, by promoting to stardom figures like Mark Rudd, Jerry
Rubin, and Abbie Hoffman-thespians of the counterculture who had no accountability to any constituency yet came to be treated as spokesmen for the
Left. Not only in their coverage of the Left but in their coverage of politics in general, the mass media, in Gitlin's words, replace "authentic authority based on excellence of character, experience, knowledge, and skill" with a new kind of pseudo-authority based on celebrity. 23
The same patterns can be seen in the impact of mass communications on
the world of ideas. Here again, a superficial view would suggest that new forms
of communication make it possible for artists and intellectuals to reach a wider
audience than they ever dreamed of. On the contrary, the new media merely universalize the influence of the market, reducing ideas to commodities. Just as they
transform the selection and certification of political leadership by substituting
their own judgments of newsworthiness for popular accountability, so they transform the certification of literary or artistic excellence. Their insatiable appetite
for novelty (that is, for old formulas in new packages), their reliance on immediate recognition of the product, and their need for "annual ideological revolutions," as Debray puts it, make "visibility'' the sole test of intellectual merit. The
first judgment of a book or an idea becomes the last; a book either becomes a
best-seller or drops out of sight; and the book in any case takes a back seat to the
article or interview it occasions. Here as elsewhere, journalism no longer reports
events, it creates them. It refers less and less to actual events and more and more
to a circular and self-validating process of publicity. It no longer presupposes a
world that exists independently of the images made about it. The intellectual,
like the political activist, thus finds that "he has to pay tribute to a new type of
medium which, not content with transmitting influence, superimposes its own
code on it." 24
The studies by Gitlin and Debray should help to discourage abstract theorizing about the mass media and to ground discussion, not to be sure in the "empirical" sociological investigations of "taste cultures" called for by Herbert Gans,
but in the concrete historical experience of those who have tried to use mass media
for critical, subversive, and revolutionary purposes. The practical conclusion to
be drawn from these books is that such efforts are likely to prove self-defeating.

23 Gitlin, The Whole World Is Watching, pp. 149, 155, 160.
24 Debray, Teachers, Writers, Celebrities, pp. 84-85, 87, 110, 112-13, 1q, 140.
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Political activists who seek to change society would do better to stick to the patient work of political organizing instead of trying to organize a movement, as
Rennie Davis put it, "with mirrors." 25 Writers and intellectuals, for their part,
need to learn that the mass media provide access to a broader audience strictly
on their own terms. It is tempting for people on the Left to think that by transmitting images of political rebellion or radical ideas, the communications industry can be turned into an agency of counterpropaganda. Instead of subverting
the status quo, however, the mass media subvert radical movements and ideas in
the very act of giving them "equal time."
In his study of SDS, Gitlin argues that the student movement played into
the media's hands, not only because its leaders allowed themselves to be co-opted
for celebrity, but because the movement as a whole refused to set up a structure
of responsible leadership that would have prevented the appointment of "spokesmen" by CBS and the New York Times. The Left regarded any form of leadership as inherently elitist and preferred the comfortable delusion that a movement
can get along without leaders if its members are committed to irreproachably
democratic goals. The emergence of media stars on the Left only strengthened
these suspicions of leadership. But the problem for the Left is to make its leaders
accountable to their constituents, not to get rid of leaders altogether. Failure to
establish a structure of accountable leadership makes it more difficult than ever,
as Gitlin puts it, "to build up an infrastructure of self-generated cultural institutions, outside the dominant culture."26
These observations point to a broader conclusion. The Left needs to ally itself not with the mass media and other agencies of cultural homogenization, nor
with the vision of a society without authority, without fathers, and without a past,
but with the forces in modern life that resist assimilation, uprooting, and forcible
"modernization." It needs to revise its idea of what makes men modern in the first
place. Now that modern history is itself beginning to recede into the past, we can
see that modernism in the arts depended much more heavily on tradition than
the pioneers of modernism believed; and the same point extends to modern culture as a whole. It has never represented a simple repudiation of "traditional"
patterns; indeed, it has drawn much of its strength from their persistence. Randolph Bourne was right when he said that true cosmopolitanism has to be rooted
in particularism. The experience of uprootedness, on the other hand, leads not
to cultural pluralism but to aggressive nationalism, centralization, and the con-

25 Gitlin, The Whole World Is Watching, p. 167. "This apt phrase," Gitlin writes, describes the
"process of making a project real by creating a reputation for it."
26 Gitlin, The Whole World Is Watching, p. 3·
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solidation of state and corporate power. After America's entrance into World
War II, when the hope of cultural renewal in the United States began to fade,
Bourne turned with good reason to an analysis of that war machine, the modern
state. Another writer who understood these matters more clearly than sociological students of mass culture (even those whose sympathies lie with the Left), after
expressing amazement that "certain periods almost without material means of
communication surpassed ours in the wealth, variety, fertility, and vitality of their
exchanges of thought over the very widest expanses," proposed a similar view of
the link between uprootedness and the higher provincialism underlying modern
national consolidation:. "Men feel that there is something hideous about a human
existence devoid ofloyalty," wrote Simone Weil; but in the modern world, "there
exists nothing, apart from the State, to which loyalty can cling." 27
The weakening of almost every form of spontaneous popular association
does not destroy the desire for association. Uprootedness uproots everything
except the need for roots.

27 Simone Weil, The Need for Roots, trans. Arthur Wills (New York: Putnam, 1952), pp:-l:23,
127.

The New
Public Philosophy
SHELDON S. WOLIN
Ours are not problems of abstract economic theory. These are
problems offlesh and blood; problems that cause pain and destroy the
moral fiber of real people.

T

hese words, spoken by Ronald Reagan when he accepted his party's
nomination for President, mirror the dilemma that faces the powerful
groups that, through the medium of the Reagan presidency, now control American politics. They have won power in the name of conservatism but they are intent upon effecting a species of radical change, change that will be harsh,
without the promise of progress or of rising expectations. The dilemma is that
the program for change rests upon a public philosophy different from, even
antithetical to, the one on which he campaigned. The dilemma ran throughout
the acceptance speech: he proclaimed the need for "a new beginning" and then
proceeded to go backward to the Mayflower Compact for inspiration.
The quotation cited above appears to keep faith with the sentiments that
have been Reagan's hallmark-that if elected, he would restore an older, simpler,
public philosophy. In that spirit, the speech drew a contrast between two conceptions of politics: one that was sensitive to moral concerns ("flesh and ... pain
... moral fiber"), the other a politics guided by "abstract economic theory" and
insensitive to human suffering and moral consequences. The distinction was reiterated later in the speech when Reagan promised tax relief and jobs but without resorting to "any new form of monetary tinkering or fiscal sleight-of-hand.
We will simply apply the common sense that we all use in our daily lives."
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But well before the inauguration of the new President, the Reagan regime
had distinguished itself by two qualities: an assertive and dogmatic commitment to "abstract economic theory," and a determination to effect sweeping
changes-the word radical was welcomed at one point by an administration
spokesman-on no other basis except an admittedly untested economic
theory. In the weeks that followed the election, the country resembled an economics seminar as politicians, commentators, corporate spokesmen, and
academic experts debated the merits of Laffer curves, supply-side economics,
monetarism, and reindustrialization. Once the Reaganites were installed in
office, they quickly demonstrated that their commitment to theory was not
purely theoretical; what seemed "theoretical" was their commitment to conservatism. The new President challenged the society to have the courage to
shake off the old ways. "Isn't it time," he asked, "that we tried something
new," that we "chart a new course," and that we resist the temptation to cling
to "old economic practices"? 1 Within a few short months, the new administration initiated a far-reaching program of spending cuts, tax changes, deregulation, and reduced social services that completely turned on its head the
campaign rhetoric quoted earlier. "Problems of flesh and blood" were sacrificed to "abstract economic theory," causing "pain" and destroying "the moral
fiber" of real people.
In the context of the problem of establishing the legitimacy of a course of
action that is intended to reverse, change, and even destroy a fair number of
established rights, institutions, and powers, the important point is not the
seeming contradiction between campaign rhetoric and actual practice, but the
difficulty of the dominant groups in reconciling two opposing conceptions of
legitimacy, one that appeals to traditional moral and religious sentiments,
patriotism, and homely wisdom, the other to the authority of economic theory.
The former is the basis of the conservatism that Reagan professes. For two
decades his rhetoric has attempted to evoke a world of God-fearing friends and
neighbors, close-knit families, and self-evident truths about "the work ethic"
and the immoral lives of those on welfare. This conservative or, better,
traditionalist conception of legitimacy assumed practical importance as an organized political force during the last presidential campaign. Religious funda- ·
mentalists, evangelicals, anti-abortionists, anti-ERAers, moral majoritarians,
textbook and library censors, and opponents of teenage sex were among Ronald
Reagan's earliest and most enthusiastic supporters. Although many of the
beliefs and demands of these groups are sharply at odds with democratic values
of diversity, freedom,-and tolerance, the beliefs themselves, while sometimes

1 Speech to joint session of Congress, April 28, 1981.
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twisted almost beyond recognition, are historically grounded in the political
culture of the country.
Broadly speaking, until World War I, what there was of an American
political culture derived from three main sources: religion (primarily Protestantism), English common law principles, and seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
political theories of natural law, natural right, and social contract. From this
stock of notions, Americans fashioned a language of public discourse for discussing and arguing about their common condition and its problems. It gave
Americans their basic ideas of "power," "justice," "right and wrong," "equality,"
"freedom," and "authority." Insofar as Americans were disposed to question the
legitimacy either of those who governed or of their policies, they relied upon a
language that had an inherent bias toward treating political questions in moral/
religious or legal terms. For example, leaving aside such obvious illustrations as
the Mexican War, the slavery controversy, the Spanish-American War, and
World Wars I and II, and recalling instead the intense debates over Hamilton's
financial plan, the Jacksonian attack upon the National Bank, or the post-Civil
War disputes about paper money and silver, one is struck by the moral and
religious fervor surrounding the debates over fiscal and monetary policy. In a
sense, Americans had no notion of economic policy independent of politics and
morality. Bryan's famous "Cross of Gold" speech, with its crucifixion imagery,
was the perfect expression of American political culture.
The second form of legitimacy, which is expressed in the Reagan regime's
commitment to economic theories, is antitraditional. It symbolizes the forces
that have been the carriers of a counterculture that has been in the making since
about the seventeenth century. The most important of these are science and
technology, the centralized and administratively oriented nation-state, and
corporate capitalism. Historically, each of these forms of power has had a
devastating impact upon traditional culture. In their beginnings, science, the
modern state, and capitalism had a strong religious cast: early scientists avowed
that their investigations would demonstrate the true wonders of God's creation;
early modern rulers were "God's anointed" and "defenders of the faith"; and, if
Weber and his followers are to be believed, early capitalists consecrated their
economic activities to the service of God. But in the course of time these religious associations were not only shed, but religious beliefs and institutions were
attacked as false and as impediments to progress. Many of those who
championed the cause of science, a free capitalist economy, and a rational administrative state tended as well to be strongly critical of customary moral
notions and of the political values associated with the natural law-social contact
tradition. Customary morality was dismissed as unthinking habit, natural rights
as metaphysical speculation or, in Bentham's jeer, "nonsense on stilts." Only
later, when science, state, and economy were secured as autonomous spheres,
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was toleration extended to traditional religious and moral values. It was,
however, a limited toleration. Those who developed the orthodox conceptions
of science, capitalism, and state insisted that successful activity in each of these
spheres depended upon the systematic exclusion of religious and moral valuesthat the decisions of government officials and private entrepreneurs, like
scientific investigation itself, had to aim at "objectivity."
This counterculture may be said to have been groping toward a concept of
legitimacy that would be the exact opposite of the one favored by a traditional
culture. It needed a concept that would serve to justify and rationalize change.
More pointedly, it needed to legitimate the type and tempo of change peculiar to
modern science, technology, capitalism, and state: change that is unceasing,
rapid, expansive, and deliberately fostered. For this, a different public language
had to be found. Its precise form would have to accord with the cultural characteristics of the forces it would be expressing. It would have to be scientific in
method and spirit; technological, in the sense of being a science with practical
application; completely at home with the spirit and institutions of capitalism;
and adaptable to the needs of the modern centralized and bureaucratized state.
These were the specifications that economics would have to fulfill if it were to
serve as the public philosophy for the society being evolved through the collaborating powers of capitalism, science, and the state.

F

ollowing their electoral victory, the leaders of the Reagan administration
hoped to pursue a strategy that could exploit both these forms oflegitimacy
-the traditional one, now narrowed and intensified into the demand that public
policies accord with absolute morality and revealed truth, and the scientific one
embodied in the administration's "economic philosophy." But early on the administration settled the question of which form had priority and showed that it
would not hesitate to sacrifice tradition to change. It drew up a legislative
strategy that distinguished "economic" programs (budget, taxation, etc.) from
"social and emotional issues" such as abortion, school prayer, and virtually all
of the other pet projects of the religious and moral activists. The emotional issues were to be held back until passage of the economic measures was assured.
This was merely the first of a series of confrontations in which the administration overrode the wishes of the old believers. The refusal to fight for the LeFever
nomination and the insistence upon fighting for the O'Connor appointment in
the face of outraged cries of betrayal made clear the administration's preference
for technicians-Mrs. O'Connor was touted for her competence, not for her
conservatism-over ideologies without redeeming economic significance.
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The President's somewhat cavalier treatment of those who had loyally
supported him in the belief that his election would mark a return to the old
verities and pieties is not to be ascribed to cynicism but to the demands of a
program that aims at important substantive changes in the responsibilities of
government rather than in its role or even in its powers. Thus while social
services are being reduced, the government-controlled defense economy is expanding and, pari passu, so are the powers of government. Control over
monetary policy, taxation, agriculture, foreign trade, scientific research and development, and education are not being surrendered. The law enforcement, intelligence, and surveillance powers of the government are being increased, not
diminished. There is the strong likelihood, therefore, that when the Reagan
years are over the country will have a stronger, pared-down state, one that exerts
its control over the entire society through a restricted set of instrumentalities,
instead of through a vast network of programs that it is beyond the capacity of
government to manage efficiently.

T

he importance of economics in public counsels is not a Reagan innovation.
Economists have been a familiar and ever-growing presence in national
affairs since the early years of World War II. But it is not their numbers alone
that are significant or the use that is made of their knowledge. It is rather that the
prominence of economics is both the herald and the agent of a profound transformation in American political culture. "The economy" has emerged in the public consciousness as a sharply outlined, autonomous entity, the theater in which
the destiny and meaning of the society will be worked out. Relegated to secondary importance are the main notions through which the society once understood its identity, notions such as "democracy," "republic," "the Constitution,"
and "the nation" whose meaning was essentially political. As we suggested earlier, American society is fast acquiring a new public philosophy to express its collective nature.
The strongest evidence for the quiet revolution in the public philosophy
that has taken place over the past half-century is in the changed terms of public
discourse. The state of the nation becomes meaningful only when we are able to
talk about it as "rates" of various kinds-rates of "inflation," "interest," "productivity," "money supply," "capital formation," and, last but least, "unemployment." If, as philosophy has taught us, the limits of our language are the
limits of our world, and if, as the linguists say, language sets limits to what we
can think, then the change in public discourse implies that some of the things the
old language was suited to express and emphasize are being lost or downgraded
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by a new public vocabulary, while some things which may have been devalued by
the old vocabulary, or discreetly veiled, are being exalted.
What can hardly be doubted is that economics now dominates public discourse. It is now common practice to rely upon economic categories to supply the
terms of discussion in legislatures, bureaucracies, and mass media; to frame the
alternatives in virtually every sphere of public activity, from health care, social
welfare, and education to weapons systems, environmental protection, and scientific research; and to function as a sort of common currency into which all
problems have first to be converted before they are ready for "decision making."
"The methodology of public choice," according to one standard account, "is
that of economics." 2 Lester Thurow's way of posing the problem of "environmentalism" is a representative example of the faith that practically any public
concern can be reduced to economic categories. "Environmentalism," he asserts, "is not ethical values pitted against economic values. It is thoroughly economic. " 3 Economics thus becomes the paradigm of what public reason should
be. It prescribes the form that "problems" have to be given before they can be
acted upon, the kinds of "choices" that exist, and the meaning of "rationality."
One of the most widely used techniques that have enabled economic thinking to penetrate almost every sphere of public action is "cost-benefit analysis."
Its basic principle is that it is rational to prefer one alternative if its benefits are
greater than those of the next best alternative. For the technique to work,
numerical values have to be assigned to the costs and benefits involved; that is, a
price tag has to be put on all the relevant values, otherwise comparison is difficult, and without true comparisons the chooser cannot make "trade-offs,"
such as accepting lower prices in exchange for dirtier air. The universal application of the technique and the simplicity of its terms-no small recommendation
to bureaucrats-were stated by one economist in a letter to the New York Times:
"Everything has a cost, and ... it is not rational to undertake an action unless its
benefits are at least as great as its costs."4
The political implications of these developments are obscured by the claim
of economists that a technique is neutral, and that whatever use is made of the
results of a technical analysis is not the responsibility of the analyst. Unfortunately these neat compartments, which attempt to separate technical analysis
from political judgment, do not hold. This is because economics considers a

2 Dennis C. Mueller, Public Choice (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1979), p.
3 Lester Thurow, The Zero-Sum Society (New York: Basic Books, 1980), p. 105.

4 New York Times, March 16, 1979.
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judgment "rational" only when it encourages efficient utilization of resources or
the maximization of profits-thereby blurring the distinction between analysis
and judgment. This is illustrated by the celebrated Roskill Commission Report
in which some British economists, applying cost-benefit analysis to a question
about the best location for an airport, came to a conclusion that showed not only
how analysis and judgment formed a seamless web, but also a way of justifying
the imposition of sacrifices on a segment of the community:
The right answer in the interests of the nation rests in a choice which,
however damaging to some, affords on a balanced judgment of
advantages and disadvantages the best opportunity of benefiting the
nation as a whole. 5
A revealing glimpse into the role of economics in the struggle to change the
public philosophy was provided by the response of the Reagan administration to
a recent Supreme Court decision. In 1978, acting under the authority of the Occupational Safety and Health Act, the then Secretary of Labor issued a rule designed to limit workers' exposure to cotton dust. According to the Court, the
Secretary had issued "the most protective standard possible." The cotton industry protested the standard, arguing that the Act required that before a standard
could be imposed it had first to be justified by a cost-benefit analysis. The Court
rejected that reasoning and declared that Congress had chosen "to place preeminent value on assuring employees a safe and healthful working environment."
The Court clearly recognized that the point of the Secretary's ruling was to
place the health of the workers outside the profit framework and, in effect, to
render the balancing of benefits against costs wholly irrelevant. However, by the
time that the Court's ruling came down, the Reagan administration had taken
office. Its response was swift and indicative of the decisive role assigned economics in the new public philosophy. Fittingly, the response came from a member of the President's Council of Economic Advisers. He promised that the administration would move to change the law so that henceforth all government
regulations would have to meet the standard of a cost-benefit analysis.
As this incident shows, the public role of economics cannot be understood
as though economics were simply a scientific body of knowledge that seeks to
represent a particular segment of reality in the manner suggested by Nobel laureate Samuelson:
All sciences have the common task of describing and summarizing

5 For a discussion see R. Layard, ed., Cost-Benefit Analysis (Harmondsworth, England: Penguin Books, 1976), p. 429 ff.
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reality. Economics is no exception. There are no separate methodological problems that face the social scientist different in kind from
those that face any other scientist .... 6

As the language being used to formulate public choices, economics is necessarily
engaged both in constituting reality and in legitimating the reality it has helped
to bring into being.

T

he claim that economics is neutral appears plausible primarily because of
the illusion that surrounds the existing political system. The usual picture
depicts a system that is responsive to a broad array of interests and that sometimes inclines toward one set, other times toward another. Or sometimes the system is run by Democrats, other times by Republicans. Economists are widely percived as working for the government, that is, developing the technical means to
further policies that have emerged from the give-and-take of the political process. In reality, economics works within a system that is dominated by the power
of corporations whose wealth and influence economists help to strengthen and
promote. When the economist is dealing with the alternative uses of scarce productive resources, he is abetting a system that enables those who possess great
power to use the system to reproduce and increase it. The same process, of course,
serves also to reproduce and increase the powerlessness of the less powerful.
Until roughly forty years ago, government and business managed without
relying much on the services of economists. There are doubtless many reasons
for the economists' population explosion. One of them is the transformation of
the interrelationships between state power, corporate power, and science. Once
relatively informal and occasional, they have developed in the twentieth century
into a set of dynamic interactions that are increasingly integrated and rationalized. The total wars of the twentieth century, with their close collaboration between science, industry, and the state, were the fullest expression of this. The role
of economies as the public philosophy of this collaboration awaited the development of economics to the point that it could be recognized as authoritative knowledge. The quest for authority was triumphantly vindicated in 1969 when, in the
company of mathematics, physicists, chemists, and biologists, an economist was
named Nobel laureate, the first in what was to be an annual honor. The cere-

6 Paul Samuelson, Collected Scientific Papers, ed. J. E. Stiglitz (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
Press, 1966), vol. 2, p. 1752.
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mony climaxed the efforts of generations of economists to systematize their subject and to develop the formal features of a science, paralleling the course of the
national economy and the nation-state, both of which followed a pattern of development toward increasing centralization and rationalization. The interlocking system of state and economy, which had begun in earnest after the Civil War,
needed a body of knowledge that would enable the two systems, economy and
polity, to be treated as one political economy or as one economic polity; and in
the age of extraordinary scientific achievements and universal deference to scientific authority, the body of knowledge that would serve as the basis for a new
public philosophy must, of necessity, be seen as scientific.

T

he question raised by these developments is whether economics can fulfill
the requirements of a public philosophy. Most contemporary economic
doctrines, whether libertarian, neoclassical, or neo-Keynesian, depend upon
certain politically relevant assumptions that have remained virtually intact since
the eighteenth-century beginnings of classical economics. These assumptions
were antipolitical in their first formulation and they remain so today. It will
repay to revisit them in their original.
Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations (1776) is generally acknowledged to have
provided the first foundation of modern economics. Instead of focusing upon
the political nature of society and analyzing it in terms of notions drawn from
law, political theory, and political history, Smith looked upon society as a structure of production, as the organization of human activity into a form of power
that supplied society "with all of the necessary conveniences of life which it annually consumes."7 In order to explain how society worked, Smith set aside the
notions popularized by political theorists, and instead of picturing society as
formed by a free act of consent, as the social contract theorists had, and then
working out related notions of obligation, right, equality, and membership, he
relied upon nonpolitical concepts such as the division of labor, the market, competition, and exchange. Instead of taking the citizen as the fundamental unit,
concentrating on the citizen's relationship to political authority, Smith saw men
as either workers, capitalists, or landowners, with their most important relationships arising from the division oflabor and the market. Society could thus be described without recourse to a political vocabulary. The depoliticizing effect was

7 Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, ed. W. B.
Todd (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976), vol. 1, p. 10.
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reinforced by Smith's conclusion that economic relationships function most effectively and harmoniously when individuals are allowed to pursue their own interests without interference by political authorities.
Smith's reasoning took him from the claim that the economy embodied the
essential structure of society to the claim that the self-adjusting mechanism of
the free market would efficiently perform the essential coordinating functions
that the state had traditionally undertaken but botched. According to early
modern political notions, the state was responsible for coordinating and directing
human activities toward the common ends of security, justice, peace, prosperity,
good morals, and piety. Smith rejected that conception. "The duty of superintending the industry of private people and of directing it towards the employments most suitable to the interest of society" is, he averred, beyond all "human
wisdom or knowledge." 8
Smith's famous alternative to a politically ordered society was a society in
which the common good-a traditional political notion for which he would
typically substitute an economic concept, such as "the annual revenue of the
society"-would materialize without anyone intending it. Or, more accurately,
the common good would result from a myriad of individual actions inspired by a
goal that was the exact opposite of the common good:
[The economic actor] neither intends to promote the public interest,
nor knows how much he is promoting it. . . . He intends only his own
gain. He is in this .. .led by an invisible hand to promote an end which
was no part of his intention. 9
The antipolitical thrust of Smith's outlook extended beyond doubts about
the competency of political rulers to skepticism about the likelihood of human
beings developing communal ties that placed any significant strain on their
limited supply of altruism. Human beings, he thought, need each other because
no one can be self-sufficient; but this did not mean that we should expect others
to help us: we have to "address ourselves not to their humanity but to their selflove, and never talk to them of our necessities but of their advantages. " 1 0 When
economics made the basis of a public philosophy, the image of the economic
actor as naturally self-regarding, calculating, and competitive becomes the assumption that public policies and the way citizens are spoken to, dealt with, and
treated. The contemporary economist has, if anything, a harsher view of human
beings. Thus Thurow dismisses the argument by Schumacher that "small is
beautiful" on the grounds that "it does not exist because it does not jibe with hu8 Ibid., vol.

2,

p. 687.

9 Ibid., p. 456.
ro Ibid., vol. I, p. 27.
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man nature. Man is an acquisitive animal whose wants cannot be satiated." 11
The same assumption has been placed at the center of the so-called "theory of
public choice," one of the academic versions of the new public philosophy: "The
basic behavioral postulate of public choice, as for economics, is that man is an
egoistic, rational, utility maximizer." 12
When a notion of human motives and potentialities that was originally conceived to explain private behavior is pressed into public service, its limitations
become serious. In the ordinary course of political events-as well as in the extraordinary occasions of war, natural disaster, and even economic crisis-the
constant assumption cannot be that most citizens are egoistic and insatiable.
The reason for a civic culture is that citizens will have to cooperate, tell the truth,
respect each other's rights and sensibilities, observe the law, and pay taxes, if a
self-governing and free society is to be possible. Under the conditions of war or
emergency, even more is expected of them. Some can expect to die, others who
may already suffer from extreme deprivations will be asked to suffer more, to
"trade off" Harlem, say, for Vietnam. But because a public philosophy grounded
in economics cannot nurture a civic ethic, it is forced to declare it obsolete. In the
words of a former chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers:
Market-like arrangements ... reduce the need for compassion, patriotism, brotherly love, and cultural solidarity as motivating forces
behind social improvement. . . . Harnessing the "base" motive of
material self-interest to promote the common good is perhaps the
most important social invention mankind has achieved. 13
It was possible to stave off the antipolitical and demoralizing implications
of economics as long as the prevailing public philosophy was grounded in strong
beliefs about religion, morality, law, and political values, and as long as
economic modes of thought remained marginal and Americans retained their
historical skepticism about the motives of businessmen. Most of this was clearly
understood by some noted economists earlier in this century. "A theory of
economic policy, in the sense of a body of precepts for action," one of them
wrote, "must take its ultimate criterion from outside economics." 14 This viewpoint assumed, as the great welfare economist A. C. Pigou noted, "a stable gen-

II Thurow, Zero-Sum Society, p. 120.
r2 Mueller, Public Choice, p. r.

13 Charles L. Schultze, The Public Use of Private Interest (Washington: Brookings Institution, 1977), p. r8.
14 Lionel Robbins, The Theory ofEconomic Policy in Classical Economics (London: Macmillan, 1952), p. rn
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eral culture" in which "the things outside the economic sphere either remain constant, or, at least, do not vary beyond certain limits." 15
Since World War II this presupposition about a stable culture has collapsed
along with the culture itself, both victims of the incessant and rapid changes in
which ever-advancing societies specialize. When the moral and political ground
of public philosophy has disintegrated and a new ground is sought in economics,
politics reaches the dead end perfectly mirrored in Thurow's widely praised ZeroSum Society.

Thurow is the purest example of the political innocent armed with economic
~ealism. That all public questions can be converted into economic terms
has no doubt ("Wilderness areas are to some extent natural resource insurance
policies"); 16 that there are economic solutions to most of our major domestic
problems he is equally convinced. There is really only one problem that prevents
America from being the best of all technocratic worlds: every one of the solutions
Thurow draws from his bottomless kit requires "that someone must suffer large
economic losses." 17 Our society is, through and through, a "zero-sum society,"
trapped in economic immobilisme, because the rational solutions to all our major
problems are solutions at some group's expense. In a society where everyone and
every group is presumed to be rationally egoistic, deaf to all pleas save self-interest, there are no volunteers ready to offer themselves on the altar of the common
good. "Everyone wants inflation in his own prices and wages and deflation in
everyone else's prices and wages." 18 Faced with a situation where, as he delicately
puts it, society "must make equity decisions" and "decide when losers shall suffer
income losses and when losers should be comp~nsated," 19 Thurow discovers that
he is saddled with a theory that cannot provide good reasons why people should
act contrary to their interests even though the future of society may depend on it.
"Equity decisions," he acknowledges, "cannot be deduced from purely factual or
logical statements," which is to say that they cannot be deduced from a science like
economics. 20 Adam Smith's good friend David Hume could have saved Thurow

.1.

I5 Economics of Welfare, 3rd ed. (London: Macmillan, I929), p. 21.
I6 Thurow, Zero-Sum Society, p. I I5.
I7
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I8 Ibid., p. 66.
I9 Ibid., p. I95·
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considerable trouble: If we think in economic terms, then there is no reason why I
should prefer the scratching of my finger to the destruction of the Universe.
Left to his own devices, Thurow wavers between despair and technocracy,
only to end in incoherence. Since he has even more trouble than Adam Smith had
in conceiving how anyone with an economic stake in a matter could act disinterestedly in it-Smith described disinterestedness as "an affectation not very common among merchants and very few words need be employed to dissuade them
of it" 21 - he is forced to embrace the illusion that somehow the society will elevate a
Great Technocrat in the Sky and give him their burden: "But somehow there has
to be a disinterested judge with the power to decide or tip a political decision in the
right way." 22
"To tip a political decision in the right way": that phrase, with its implication
that the "political" element enters at the end-after the technical process of formulating economic alternatives has been completed-shows what the ultimate function is in the political use of economics. It is to mask power by presenting what are
essentially political and moral questions in the form of economic choices. As the
society moves from a condition of surplus to one of scarcity, economic policies are
ways of distributing sacrifices. We choose to fight inflation rather than to increase
employment; to introduce a tax policy that favors the affluent because they already enjoy a sufficient margin so that they can invest their tax savings; and to
increase defense spending and reduce social programs because the global reach
of our corporations needs to be promoted and protected by credible violence.
Each of these decisions is a political decision involving increased benefits to some,
deprivations to others. But it is prevented from reaching the impasse depicted by
Thurow because the power generated within the politicized economy and the
economized polity is cumulative. Powerful corporations destroy communities
and then leave for another region where they have used their power to extract tax
concessions, improvements (roads, sewers, etc.), and anti-union conditions. Or
they bargain to stay and squeeze economic favors from beleaguered cities, e.g.,
tax exemptions, relaxation of environmental protections, and suspended zoning
ordinances.
The enormous concentrations of power being generated by the quest for
private advantage is essentially antipolitical power, as the measured abandonment of factories, the extortionist tactics used against cities, and the destruction
of Poletown demonstrate. It is antipolitical because, inherently, it contains no
principle for transcending conflict to find common ground. There is no reconcili-
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ation, only winners and losers; there is no basis for common action, only threat,
inducement, or corruption. When the economy becomes the polity, citizen and
community become subversive words in the vocabulary of the new political philosophy. The ultimate achievement of this form of politics is that it completely
reverses Lord Acton's dictum. Instead of power corrupting, this politics manages
to corrupt power by divorcing it from its grounding in a political community. The
necessary condition of a political ground to power has been stated and restated
for about 2,500 years: power becomes political when it is based; not when a victor emerges and imposes his will, but when shared and common concerns are discovered through a process of deliberation among civic equals and effected through
cooperative action. Which is not only why the new public philosophy cannot rise
to a genuinely political plane, but also why it will continue to need the backing.of
the moral and religious conservatives. In their fury over welfare, abortion, sex,
women's rights, and school prayers, they furnish a substitute for politics, replete
with solidarity, a sense of community, and a glow of moral superiority. And they
leave the entire structure of power, inequality, hopelessness, and growing repression wholly untouched.
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question of whether art should reflect the realities of industrial capital-

•
or instead challenge its most implicit assumptions about the ordering
of daily life occupied both American and European artists and intellectuals at
the turn of the century. The first position, that modern art should submerge itself in the novel technology and production processes of industrial capitalism,
has been the guiding premise linking such apparently antagonistic cultural theories and movements as the machine aesthetic of the 1910s and 1920s, the"socialist
realism" of Proletcult and cultural nationalism in the 1930s and 1940s, and the
self-referential Modernist canon of the postwar years. Edward Bellamy's utopian
novel of 1888, Looking Backward, 2000-1887, is an early statement of this idea,
depicting a socialist future in which the "cultural lag" behind the impersonal
forces of corporate industry has been happily eliminated. For Bellamy, the modern factory system offered new standards of authority and competence that
would eventually characterize a socialist culture. If those standards undermined
democratic conventions of amateur participation in the creation and enjoyment
of art, Bellamy's response was to urge that such conventions be quietly forgotten. The tenacity of this tradition of cultural commentary is demonstrated in part
by the fact that a contradictory current of thought, beginning in the "aesthetic
socialism" of William Morris in England and reworked in an American context
by Randolph Bourne, VanWyck Brooks, Waldo Frank, and James Oppenheim,
is today almost completely forgotten. To draw upon the past so as to criticize
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contemporary life was, to these writers, a salutary counterweight to the crude reflection theories that have shaped most socialist and liberal thinking about art in
this century.
Because of its tremendous influence on American Progressivism, and its
early formulation of themes that would be constantly rediscovered by later cultural theorists, Bellamy's novel is a good place to begin an examination of modern
assumptions about art and industrialism. Bellamy's twenty-first-century utopia
depicts a city-dwelling army of drilled laborer-soldiers directed by an elder administrative elite-"the result of a process of industrial evolution which could
not have terminated otherwise." The novel's brief discussion of art in this technocratic future centers on a musical telephone device that transmits recital music
from centralized concert halls to the home of the listener. This introduction of
"labor saving by cooperation into our musical service" has relieved Bellamy's socialists of the agonies of having to "endure so much playing and singing in your
homes by people who had only the rudiments of the art."
Bellamy's cultural vision was informed by his theory of historical change, in
which revolution is replaced by sensible management. Political agitation was to
have no part in the effortless evolution that would guide industrial capitalism to
socialism; indeed, "the followers of the red flag," with their noisome protests,
merely hindered the process of reform. More enlightened individuals realized
that the corporate consolidation of the late nineteenth century had as its logical
end "a golden future" and therefore shaped their customs, beliefs, and culture
according to the needs of monopolized industry. The hierarchical division of labor within the army and factory, in Bellamy's socialism, extends its domain to
include all aspects of social and private life. The permanent division of society
into employers and employees, the managers and the objects of "industrial evolution," has as its complement a culture based on acquiescence by the many in
the artistic dictates of a few professionals.
In a review of Looking Backward in the English socialist newspaper The
Commonweal, William Morris denounced the "unmixed modern," "unhistoric
and unartistic" cast of Bellamy's utopian society. In Bellamy's socialism, the same
telephone that liberates citizens from the pains of amateur participation in the
arts also broadcasts interminable sermons on the improvements of life achieved
since the demise of the old capitalist order, the most prominent of which we
would recognize today as the credit card, department store, supermarket, and
fast food restaurant. Bellamy's insistence on the irrelevance of the past precludes
the critical evaluation of the present. Having rejected the presocialist era as barbaric and lacking in the conveniences that surround the good life, Bellamy's telephone preachers deliver a present-tense gospel that makes future change unthinkable. The inhabitants of this militarized state, as incapacitated cultural consumers
and dutiful operatives within a gigantic national corporation, find in the my-
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thology of unceasing progress an impediment to remembering or imagining an
al ternative way of life. A manipulated mass fervor for the existing order and
collective amnesia stand out as the cultural ideals of this twenty-first-century
utopia.
Morris countered Bellamy's ideal of the centralized administration of society by the competent few with a vision of a democratic culture in which men and
women would command the skills, knowledge, and leisure necessary to control
their own lives. Instead of demanding that cultural traditions incompatible with
industrial labor be repressed, Morris attacked the "art-lacking or unhappy labor
of the greater part of men" under industrial capitalism as a threat to the survival
of art of any kind. In his view, the relentless assault on the worker's historic rights
to free time, self-education, craftsmanship, and play, which accompanied the
rise of the factory system, resulted in the withering of the "lesser arts" of ornament and decoration in production. Simultaneously, the deterioration of "that
tradition which bound artist and public together" in an appreciation of skills and
experiences shared over generations forced "high" artists to cater to the fashionable whims of the rich or withdraw into "a language not understanded of the people." As an alternative, Morris proposed the reintegration of artistic creation and
enjoyment with everyday life, seeking to "win Art, that is to say the pleasure of
art; win back Art again to our daily labour."
Like John Ruskin, Morris believed that the medieval craft tradition, which
"used the whole of a man for the production of a piece of goods, and not small
portions of many men," could inform a future in which work would be infused
with the pleasure that comes from the construction of beautiful objects. Morris's
writings point to a conclusion that has eluded most of his successors: namely that
attempts to make art "catch up" with supposedly autonomous technological and
economic developments reveal only a fundamental impatience with art itself, especially when it is made and enjoyed in modes incompatible with hierarchical
patterns of social discipline and control.

T

he most coherent attempts to carry on Morris's explorations in cultural
and social criticism in the United States can be found in articles by Bourne,
Frank, and Oppenheim in The Seven Arts, which during 1916-1917 championed
the cause of an American cultural renaissance and socialist transformation until
the journal collapsed financially under the war hysteria stirred up by the Wilson
administration. For this group, tfie legacy of American business enterprise was a
spiritually impoverished nation incapable of serious culture or critical thought.
These writers condemned the conjuncture of ethereal scholasticism and mindless
profitmongering in American life as the product of Puritans and pioneers who
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shunned cultural creativity and renewal for the exploitation of nature.
This rigid division between intellectual and commercial pursuits was intensified by industrialization, which, according to Brooks, "devitalized" workers
while abandoning "the orthodox culture of the world" to "the prig and the aesthete, those two sick blossoms of the same sapless stalk." The lack of cultural-traditions of self-understanding in America left intellectuals prey to every passing
fashion and fad of thought, ending finally, at the turn of the century, in the capitulation of even the most academic of authors to unabashed celebrations of
the real. "The tragic thing," as Frank saw it, is that art "can end by becoming a
mere expression of the materials from whose tyranny it rightfully should free us.
This, in fact, is the situation that confronts America."
Although this group identified itself with a vaguely defined "Young America," it never lapsed into a superficial apotheosis of the novelties of modern life.
Instead, these writers turned to Whitman, Thoreau, and Lincoln, to Ruskin,
Morris, Marx, Freud, and Nietzsche, and to the popular traditions brought to
the United States by European immigrants for sources for new democratic cultural ideals critical of corporate capitalism. Oppenheim lamented that the expansion of American political democracy was coupled with a shrinking of the cultural sphere to "largely the work of specialists in expression for specialists in appreciation." "Never was the machinery of art more widely and thoroughly distributed," he wrote in a passage reminiscent of Morris. "And never, among a great
people, was there less of art."
At the same time that The Seven Arts was providing a forum for critics of
industrial production and the attempted cultural cretinization of the working
class, the journal was also publishing articles by Paul Rosenfeld, Horace Holley,
and Willard Huntington Wright, who urged that artists integrate themselves with
their surroundings so as to best speak for their countrymen. Rosenfeld exhorted
musicians to "the surrender of ourselves" to "the American destiny," a position
greatly at odds with the critical·stance of the "Young America" group. As editor,
Oppenheim expressed in his own work the contradictory tendencies within the
journal. The same person who bemoaned the lack of cultural democracy in industrial society could also delight in the exciting energy of America's expanding
economy, hoping that an "American Zarathustra" would appear to express the
vitality of "the land of Bigness." "The embracing of social experience," which
Oppenheim believed characterized the literature of Shakespeare, Goethe, and
Milton, should shape the attitude of the modern artist toward his environment.
Not surprisingly, this command that artists submerge themselves in the progressive flow of eve'nts rested on the authority of science. Too many artists were
really reactionaries, Oppenheim complained. In shying away from technological
advances, they failed "to bring man up to the level to which power has been
brought" and "to do with man what has been done by nature." Instead, contem-
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porary artists should "look to the present, face reality as it is," and "know the new
dynamic energies released" by industrialization.

A

t first glance, the critical writings of Clement Greenberg in the 1940s and
1950s would seem to have nothing to do with efforts to make art a reflection of developments in industrial technology and science. 1 Greenberg, like
many of his fellow contributors to the Partisan Review, had intellectual roots in
the Proletarian Culture movement of the thirties. However, by the time he began
his courageous defense of Jackson Pollock, Barnett Newman, Mark Rothko,
and other members of the first New York school of postwar artists, Greenberg
had decisively rejected the Proletcult position that a socialist art should devote
itself to the portrayal of the virile, committed worker idealized in Communist
party platforms. Beginning in the early forties, Greenberg based his criticism on
the assumption that the achievements of modern culture were threatened from
all sides: by the "middlebrow" vapidity of bourgeois art and literature, by the
"kitsch" produced for the working class, and by the party-dictated propaganda
of both Stalinist and fascist movements. The defense of"vanguard" art in a hostile environment became his first priority, necessitating the professionalization of
Modernist aesthetics into a precise, regularized doctrine free of the questionable
standards of taste of the party bureaucrats, industrialists, and kitsch-consuming
masses. It is in Greenberg's effort to codify artistic Modernism that the tradition
of Bellamy, Rosenfeld, and Oppenheim reemerges. The desire to reconcile art
with industrial society expresses itself in Greenberg's transformation of cultural
radicalism into the administration of a self-referential cultural idiom by a critical
elite-in short, into aesthetic engineering.
Modernism, Greenberg argued, must adopt the forms of self-definition
characteristic of modern science in order to survive in an inhospitable environment. "Whatever we conclude about the greatness of art in the past," he concluded
I The citations from Greenberg's writings are too numerous to be indexed here in footnote
form. Readers should consult Greenberg, Art and Culture(Boston: Beacon Press, r¢r) for an
introduction to his work. I have also drawn from original essays published in Partisan Review,
Commentary, Horizon, and The Nation. The letters from Gene Davis to Greenberg are from the
Archives of American Art (Detroit), Clement Greenberg Collection. In addition to the writings
of Morris and the Seven Arts group, three secondary works-Lewis Mumford, Art and Technics
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1952), James B. Gilbert, Writers and Partisans (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1968), and Christopher Lasch, "Modernism, Politics, and Philip
Rahv," Partisan Review 47 (1980): ~83-94-have been ofgreat value in helping me to assess
Greenberg's Modernist criticism. Finally, I am indebted to Christopher Lasch, Sheldon S. Wolin,
Arlene Shaner, and Christopher Clarke, among others, for their comments and encouragement
regarding this essay.
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"we shall not be able to lay down limiting or enabling rules for the achievement
of greatness in the present or future until aesthetics has become as exactly scientific as physics." Greenberg fashioned his Modernist theory in these years as a
subjectless trajectory of artistic progress resembling cruder variants of technological determinism. In the end, only the critic was capable of summing up the
self-enclosed evolution of modern art and of mapping out the exact laws of Modernist development that the young artist should follow. Finally, Greenberg redefined the relationships between critic and artist, and between critic and connoisseur, along lines parallel to the industrial division oflabor between administrator
and worker.
In all of this, the initial connection between Modernism and political radicalism grew increasingly unclear. As Greenberg put it in I939· "Today we look to
socialism simply for the preservation of whatever living culture we have right
now." Greenberg was eventually engaged solely in the management of that "living culture," reserving for critics like himself the right to speculate about its significance or purpose. In the meantime, artists would be left to the obedient execution of Greenberg's aesthetic theory. Members of the American art audience,
ever mindful of the latest art review, would rehearse their favorite critic's ideas as
proof of their sophistication, thereby debasing the connoisseur ideal and making ridiculous any claim of communion between the artistic "vanguard" and the
"masses." A body of cultural theory ostensibly socialist and anti-Stalinist ended up
recreating, in a new artistic form, the industrial division of labor that supported
both advanced capitalism and the "really existing socialism," becoming-in Frank's
words-"a mere expression of the materials from whose tyranny it rightfully
should free us."

A

n article published in a I947 issue of the British journal Horizon, "The Present Prospects of American Painting and Sculpture," illustrates many of
the characteristics of Greenberg's work as a whole. There Greenberg described
the exhaustion of the Parisian art scene by the mid-I930s, the glorification of
"middlebrow" culture by America's dominant class, the elaboration of early Cubism's "hard-headed" Modernism by Jackson Pollock and David Smith, and the
difficulty of relating "this high conception of contemporary art to our own lives"
in the United States.
The essay begins with a statement of the dependency of the contemporary
American artist on "that vivacious, unbelievable near past which lasted from I 905
until I 930" in Paris. The poverty of American culture forces its artists to "live partly by time transfusions" from an artistic moment that "only Hitler could definitely terminate." America has lost its provincialism, Greenberg argues, but what
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has taken the place of cultural isolationism is the fashionable self-cultivation of
the middle class, whose knowledge of art is "a kind of travelogue patter." Mass
education has produced a notion of sophistication as "something that belonged
inevitably to a high standard of living as personal hygiene." Traditional forms of
high culture, therefore, are in danger of disappearing.
In the face of the rise of mass culture and the subjugation of fine art by the
"cash-nexus," the French Impressionists and their successors withdrew into the
private space of bohemian life to reflect upon the new industrial order. Greenberg writes that these artists accepted that order's premise that "modern life can
be radically confronted, understood and dealt with only in material terms," turning it against the assumptions of bourgeois society. "From now on you had nothing to go on but your states of mind and your naked sensations, of which structural, but not religious, metaphysical or historico-philosophical, interpretations
were alone permissible." It is materialism, "or positivism," that characterizes for
Greenberg such "hard-headed" artists as Cezanne, Oris, Picasso, Leger, Mir6,
and Brancusi. "Here, as in all great periods of art, scepticism and matter-of-factness take charge of everything in the end."
The great painter of American urban experience for Greenberg is Jackson
Pollock, who alone fuses the French heritage of "Picasso's Cubism and Mir6's
post-Cubism, tinctured also with Kandinsky and Surrealist inspiration," with
the "violence, exasperation and stridency" of American life. The matter-of-factness of Pollock's art lies in his treatment of the medium, "his concern to maintain
and intensify ... the strong point of late Cubism." A European culture devastated by war is revived by the violent energy of the American city, with its "lonely
jungle of immediate sensations, impulses and notions." Similarly, David Smith's
constructivist steel sculpture "reflects American industrialism and engineering"
in its materials and technique.
The problem facing American culture is that of creating an environment in
which an art of "balance, largeness, precision, contempt for nature in all of its
particularity'' can thrive. Greenberg castigates the Museum of Modern Art and
the art dealers of Manhattan's Fifty-seventh Street for having ignored those Greenwich Village artists "who live in cold-water flats and exist from hand to mouth."
Mesmerized by the Parisian school in its decadence, the New York cultural elite
has shunned the young Americans studying under the German exile Hans Hofmann. Hofmann's "radical discrimination between what is pertinent and permanent in the art of our times and what is merely interesting, curious or sensational"
has helped to create a "climate of taste among at least fifty people in America"
(including, presumably, Pollock~ Smith, and Greenberg himself) "that cannot be
matched for rigour and correctness in Paris or London." Greenberg's task as a
critic was to convince MOMA, 57th Street, London, and Paris of this fact by the
consolidation of European Modernist aesthetic theory in the United States and
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by the establishment of the young New York painters as its only legitimate heirs.

L

ooking back in I957 on the circle of American artists associated with New
York's Eighth Street in the I930s, Greenberg emphasized their isolation
from and relative indifference to the aesthetic standards of art dealers and museum directors. "Fifty-seventh Street was as far away as prosperity," and the Museum of Modern Art was a place to study Picasso and little more: "You did not
feel at home there." Gorky, de Kooning, Motherwell, Pollock, and all the rest
experienced the official hostility to avant-garde art that had characterized the attitude of the French Academy toward the Impressionists. But as Greenberg wrote
in I 948, "The alienation of Bohemia was only an anticipation in nineteenth-century Paris; it is in New York that it has been completely fulfilled." Greenberg's
search for patronage for these artists, and his postulation of a future reconciliation of culture and society-of the artist and the public-reveal the roots of much
of his theory of Modernism in the Progressive tradition, in the machine aesthetic
of International Style architecture, and in the positivistic "Marxism-Leninism"
of the Stalin era.
The relationship of art to labor, and of the artist to a capitalist society, has
been a major question to Marx and many Marxists, as well as to Progressives. It is
no surprise, then, that Greenberg should examine the possibility of a future rapprochement between the "advanced" artists and the masses in his writings, for the
separation of these two groups plagued intellectuals and artists committed both
to Modernism and to some form of socialism. A two-part essay in Commentary
on "The Plight of Our Culture," published in I 953, is Greenberg's most significant
formulation of a possible resolution. Ostensibly a review ofT. S. Eliot's Notes
Towards the Definition of Culture, the article explores the relation of high culture to class society.
The essay rehearses many of Greenberg's familiar themes about art in industrial life. The commodification of art under capitalism has produced the "middlebrow" pseudo-sophistication of the middle class, the kitsch of the masses,
and the complete isolation of the avant-garde, here described as "the 'cadre' that
has led the fight for aesthetic truth, high standards, continuity with tradition,
and against the utilitarian ethos during the past century." While Eliot saw therevival of an aristocratic class as a necessary defense against the cheapening of cultural standards in industrial society, Greenberg finds in the technological advances
of that society the possibility for establishing high art on a new basis.
Eliot's argument leads Greenberg to reconsider Marx's treatment of "base
and superstructure," for it was Marx who had most clearly addressed the antagonism between art and capital. According to Greenberg, Marx believed that "science and industrial technology would eventually make it possible for society to
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render social differences unnecessary and put the dignified leisure required for
the pursuit of high culture within reach of everyone." The gains of modern society in mass education and relative economic amelioration are not therefore to be
eliminated by a reversion to aristocracy. The problem of art and labor is now inexorably tied up with the technological changes of the Industrial Revolution.
Under capitalism, the rich are no longer exempt from labor. "Puritanism
has won a lasting victory. Work has now become the main business of life and
the ground of reality for all classes of industrial society." Even leisure had been
infected by the work ethic, becoming now a "passive state" dedicated at best to
"distraction and vicarious pleasure" rather than to cultural creation. But instead
of advocating the obliteration of this distinction between work and leisure, between labor and art, Greenberg ends up endorsing the collapse of art into labor
as necessary to the social achievements of a technologically advanced society.
The solution to the precarious existence of the Modernist artists is that of"making work itself the main sphere of culture-that is, of integrating it with culture
without sacrifice of its efficiency."
The flawed reasoning that runs throughout Greenberg's work finds its clearest expression in this proposal. For here Greenberg celebrates the capitulation of
artistic creativity to the dictates of industrial efficiency in the name of a technologically induced socialism. Greenberg's meager discussion of how such a project
might be undertaken (a footnote suggests the work of the International School
architects as an example) reveals the theoretical and moral poverty of his argument. Praising the introduction of high culture into the workplace through modern architecture and design, Greenberg notes that this trend has "benefitted
from the growing realization on the part of industrial experts that cheerfulness
and comfort can be as essential to efficiency as the more literally functional qualities of a building." Greenberg effects a reconciliation of art and labor that provides only a veneer of graciousness for a system that he himself has condemned
as inimical to a high level of cultural activity. In doing so, he has transformed his
bohemian cadres into the aesthetic-relations managers of advanced capitalism.
Greenberg's theory, with its faith in the inevitability of technological progress
and the inviolable standards of industrial efficiency, is firmly within the Progressive tradition of cultural criticism. Thorstein Veblen lauded the "expression of
economic facility or economic serviceability in any object" as the basis of the new
culture of the rising class of engineers. "The canon of beauty in the spirit of functional design," he wrote, "requires expression of the generic." Veblen's description of the new consciousness required by the reign of the engineers might have
alerted Greenberg to the dangers>Df such an ideal. For Veblen, the "'intelligence"'
demanded of the worker in modern industry "is little else than a degree of facility in the apprehension and adaptation to a quantitatively determined causal sequence." Veblen suggested that the worker adapt "that matter-of-fact temper
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which recognizes the value of facts as opaque items in the mechanical sequence."
This acceptance of the "opaqueness" of the production process, strikingly
similar to Greenberg's notion of the supposed "materialism" of the "hard-headed"
Modernists, has implications that were fully understood, not by Greenberg, but
by Morris. Because he recognized that the ideal of "apprehension and adaptation" demanded of the industrial worker was little more than a parody of intelligent thought, Morris concluded that "we must begin to build up the ornamental
part of life-its pleasures, bodily and mental, scientific and artistic, social and
individual-on the basis of work undertaken willingly and cheerfully, with the
consciousness of benefiting ourselves and our neighbors by it." Morris remained
absolutely opposed to the aesthetics of benevolence offered by enlightened managers, comprehending as Greenberg never would that culture and society will remain forever estranged so long as the assumptions underlying the modern factory
system are left unchallenged.
What is perhaps most disturbing about Greenberg's theory, which was intended to salvage both modern art and the socialist promise from reactionaries
like Eliot and from Prolet-kitsch devotees on the Communist left, is its unreflec, tive relation to its own past. Despite his break with party-approved models of
"committed" art, Greenberg retained the technological determinism and vanguard elitism of Stalinized Marxism. Although Marx consistently denied the autonomy of technology from the social relations of production, Greenberg's inheritance from orthodox Marxism-Leninism is a facile technological utopianism, in which "cultural lag" explains the apparent failure of culture to keep up
with industrial progress. The reconciliation of art and labor, then, involves bringing art up to date with the latest in machinery.
Greenberg has written that "some day it will have to be told how 'anti-Stalinism,' which started out more or less as 'Trotskyism,' turned into art for art's sake,
and thereby cleared the way, heroically, for what was to come." That transformation never entailed a thorough-going critique of the origins of American "antiStalinism" and the postwar cult of the "advanced" intellectuals in Progressivism
or in Stalinism itself. The failure to carry out such a critique makes Greenberg's
answer to the "plight of our culture" another ,sorry example of what Raymond
Williams has described as the "moral decline of socialism"-"its failure to sustain
and clarify an alternative human order."

E

very one of them,'' Greenberg wrote of the early Abstract Expressionists, "started from French art and got his instinct for style from it; and it
was from the French, too, that they all got their most vivid notion of what major,
ambitious art had to feel like." For Greenberg, the Parisian Cubists had irrevo-
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cably liberated painting from its previous dependence on literature. During the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the medium of painting was considered as
an obstacle to the transmission of the artist's religious, historical, political, or
philosophical message-of literature. The avant-garde painter of the nineteenth
century, however, was forced to turn away from a hostile world. The "escape from
ideas, which were infecting the arts with the ideological struggles of society," became the key to the survival of good painting. The revolt against the rule ofliterature entailed the acceptance "of the limitations of the medium of the specific
art."
Fortunately, the Impressionists and Cubists could found this new aesthetic
on the self-reliant ideal of scientific inquiry. By asserting the ultimate two-dimensionality of the picture plane, "pictorial art reduced itself entirely to what was visually verifiable." The self-referential character of Modernism is part and parcel
of a scientific age's "increasing faith in and taste for the immediate, the concrete,
the irreducible." It was this that the "hard-headed" Picasso and Braque understood when they destroyed the Renaissance illusion of depth perspective in their
initial Cubist works. Greenberg's antiliterary aesthetic, justified by the scientific
disavowal of the transcendent, means for him that "all experience is sanctified,
all we can know is the best we can know." "Scientific method alone asks that a
situation be resolved in exactly the same kind of terms in which it is presented,"
and it is this method which undermined traditional notions of form and content
in painting. For the content of modern art would be modern art itself.
Greenberg's treatment of the artists of the first New York school focuses entirely on their allegiance to the self-contained Modernism begun by the Cubists.
Pollock and other painters are praised for their attention to the painting surface,
their assertion of its fundamental flatness, and for their evolution away from easel
to "all-over" painting. While the easel painting still provides a small window on a
painted world, in the Renaissance manner, the all-over painting, by its huge size
and its denial of anything that might call attention away from the medium,
causes a "dissolution of the pictorial into sheer texture, into apparently sheer sensation, into an accumulation of repetitions" -all qualities that "speak for and
answer something profound in contemporary sensibility."
With this analysis, Greenberg constructed a fantasy of artistic evolutionary
progress that corresponds to the myth of the unceasing technical improvement
of modern life. "The avant-garde believes that history is creative, always evolving novelty out of itself. And where there is novelty there is hope." Greenberg's
criticism celebrates the modern fragmentation of thought into "sheer sensation"
simply because it is new. Pollock's art, for example, may seem incomprehensible
and ugly at first, but "in the course of time this ugliness will become a new standard of beauty." Those educated in Greenberg's aesthetics, one step ahead of their
competitors in the art market or their fellow museum-goers, will recognize the
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iron laws of avant-garde history at work, making sure to spread the news. Somewhere in all this, in the cult of novelty, in the assumption that painting is a search
for an as yet unachieved ultimate flatness, in the application of scientific method
to artistic creativity, and in the evolutionistic idea of aesthetic progress, the artist
and his work have been lost. 2
By the early 196os, with the growing acceptance among America's cultural,
financial, and political leaders of abstract art, painters like Louis, Olitski, Noland, and Stella tried to further the movement toward self-referential flatness
that Greenberg saw beginning in the first New York school painters. The publication in 1961 of Art and Culture, a collection of Greenberg's essays during the
forties and fifties, established him as perhaps the most influential art critic in
America, a friend to many New York painters and an individual enmeshed in the
institutional art world of galleries, dealers, museums, universities, and journals.
Greenberg's importance to the development of Gene Davis, among many
other painters during this period, is revealed in a series of letters from the artist
to the critic. One from 1962 is particularly telling.
I hope that you do not think less of me because I seem to go along so
passively with your suggestions. Believe me, I have a mind of my own
and take suggestions from very few observers of my work. If you are
as great a critic as I think you are, then who the hell am I to resist your
suggestions when they make sense to me. I have the feeling that if I had
been exposed to your influence as early as Ken [Noland] and Morris
[Louis], I might be farther along than I am today. What was it that
Oscar Wilde said-"if an influence is strong enough, embrace it."
A year later, Davis mailed Greenberg a copy of an angry letter he had written to
the editor of Art International but never mailed, in response to an article critical
of Greenberg. Davis defends him as "the first art critic in history to have exerted
a major influence on painters. This is unique, for influence usually flows in the
other direction, from artist to critic."
This switch in the usual artist-critic relationship was unique. Without challenging Davis's originality as an artist, it is possible to read his letters as a sign that

2 It is important to head off anticipated criticism by stating that Greenberg's interpretation of
the first New York school is not the only possible one, or necessarily the most appropriate one.
At the very least, a comprehensive analysis of that school's painters would have to come to grips
with Pollock's politics and ,!1is interest in psychoanalysis and American Indian art, Newman's
anarchism, Rothko's religious approach to painting, and the difficulties inherent in sustaining
European artistic traditions in the postwar United States-all questions omitted in a discussion
of their works as mere components of Modernism's formalist evolution toward two-dimensionality.
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Greenberg's version of Modernism as a self-propelled evolutionary tradition culminates finally in the demotion of art to the carrying-out of principles elaborated
in the aesthetic planning office. Greenberg's Modernism strips artists of their autonomy just as that autonomy, defined as the "escape from ideas," is proclaimed.
Painting becomes a striving to achieve in paint what someone else has written
about painting. Tom Wolfe is right on the mark: "The new order of things in the
art world was: first you get the Word, and then you can see."

W

hat philosophy elaborates, art will propagate and adapt for propagation, and will thus fulfill a higher social office than in its most glorious
days of old." Such was the conclusion of the great nineteenth-century prophet of
scientism, Auguste Comte, who wished to divest art and other forms of consciousness of the dangerous temptations of free speculation and imagination. Art had
an essential role in the Comtean system, in which a class of positive philosophers
would direct the scientific reconstruction of society, leaving to the masses the execution of its plans and the careful recording of immediate surface phenomena
as sources for future positive syntheses from above. Artists would no longer stir
up utopian and fantastic flights of mind and soul with their works, since these
would simply be aesthetic representations of scientific philosophy, but would instead inspire society's masses to accept their lot in the new order.
One hundred years after Comte, Clement Greenberg emerged as the positive philosopher of Modernism. Urging artists to "escape from ideas" by restricting their sights to the "immediate sensations, impulses and notions" that constitute the random data of modern life, Greenberg simultaneously created a selfenclosed doctrine of Modernist art independent of the work of particular artists
and accessible only to the art theorist and critic. Greenberg directed artists to the
rendering of the "visually verifiable" and the matter-of-fact while monopolizing
for himself any consideration of meaning, values, or direction in aesthetics. Unconsciously, Greenberg fulfilled Bellamy's blueprint for cultural expertise in an
administered society, in which the experts' cult of the immediate present and its
baubles streamlines mass participation in industrial production. Comte rightly
recognized that this approach to artistic creation "can produce no bad effect"i.e., stimulate no unsettling spirit of critical inquiry or play on the part of its viewers or practitioners-because it "will be exerted in the direction pointed out by
scientific labors."
It is in regard to this Comtean reconstruction of aesthetic theory and practice that the writings of Mon:is and the "Young Americans" at The Seven Arts
still have enormous relevance. These writers' specific recommendations for the
form and content of artwork, their fascination with artisanal handicrafts and
Whitmanesque poetry, may hold only limited interest for artists, writers, and
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cultural theorists today. What does demand reconsideration and further elaboration in their work is their refusal "to lower ourselves; to become . . . the
creatures and symptoms of unchartered forces," as Frank wrote in a characteristic attack on the cult of the "American Fact" induced by technocratic modes of
thought. Frank believed that man achieves through art "that sense of unity and
at-homeness with an exterior world which saves him from becoming a mere pathetic feature of it." Neither an "escape from ideas" into unintelligible particularity
nor a servile identification of art with the "progressive" tendencies of industrial
production and technology is an ingredient of Frank's aesthetics; both paths lead
to the extinguishing of creativity through acquiescence in the "American Fact."
Rather, Frank envisioned an American artistic renaissance invigorated by the
tension between social reality and those elements of personality, culture, and
everyday life that were threatened by and resisted that reality: love, religion, utopian images of self-government and solidarity among producers, creative and
self-directed labor, popular folklore, and democratic ideals. As its farewell editorial explained in I 9 I 7, The Seven Arts set itself the task of "interpreting and expressing that latent America, that potential America which we believed lay hidden
under our commercial-industrial national organization." In the wake of Greenberg's artistic modernization theory, and the ascendancy of the aesthetic engineers,
that task remains incomplete but no less compelling.

Ronald Reagan's
American Gothic
MICHAEL ROGIN

You can twist it .. .
You can twirl it .. .
You can bend it .. .
You can curl it .. .
The new revolutionary collar on Van Heusen century shirts won't
wrinkle ever.
"The neatest Christmas gift of all!" says Ronald Reagan.
-Caption accompanying a picture of Ronald Reagan starring in Universal International's
Law and Order, color by Technicolor.

I

tis by now notorious that the United States, alone among 157 nations, voted
against an international convention to regulate the marketing of baby formula. Mixed with contaminated water in the Third World, and used improperly
in other ways, baby formula is estimated to cause up to one million infant deaths
a year. Has the most pro-family administration in our history come out against
mother's milk and for formula?
"The United States strategy supports breast feeding," a Reagan spokesman
explained. It is not against mother's milk; it is simply for freedom of commerce.
One interpretation of the Reagan administration agrees. It sees the President's
pro-family stance as a mask, obscuring the profit-hungry corporations that market baby formula. But the adininistration's difficulties with mother's Inilk, I want
to suggest, also reside in Reagan's problematic relationship to the American family. The adininistration ha~ to attack that family as it actually is in order to preserve it as a wrinkle-free ideal. On this reading~ sadism is not just a by-product of
greed, but exerts a power of its own. For evidence I will follow the lead of the President himself, and turn to his favorite source.
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ovies are forever," was the theme of the 1981 Academy Awards. President Reagan, the first Hollywood actor elevated to the presidency,
was scheduled to welcome the Academy from the White House. On the day of
the ceremonies, however, John W. Hinckley shot the President. As if to demonstrate Reagan's faith in the power of the movies, Hinckley was obsessed by Taxi
Driver. He had seen it several times, and he cast himself in the role of its isolated,
deranged, and violent protagonist. Like the character played by Robert De Niro,
Hinckley became a gun freak. Like him, he detennined to win Jody Foster's love
by assassinating a political leader. Hinckley, like the De Niro character, failed as
a political assassin. But he preempted the Academy Awards, and postponed them
for an evening. Living inside a movie, Hinckley chose the night of the Awards
for his attack. De Niro, who had planned to absent himself from the ceremonies,
did appear the following night to accept an award for his performance in Raging
Bull, and to tell the audience that he loved everybody. De Niro was testifying
that he was not really the character he and Hinckley had played.
"Film is forever," the President told the Academy. "It is the motion picture
that shows us all not only how we look and sound, but-more important-how
we feel." As if to prove him right, millions of Americans experienced the assassination attempt by watching it over and over again on TV. But the power of the
image to confirm the shooting also allowed Reagan to speak to the Academy the
next night as if it had never happened. The television audience watching a screen
saw a Hollywood audience watch another screen. One audience saw the other
applaud a taped image of a healthy Reagan, while the real President lay on a hospital bed. Reagan was President because of film, hospitalized because of a film,
and present as image because of film. The single figure to acknowledge the cost
of film's ingestion of reality was De Niro.
If the assassination attempt dissolved the boundaries between film and real
life, Reagan also called attention to another boundary confusion. "I have come
to speak to you tonight about our economic recovery program," the President
told a joint session of Congress several weeks after he was shot. But first he digressed "for a moment" to thank the millions of Americans who had offered him
their "expression of friendship and, yes, love" after the assassination attempt.
"Now let's talk about getting spending and inflation under control and cutting
your tax rates," Reagan continued. "Thanks to some very fme people, my health
is much improved. I'd like to be able to say that with regard to the health of the
economy." The President was identifying the recovery of his mortal body with
the health of the body politic, his own convalescence with his program to restore
health to the nation. Reagan was presenting himself as the healer, laying his hands
on the sick social body. He was employing a very old symbolism, one that confuses the body of a political leader and the body of his realm.
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The doctrine of the king's two bodies developed in the sixteenth century to
address the relationship between a ruler's mortal body and his body politic. That
doctrine, which marked a shift in the locus of sacred power from the church to the
state, derived from the two bodies of Christ. Theologically, the death of Christ's
mortal body created a mystic body, the regenerate, Christian community. But
sixteenth-century political leaders sought, like divine kings, to reabsorb that mystic community into their own, personal bodies. American presidents and their
publics have also identified the president's welfare with the health of the body
politic, and attributed magical, healing power to the presidential touch. But the
locus of sacred value has shifted during Reagan's lifetime, not from the church
to the state but from both to Hollywood.
America is unique, Reagan has often insisted, because Americans are God's
chosen people. The President quoted Carl Sandburg in his economic recovery
speech: "The republic is a dream. Nothing happens unless first a dream." "And
that's what makes us as Americans different," Reagan explained. We inhabit a
dream. Wolfenstein and Leites, in their book on American movies of the 1940s,
agree. "When a group of people share a common culture, they are likely to have
certain day-dreams in common," they write, and they find the "ready-made daydreams" of Americans in the movies. 1 Hollywood is also Reagan's repository of
the American dream, the source of what he sees as real and enduring in this land.
At the 1981 Notre Dame commencement, for example, the President insisted that
the movie line, "Win one for the Gipper!" not be spoken of "in a humorous vein."
He told his audience of an injured player carried off the field who was heard to
say, "That's the last one I can get for you, Gipper." The Gipper died two weeks
after his last game; Reagan played him in Knute Rockne, All-American, a 1940
film about the legendary Notre Dame football coach. In his Notre Dame speech,
too, the President used bodily injury to mobilize political support. That was not
just good politics in the wake of the attempted assassination. The shooting returned Reagan to the movie he has identified as the source both of his birth as a
star and of his personal rebirth as well.

I

pointed out in these pages several months ago (April 1981) that Reagan has
singled out King's Row as the movie with the deepest significancefor his life.
In the movie, Reagan speaks the line, "Where's the rest of me?" when he discovers
that a "sadistic doctor" has "cut off my legs at the hips." By losing his legs in King's
Row, Reagan wrote, he discovered that "part of my existence was Inissing." That
was why he called his autobiography Where's the Rest ofMe? King's Row, I arr Martha Wolfenstein and Nathan Leites, Movies: A Psychological Study (Glencoe, Ill.: The
Free Press, 1950).
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gued, freed Reagan from the contaminated actuality of his small-town past. It
allowed him to reinhabit, as a fantasy life for millions, an ideal image of America.
The revelation that one has been living an incomplete, unreal life is one made by
the born-again Christian. Losing himself as body and finding himself as spirit,
he discovers the higher reality of Christ. Reagan's conversion experience took
place in King's Row. Losing his legs at the hips, he gained the higher reality of
Hollywood. By reenacting Taxi Driver, John Hinckley gave the President the
chance to replay King's Row. This time, however, Reagan did not rise to stardom
by losing his legs. He found the rest of him in the nation's love, and set out to fulfill his healing promise for America.
At least that is how the President would like us to understand the meaning
of his political life. But the source to which he has directed us paints a darker picture. Where's the Rest ofMe? was out of print during the presidential campaign.
Reissued this spring, it is being marketed as "an engaging, unpretentious, and
good-humored account of what inspired a small-town boy to become a Hollywood actor, and how Reagan came to his political convictions." Where's the Rest
of Me? is not simply engaging and good-humored, however. Not only does it
place amputation at the center of Reagan's life, but it also locates his conversion
experience in· an American gothic nightmare.
King's Row is a classic in the American gothic form. The gothic sensibility
has Christian roots (to which the label, gothic, points), and it reveals the black
underside of born-again Christianity. American gothic depicts a titanic struggle
between the forces of good and evil, in which the world is under the devil's sway.
American gothic art is an art of dualism, of haunted characters, violence, and
horror. Though it claims to stand for good, it is fascinated by evil. Rebirth carries
less conviction, in the gothic imagination, than does the power of blackness, and
the regenerate remain filled with vengeance against the world that has damaged
them. Aaron Copland, who does not have a gothic imagination, refused to allow Reagan to be inaugurated with his "Fanfare for"the Common Man." Reagan
chose music from King's Row instead. That evening, San Francisco television
viewers were shown the movie. We watched the fllm that, on the evidence of Reagan's childhood, his autobiography, and his subsequent political career (evidence
presented in my previous democracy essay) speaks most intimately to his sense
of himself and his world. We watched the new President play the one role about
which he has written as if the character were himself. We entered Reagan's dream
life, as it intersected with an American public daydream. This is what we saw:
King's Row opens with a shot of a sign: "King's Row. A good clean town. A
good town to live in. A gOod place to raise your children." We watch a young girl
and boy walk down a country lane, come to a pond, and disrobe. They swim,
naked, together, and the outlines of her nude body are visible beneath the water.
The girl is Cassandra Tower, daughter of one of the two town doctors. She invites
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the boy with whom she swam, Parris Mitchell, to a party. But Louise Gordon,
daughter of the other town doctor, gives a competing party, and only Parris
comes to Cassandra's. Then Parris and another boy stand outside a house. They
hear screams from the second story, screams repeated by Parris's friend. The boy's
father is in that house, and Dr. Gordon is cutting off his ulcerous legs. Cassie Tower, Parris Mitchell, and the viewer have now been punished, socially and physically, for their idyll in the pond. Dr. Tower withdraws his daughter from school.
In the final childhood episode, Parris and another boy swing on the rings of the
ice house with a girl named Randy Monaghan. The other boy, Drake McHugh,
has planned the excursion; he wants to see Randy's drawers. Preadolescent sexuality, punctuated by violence to destroy its innocence, has introduced and concluded childhood in King's Row.
Parris Mitchell and Drake McHugh are several years older in the next scene.
The two youths, played by Robert Cummings and Ronald Reagan, are more than
best friends. They are doubles in a movie of doubles. Both boys are wealthy orphans, and both will lose the relatives who replaced their parents in the course of
the movie. Parris is drawn to Cassandra Tower, Drake to Louise Gordon. Both
the girls' doctor-fathers are forbidding, and both their mothers are menacing as
well. Each mother peers from a second-story window, and the viewer does not
know if he is observing a madwoman in the attic or a witch. (Mrs. Tower will turn
out to be the former, Mrs. Gordon the latter.) Wolfenstein and Leites describe
the hero and heroine of the typical movie romance as unbound by family ties.
The young protagonists are homeless in such romances, and jauntily self-sufficient. Menacing, surrogate parents appear only in gothic melodramas, set far
from the familiar world. King,s Row collapses melodrama into romance. The
boys may be orphans, but (to quote Wolfenstein and Leites) there is no "escape
of children from protracted involvement with their parents." The children in
King,s Row are trapped in the American family.
Parris studies medicine with Dr. Tower. As the docfor begins to treat Parris
like a son, his daughter begins to treat Parris like a lover. Dr. Gordon, by contrast,
keeps his daughter away from Drake McHugh; Drake takes the loose-living Ross
sisters out riding instead. He sleeps with both of them indiscriminately, the movie
implies, because he can't have the doctor's daughter. Speaking of his physical desire for Poppy Ross and his spiritual love for Louise, Drake says to Parris (in dialogue from the book, King,s Row, sanitized for the movie), "Cassie Tower is both
of them rolled into one as far as you are concerned."
Cassandra promises to unite spirit and flesh, and so she must die. One night,
after she has pleaded with Pa.His to run away with her, Dr. Tower murders her
and kills himself. Parris, searching for a clue to explain this horror, discovers the
doctor's diary. Beginning to read it, he leaps to the conclusion that Mrs. Tower
was the victim of hereditary insanity. Cassandra, he decides, would also have
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gone mad in time; Tower killed her to save Parris from marrying the daughter of
a madwoman and inheriting the doctor's fate. Parris's interpretation, by making
the doctor his protector, saves him from reading further in the diary and discovering what actually happened. Little in the movie justifies the conclusion Parris
has reached. The visuals connecting Tower to his daughter in the movie point to
incest; the incest is explicit in the book. (There Tower has previously killed his
wife to get her out of the way.) Explicitly in the novel, implicitly in the movie, incest has aroused Cassie to desire Parris, but made her finally inaccessible. Her
disturbance comes between them, and Tower kills her to keep her from Parris.
The doctor leaves Parris his estate, nonetheless. Parris goes to Vienna to complete his psychiatric studies.
Drake McHugh (Reagan) starts dating Randy Monaghan after Parris leaves
King's Row. Randy is the Irish, working-class girl whose drawers were exposed
in the ice house. She was an object of adolescent physical desire, like Cassie, and
as a woman she joins pleasure to spiritual integrity. Louise knows that Randy is
no Poppy Ross, and that Drake is in love with her. When her mother tells her (in
the book's more explicit dialogue), "You can be sure Drake McHugh's just after
one thing when he rides around with a girl like that," Louise shouts back, "I'd give
it to him in a minute if he asked me!" Louise will be punished for that avowal,
but Drake will suffer more. Randy is his Cassie, and so their relationship cannot
last. Drake loses his money, is hurt in a railroad yard accident, and Dr. Gordon
cuts off his legs. Drake wakes in a hospital bed, to speak the lines that made Reagan a star, "Where's the rest of me?" Louise accuses her father of amputating
Drake's legs solely to punish her, and the movie lets us know that the accusation
is true. (Dr. Gordon disfigures one woman and sterilizes another in the book,
but the movie also makes his sexual hatred perfectly clear.) Drake is now "only
half a man" (in the words Parris will use about him and Reagan will use about
himself), but Randy insists that they marry. Since they can no longer have sex
(the book is explicit; the movie conveys this with visuals of Reagan), Randy
shifts from being Drake's lover to being his mother. She cares for him, and
awaits Parris's return.
When Parris comes back to King's Row, he and Drake have switched places.
Drake was the leader in their childhood, and took care of Parris after Tower killed
Cassie. Now Parris helps Drake recover his self-respect, and with the money from
the Tower estate, Drake and Randy become successful real estate developers.
Parris visits his old home, and meets the young woman who has taken over his
bedroom. Like Randy, she has a benign father and no mother; Parris will marry
her. Neither Drake nor Louise fares so well, though their fates in the movie diverge from those in the book. Mrs. Gordon confines Louise to an asylum in the
book. Drake contracts cancer, it spreads to his "pelvic structure," and he dies. In
the movie, Parris saves Louise from her family. Drake survives, and he and Randy
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move into one of their houses. But the Hollywood ending underlines the gothic
lessons of King's Row. The movie offers three morals:
1. The classic American family in King's Row, with working father, housewife mother, and child, is a horror. There is incest in one doctor's family, sadism
in the other. (In the book, Dr. Gordon beats his daughter and Dr. Tower sleeps
with his.) The Family Protection Act, sponsored by the born-again New Right,
punishes departures from the classic American family. King's Row locates the
desire and necessity for punishment within that family itself.
2. The two-parent family generates incest and violence, and, in the movie's
iconography, mothers are to blame. The monstrous mothers drive their husbands
to violence, or embrace it themselves. They derange fathers and contaminate
daughters as well. That is why the women Drake and Parris marry are motherless. Perhaps mothers unite body and spirit, and therefore endanger the men.
Certainly, where a daughter is complete, either she must be destroyed or her lover
must become "half a man." The protection men need in King's Row is not the protection of family but protection from women.
3. The happiness of the intact young male is bought at the price of the legs
of his double. Brothers are rivals in the typical American movie romances Wolfenstein and Leites describe. There is no overt antagonism between Parris Mitchell
and Drake McHugh; yet the physical one is sacrificed so that his spiritual brother
can become whole. The happy family announced at the beginning of King's Row
is promised again at the end. But Drake has been swallowed up by the gothic nightmare in between. He will raise no children. Drake's happy family will exist only
as a dream.

W

here's the Rest of Me? acknowledged the cost to Reagan of his conversion experience. To remain an actor, Reagan explained, was to be only
"half a man." He left the movie "monastery'' (his word suggests both holiness and
impotence) to put his ideals into political practice, "find the rest of me," and become whole. The President would have us believe that, having recovered his legs,
he rules as the healed Drake McHugh. He is also Dr. Gordon. Reagan's glorification of American life goes with his refusal to inhabit its actuality. The people
in his celluloid dream world can be twisted and twirled, bent and curled, without
suffering real damage. They can lose their legs on film and keep them in life,and
since no real harm comes to anyone, the President appears benign. He is cut off
from the effects of his political program. But Reagan's dream of law and perfect
order has punishing consequences for the sensuous, living humans down below.
Drake McHugh had to give up his legs; he could not marry the surgeon's daughter
and inherit the surgeon's power. Ronald Reagan needed to become Drake Me-
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Hugh, he has told us, but he refused to accept the cost. He married Nancy Davis,
a surgeon's daughter, and adopted the punitive, right-wing views of her father.
Drake McHugh suffered from the netherworld; but to punish that world is to
become Dr. Gordon. In the guise of healing the nation, Reagan enacts the politics
of revenge.
Reagan's domestic social programs, his military plans, and his environmental policy embody the politics of Dr. Gordon in the Reagan administration. Both
his supporters and detractors see the President as wielding a domestic ax. One
Republican sent Reagan an ax to support his cuts in federal programs. Reagan
and David Stockman could be seen on network television plunging it into the budget. On two consecutive days in March, the San Francisco Chronicle ran the headlines, "How the Welfare Ax Would Hit California," and "Reagan Hacks Away at
the Regulatory Thicket." A few weeks later the Democratic leadership in the House
of Representatives proposed a substitute for the Reagan budget. It's like "cutting
your legs off at the knees instead of the hips," complained Speaker of the House
Tip O'Neill. The Reagan budget will force the House Education and Labor Committee to "slash ... more than a fourth of all the money under its jurisdiction,"
according to the Wall Street Journal. "It's like being told to amputate your own
leg," complained a committee aid. Neither the Speaker of the House nor the legislative aide knew they were quoting Where's the Rest ofMe? Like Reagan, they
were confusing real human bodies with the body politic. But the Democrats had
an opposite purpose from the President. They wanted to call attention to the pain
the Reagan budget cuts will inflict on millions of ordinary people-those aided
by "programs that range from public-service jobs to child nutrition and 'black
lung' benefits," to quote the Wall Street Journal again. Reagan focuses on celluloid, and on his own body, to evade the impact of his budget cuts on the bodies
of others.
The political climate does not now sanction open expressions of violence
against domestic social groups. Those involved in foreign upheavals are another
matter. Alexander Haig testified that the three nuns and the Catholic lay woman
shot in El Salvador were killed in "an exchange of gunfire." The "most prominent
theory" to explain their deaths, he said, came from an autopsy performed on the
body of one of the nuns. It "found that pieces of the windshield had been propelled into her body by the bullet. Some have constructed the theory," Haig continued, "that either they were perceived or may actually have been running a roadblock." The nuns challenged Haig's effort to control El Salvador, as Drake McHugh challenged Dr. Gordon. Dr. Gordon used Drake's accident as an opportunity for revenge; Haig used the nun's body the same way. Gordon found Drake
guilty, and mutilated him. But Drake's body established his innocence thereafter.
For Alexander Haig, a parochial school graduate, the glass in the nun's mutilated
body established her guilt.
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Haig has a punitive Catholic imagination, more sensual than that typical in
Protestant gothic. Secretary of the Interior James Watt is the most prominent
born-again Christian in the upper reaches of the Reagan administration. Asked
if he were not concerned to preserve the wilderness for future generations, Watt
responded, "I do not know how many future generations we can count on before
the Lord returns." Ron Wulf has pointed to the role Watt's religious beliefs play
in his support for destroying the natural world. 2 Environmentalists, writes Wulf,
see man as a part of nature. That sensibility, the opposite of American gothic,
makes them believe in their stewardship of the earth. Watt, by contrast, radically
splits our sojourn on earth from our eternal life. He inhabits a world of temptation and danger, like Drake McHugh's King's Row. The discipline of domination
serves Watt as the Hollywood dream serves Reagan; it rescues him from contamination by nature. The language of resource exploitation masks the desire to
punish and destroy.
The gothic sensibility looks forward to Christ's Second Corning, but it is
obsessed by Judgment Day. The Reverend Jerry Falwell told his television audience last year (Frances FitzGerald reports 3) that the apocalypse prophesied in
Revelations and the Book of Daniel was at hand. The Jews have returned to Israel, Falwell explained, as foretold in the Bible. A war will break out in the Middle East, and the Russian beast will invade. (To make the Last Judgment real to
his audience, Falwell showed them movies of himself inspecting the projected
battlefield.) The Antichrist will unleash a nuclear war, Falwell went on to say,
and 400 million people will die. The saved will not suffer, however. Uprooted
from the earth, they will escape the violence thay have visited on those down below, "and meet Christ in the air."
The mystic body of Christ has traditionally included the physical bodies of
the members of the church. Falwell's Christ (as incarnated body and as cornrnunity of the saved) is disembodied, abstract, invulnerable. Like Reagan's movies
and Van Heusen shirts, he is forever. You can twist him, you can twirl him, you
can bend him, you can curl him. The new, twentieth-century, revolutionary saviour won't wrinkle ever. He will make the neatest Christmas gift of all.

. 1

i

2 "The High Road to Power," San 'Francisco Chronicle, March 29, 1981.

3 The New Yorker, May 18, 1981.
The author wishes to acknowledge the contributions of Michael McCann and Paul Thomas to
this essay.
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New Video Technology:
Pluralism or Banality
TODD GITLIN

T:

have great poets there must be great audiences, too," Walt Whitman
wrote. This combination expresses the democratic goal, a standard
against which our actual culture and its institutions can be measured. But in the
absence of full democracy, popular culture remains a political arena for battles
worth fighting. In a commercial age, most controversy about popular culture revolves around the axis of pluralism. If full democracy is first and foremost concerned with the content of a whole culture, pluralism is most concerned with the
process by which pieces of it are produced. In contemporary discussions, the
question that recurs is: Does the political economy of popular culture lead to a
more plural culture, one in which more people and more groups are permitted,
even encouraged, to produce a greater diversity of cultural goods? In debates between "populists" and "elitists" over arts policy, the issue is, likewise, whether
pluralism matters.
Let us not be quick to dismiss the value of pluralism on the grounds that it is
pseudodemocracy. At the very least, it has strategic value as a condition of future
change. Pluralism is now our necessary defense against not only the tyranny of
the state, but the tyranny of the marketplace; not only against stagnant conventions, but the trivia to which the commercial rush toward novelty often leads.
True, there is a danger that the demand for pluralism may be a clamor for Babel,
a debasement of culture into the laissez-faire of whatever commodities the market may bear. But then again, pluralist demands may be the wedge that keeps
open the possibility of a culture that would serve democratic ends. Each issue in
contemporary cultural policy must be examined to see just what sort of pluralism is at issue, and where it tends. Since popular culture as a whole tends to work
in favor of the hegemony of business values and the dominance of ethnocentric
and class privilege, the demand for pluralism in the production of culture is at
times a necessary holding action against the utter closure of thought and imagination that the culture industry incessantly prepares. This is one such time.
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With the democratic end in mind, let us scrutinize two current developments:
the rise of the new telecommunications technologies and the politicization of
present-day media. They bear heavily on the prospects for American popular
culture and its democratic potential. The conventions of mass culture repress
that potential and compress it into popular molds, but the necessity of repression
pays peculiar tribute to the lingering possibility of a culture that would help people live more beautifully and truthfully in the world.

E

nter the new technologies, deus ex machina, to end the scarcity of airwaves
that was mass culture's greatest argument for catering to the least common
denominator. The hype that surrounds the new telecommunications technologies revolves around a single claim: that the new "delivery systems" -cable, satellites, videocassettes, videodiscs, and all the attendant variations-will bring,
through greater choice, a greater diversity of content and a closer fit between
what particular publics desire and what they can find. For many years we have
been promised "the wired nation" and an accompanying culture hospitable to a
wide range of styles and substances. But in fact, the new technologies only carve
out a new terrain for political and cultural contest-this is their major significance.
Since the Industrial Revolution, communication has often undergirded
utopian visions of an informed polity. One of the grade-school pieties on which
Americans are raised links increased communication with increased understanding, and this shibboleth, in turn, with peace. In a utopia of multiple channels for
communication all conflicts can be traced to noise in the system. The utopian vision persists in the press releases, if not the hearts, of the toniest and sleaziest editors, journalists, and producers alike: ye, ye, and ye shall know the truth, and
the unobstructed truth shall make ye free. And voices on the Left also know the
appeal of this utopia. The Communist Manifesto sang paeans to the opening of
new channels of communication for the working class. Ten years ago, the Marxist Hans Magnus Enzensberger 1 and the philosopher Robert Paul Wolff2 anticipated the new media technocrats and their video-freak infrastructure to argue
that the multiplication of points of entry could make for a direct political democracy on a scale Rousseau could not have imagined.
r "Constituents of a Theory of the Media," New Left Review 64 (November-December 1970).
2 In Defense ofAnarchism (New York: Harper & Row, 1970), in which Wolff proposes a two-

way television "instant direct democracy'' that anticipates some of the hopes Warner Amex has
invested in its two-way "interactive" cable TV system Qube, presently operating in Columbus
and Cincinnati.
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There is also, of course, a considerable tradition of skepticism about the
convertability of new technology into political progress. Those with historical
vision might well be skeptical. For they have learned that the expectation that
technical change will generate better living has become a banality that diverts attention from problems of power and meaning. For more than a century, an odd
ensemble of Marxists, far-seeing entrepreneurs, futurists, scientists, and other
modernizers and modernists have insisted that technological breakthroughs can
bypass deadlocked arguments. The birth-control pill changed the terms of moral
disputation by breaking the link between sexual intercourse and pregnancy. Similarly, new weapons were to change the rules of international politics; the machine
gun was to make war unthinkable; then the H bomb changed the terms of Great
Power maneuver, making World War III an ali-or-nothing proposition (at least
until the present administration discovered "limited nuclear war''), and it will
keep those new terms in force until the last moment in history, when, at a stroke,
the terms will expire along with everything else. The twentieth century has taught
us much about the unintended consequences of technological development. Evidently it is a tricky business, this argument from technology to political and
moral results. In a market economy (and perhaps many planned economies as
well), unintended consequences are the name of the game. So the argument from
technical change to political potentials begins with a lineage and a surface plausibility, yet there is good reason for suspicion.
On the face of it, the multiplication of channels would seem to make for diversified content. No longer would publics have to depend on the fare cooked up
to satisfy twenty or twenty-five million households. Increasingly, so the pluralist
argument goes, it becomes possible for cable suppliers-and eventually direct
broadcast satellite operators-to make money by distributing programs that
might satisfy five million, or one million. Even the networks are hedging their
bets and getting in on the act. Beginning in October 1981, CBS Cable expects to
be serving at least three million cable subscribers with an array of big-~ar
drama, ballet, opera, and the like, gorgeously produced, designed for a highspending, lengthily educated, mostly high-taste audience. ABC has gone into
partnership with Warner Amex (itself a joint venture of Warner Communications and American Express) to reach a similar audience through a satellite-relayed network called Alpha. Both plan to sell advertising-tucked between
shows in the European mode, not interrupting them. And after long hesitation,
RCA, NBC's parent company, has gone into partnership with Rockefeller Center Television, a cable packager headed by former CBS President Arthur Taylor,
to compete for the high-culture dollar; RCTV has already bought the American
rights for the distribution of BBC shows, leaving public television in the lurch.
In short, major concentrations of culture-industry capital-and many displaced
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network executives, like Taylor-have read the writing on the wall and decided
to go for the audiences who are willing to pay extra. Truly a class act.
But it isn't only high culture that will "knock the corners off the market," as
one network executive put it. Several dozen other nationally syndicated cable networks already distribute via satellite to locally franchised cable system operators
and thence, via coaxial cables, into a growing minority of American households. 3
There are pay cable services, of which Home Box Office (owned by Time, Inc.)
and Showtime (owned jointly by Viacom and Teleprompter, two of the top owners of cable systems, the second of which is being bought by Westinghouse) are
by far the largest; they distribute mostly Hollywood films of recent vintage, with
a sprinkling of independently produced variety shows and theater. There is Ted
Turner's Cable News Network; the sports-heavy Entertainment and Sports Programming Network; SIN, a Spanish-language network; Warner Amex's Nickelodeon, a network for children; C-SPAN, which covers live the proceedings of
the House of Representatives; a black network; a Jewish network; and the Christian Broadcasting Network, with pious soap operas. Local independent channels in Atlanta (also Ted Turner's), Chicago, and Oakland have bought satellite
time and converted themselves perforce into national "superstations," beaming
old movies, local news, and syndicated entertainment series around the country
to subscribing cable operators. Each of these operations gets piped into a few million living rooms, and the number grows every month. As new cable franchises
are let, the older systems of twelve or fifteen channels (which must include all
over-the-air broadcast channels, by FCC regulation) will be replaced by Wurlitzer-style arrays: Warner Amex, for example, won the Dallas franchise in 1980 by
promising to build an eighty-channel system. The more channels, the more suppliers spring up to beam programs to them. The world of cable looks like a gold
rush. Over 15,500 people-suppliers, cable operators, hardware specialists, advisers to city governments, lobbyists-registered at the 1981 convention of the
National Cable Television Association.
Of course, political decisions stand behind cable's takeoff. The cable boom
got a healthy boost from Nixon's and Carter's FCCs. Deregulation of cable freed
the operators from the few restraints that broadcasters face: licenses and therefore license challenges, the Fairness Doctrine (often interpreted as requiring a
right of response), obscenity laws, equal time for political candidates, and the
3 Industry estimates of the number of households reached by cable in mid-1981 range between
and 27 percent. No one knows exactly how many, since the ratings services have not caught
up to the new technologies. Not all cable systems carry satellite-distributed programs, but as the
old, smaller (twelve-channel) systems expand and new, IJIOre capacious systems are built, the
total proportion of cabled homes will grow, along with the percentage of homes reached by the
new networks.
22
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general requirement that programming serve "the public interest, convenience,
and necessity" -an obligation generally met by broadcasting a certain number of
hours of news and public affairs programs. In the eyes of the FCC, the necessity
for these controls was predicated on the scarcity of broadcast channels. If there
were only two or three channels in a given market, each one would have to be
held to a severely minimal definition of public responsibility. But the proliferation of cable channels undercuts the factual premise for such regulation. If there
are twenty-six, or eighty, or 100 cable channels piped into the living room-so
deregulators have successfully argued-then consumer choice can be left to its
own devices; "the public interest, convenience, and necessity" is presumably
guaranteed by the workings of the marketplace. On a similar argument, the
FCC has recently deregulated radio. And the Supreme Court has sustained a key
provision in the deregulation process. A group of listeners in New York City
sued to prevent a jazz station from shifting to another format. The Court upheld
the dominance of the market by letting stand the argument that where there are
so many channels, the free market will automatically end up serving minority
tastes. If there are enough listeners who yearn for jazz, an entrepreneur will arise
to serve them. By the same logic, however, if no entrepreneur programs jazz, no
market exists for it. Demand is only acknowledged after the fact.
Competition does not necessarily generate substantive diversity when the
competition is oligopolistic. Competition among the big three auto companies
did not give us small, gas-efficient cars in time to forestall imports. Now consider
network broadcasting. In the fifties and sixties, ABC was not really in the running for big ratings. It was the third network of date of origin; it had by far the
fewest affiliates and a reputation for the shoddiest, least scrupulous products. In
the seventies, though, ABC began to move, and under Fred Silverman in the late
seventies it actually overtook the longtime leader, CBS. (In 1980-81, thanks to
"Dallas" and "Sixty Minutes," CBS won back the lead.) So in one sense there is
more competition among the networks today than ten or twenty years ago. But
it would be hard to argue that competition from ABC has brought us any substantive aesthetic or political diversity in television, let alone much information
and debate that would serve democracy. Instead, it has given us the whiz-bang
style of ABC News and the perfervid gestures of the late-night "America Held
Hostage" and its successful "Nightline" continuation. Pierre Salinger's threehour January analysis of Carter administration policy toward Iran was exceptional, but it came months too late to contribute to intelligent politics. It could
even be argued persuasively that growing competition for a mass audience is
most likely to lead to imitation, to a similar look, similar styles, similar formats
and genres, similar points of view (not to mention the identical commercials).
The more profit that rides on a marginal difference in ratings, the less willing any
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executive will be to take a chance on anything substantially different, in either
aesthetics or politics. 4
What are the possibilities for variation in cable programming? There are
two institutional filters in the distribution system. Local cable system operators,
franchised by local governments, constitute the filter closer to the viewer. (At
the moment, localities are granting only a single franchise, as if cable were a utility; some industry hands expect a second-generation boom after the initial cable
is laid, with more than one operator competing over the same cables.) Under political pressure, many cable operators will open up public-access channels; let us
hope artists and commentators learn to make good use of them. Then there are
the program suppliers-Warner Amex, Cable News Network, Home Box Office,
and the rest-from which the local operators buy their ever-replenished streams
of material. For some time now, the cable systems winning the franchises in major markets have been subsidiaries of major national companies like Cox Broadcasting, Warner Amex, Times Mirror, and Viacom. In the jargon of the industry,
these are known as Multiple Systems Operators (MSOs). And in recent months
the MSOs themselves are rapidly plunging into still larger conglomerates. According to a trade journal, "Eleven of the top 25 multiple systems operators have
over the past several years either sold out all or part of their operations to larger
coq1panies or have such deals pending." 5 Cable is a booming industry, and the
scarcity of franchises makes it ripe for corporate takeovers. Scarcity, having
been diminished in the stratosphere, reemerges elsewhere in the system. As for
suppliers, they are also hooked into multinational conglomerates: the cases of
HBO, Showtime, and Warner Amex have already been cited.
In short, the big operators are on the move. Some suppliers will discover
they have overexpanded, and either go under or get bought out. Having carved
out the local franchises, the system operators now face two big problems: they
have to generate capital to install their wires under the streets and carry them into
subscribers' living rooms (half of America's homes are already passed by cables);
and they have to fill the channels they have pledged to fill. The cable industry
faces further uncertainty because of new technology stimulated by conglomerate wars. Depending on political decisions soon to be made by an FCC, whose
4 This is a law of aluminum, shall we say, and not iron. There are network executives who are
willing, once in a while, to go out on short limbs to develop or protect a program of distinct
quality or political dissidence. The most conspicuous current example is NBC's decision to renew the extraordinarily intelligent and stylistically adventuresome series "Hill Street Blues," for
at least half of a second season, despite low ratings. Top NBC executives stuck with the show
partly because they like it, partly because it was acclaimed critically, and partly because they
had no storehouse of likely superhits waiting in the wings to replace it.
5 Robert Cels, "Acquisition Fever Abounds in Cable: Day of Indies Numbered," The Hollywood Reporter, April 24, 1981, p. 1.
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newly appointed chairman ran "communications" in Ronald Reagan's gubernatorial and presidential campaigns, direct satellite-to-home broadcasting (known
in the trade as DBS) will emerge to compete with the new satellite-to-cable networks. If the Comsat corporation gets its way, by I985 it will be bouncing signals
off a satellite directly to homes equipped with small receiving dishes. The dishes
will cost less than $soo apiece, perhaps much less with mass production. Who
will then need cable, with its monthly costs for basic services running around$ I o
(excluding pay channels like HBO)? Public-interest lobbyists say that Comsat is
promoting a service it has little stake in delivering; they suspect Comsat is
pressing for DBS in order to take charge of lucrative business services like instantaneous copying and teleconference call making (known in the business as
teleconferencing), and is proposing a program service mainly to plug in for the
real dollars. Whatever Comsat's motive, they have the clout-one major spokes:.
man is Washington corporate lawyer Richard Wiley, formerly FCC chairman
under Richard Nixon-and the capital to elbow into the competitive chase. To
stop them, two networks have flled with the FCC to use the same frequency Comsat wants, for the purpose of doubling the number of electronic lines on which
TV is broadcast-a change that would permit a degree of fidelity even surpassing
the superior European standard and open the way to high-definition wall-sized
screens, as in Fahrenheit 451.
Another possible entry into the new technology boom Inight be Sears, Roebuck & Co., whose wholly owned subsidiary, Allstate Insurance, owns 44.sOJo of
the stock of an entity entitled the Neighborhood TV Co. The rest belongs to the
owner of a television station in Prescott, Arizona, and his associates. Neighborhood TV has flled with the FCC for the right to operate I 24low-power television
stations scattered across the land, planning to broadcast in a small-town vein,
with the Prescott station beaining to a satellite and thence to ''translator" stations
elsewhere. Low-power stations are a technical innovation opened up under the
Carter administration for the purpose of granting programming access to minority interests, nonprofit associations, community coalitions, and like groups
hitherto unrepresented in broadcasting. Depending on their precise locations,
such stations would be able to reach major portions of urban areas without interfering with existing broadcasters. But the Carter administration is no more,
and nothing has prevented corporate operators like ABC, NBC, Neighborhood
TV, and Ted Turner to file for networks of major low-power licenses yet ungranted. The American Christian Television System, Inc. is also in the running
for strings of low-power stations, as are equipment manufacturers and other
business coalitions-as well as the Ininority and community groups that the FCC
originally envisioned as the proper licensees of the new frequencies. Besieged by
upward of s,ooo applications for low-power stations, many of them competing
for the same frequencies, the new FCC has not yet established criteria to allocate
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this newly scarce resource. It remains to be seen whether Reagan's FCC will carry
deregulation so far as to permit new broadcast networks to emerge in competition with the established giants. Deregulation might indeed cut the other way too,
permitting the networks to obtain low-power licenses and cable systems, thus
undercutting small competitors.
But whether through cable, DBS, or low-power, surely the new networks
are on their way. They will coexist with the old Big Three; along with local independents that can attract large audiences with syndicated series, game shows, talk
shows, and old movies, they are slowly eating away at the networks' shares of the
market. While the giants maneuver, the public should be asking what effect the
proliferation of commercial networks will have on the prospects for democracy.
The answer is likely to be: a few more brand names in the same supermarket. To
the extent the new networks set out to maximize audience shares, they will also
feel pressed to perpetuate current standards. At the 1981 cable convention,
Robert Wussler, a former CBS executive who is now Ted Turner's right-hand
man at Cable News Network, told his industry audience that there was "no reality" to any expectation that there would be new types of programming "in the
very near future," and "not in the lifetime of most of the people in this room."
Aesthetically, of the array of new satellite services I have sampled, only CBS Cable and Warner Amex's Music Channel offer anything out of the ordinary, and
they too will have to struggle against the formulas of their own successes.
To make matters more predictable, most cable schedules will come studded
with advertising, since monthly subscribers' fees evidently will not make the new
networks hugely profitable, or even profitable at all. The most that can be hoped
is that, as in European commercial TV, at least on upscale cable, commercials
will be grouped at the beginnings and ends of shows and thus not disrupt their
continuity. But as cable gets more popular and advertisers find it a better buy for
their bucks, that policy might change too. There is ample precedent for commercialization formerly unimaginable; in 1922, no less a guardian of the public weal
than Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover opined about radio, "It is inconceivable that we should allow so great a possibility for service to be drowned in
advertising chatter."6

W

hat does all this mean for diversity and political democracy? Cable promoters insist that the new technologies will contribute to an era of ''video
publishing" comparable to what we now have in magazines. When one takes into
account videocassettes and videodiscs, there is a clear proliferation of cultural ob-

6 Herbert Hoover, Memoirs: The Cabinet and the Presidency, 1920-1933 (New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1952), p. 140, cited in Erik Barnouw, A Tower in Babel (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1966), p. 96 .
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jects. There are, then, two major trends: on the one hand, the multiplication of
mainstream networks; on the other, fragmented specialty services. But the analogy to the world of magazines, appealing at first, instantly disturbs. Inspect the
standard drugstore, tobacco store, supermarket, airport, or bus station magazine
rack, or even the kiosk in many co1lege towns, and one is not inspired by the rela.:
tion between multiplicity and the prospect for enlivened political talk and action.
It is enough to resurrect Mencken's notion of "a carnival of buncombe." From
coast to coast one is confronted with the predictable array of flesh magazines, tennis and golf magazines, skiing and surfmg magazines, model railroad magazines,
needlecraft magazines, camera magazines, stereo magazines, fitness magazines,
car magazines, field and stream magazines, hairdo magazines, romance magazines, horoscope magazines, gun magazines, stamp and coin magazines, music
magazines, upscale city magazines, and celebrity magazines. All appeal to the
buyer as hobbyist, a consumer who seeks satisfaction in the cultivation of personal competence and in a sense of linkage to anonymous others. Over in the corner,
in the bigger racks, one fmds the science, futurist, and opinion magazines. Whatever one may think of their points of view, The Nation, The New Republic, Har-

pers, TheAtlantic,MotherJones, TheNew Yorker,Nationa/Review, TheAmerican Spectator, et al. address their readers much of the time as citizens. They articulate worldviews; they speak to, and for, a political counterculture. Arrayed
against this political remnant is the dominant culture: depoliticized, indeed antipolitical, valuing private goods over public needs. In this culture, the common
good is always being parceled out into separate pursuits of private happiness.
So the magazine rack reproduces the Tocquevillean structure of American
culture: culture as an array of fragmented interest groups. As shoppers, people
find satisfaction in the knowledge that they are not alone in their tastes, and enthusiasms. What they experience in going through the magazines is a kind of involvement, a feeling of participation in activities larger than themselves, built on
standards that stand outside their lone egos. It would be false and snobbish to
say that these magazines display no taste. Rather, among other things, they establish and reproduce hierarchies of value in their fields. They tell their readers
who is a good skier, what is good stereo equipment, what constitutes a good garden, and in the process help confirm their part-time identities as skiers, listeners,
gardeners. They link knowing and having in a way distinctive to a materialist civilization. Veblen to the contrary, the many millions who care about such things
are not simply conspicuous consumers. They are also connoisseurs, aspirants to
high orders of knowledge and refinement. In this respect, the rich set a tone for
everyone else: they declare that meaning is to be found through membership in a
leisure group. Their activities say who they are in a world of strangers. 7
7 For an anthropological argument to this effect, see Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood,
The World of Goods (New York: Basic Books, 1979).
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Meanwhile, what has disappeared is the general~interest magazine whose
readership cut across class, regional, and interest~group lines: Life, Look, Collier's, The Saturday Evening Post. The old standbys could not compete with television's lower advertising rates. And however one evaluates the contribution of
the golden magazine oldies to the maintenance of a robust political life in this
century, the economic forces that undermined them are about to be reproduced.
The coming of "video publishing," of "narrow casting" to fragmented markets,
contributes nothing in particular to the possibility of public enlightenment and
democratic political dialogue. In fact, in the short run at least, audience fragmentation provides Congress with one more excuse to cut funds for public broadcasting. Government budget cutters and cable program distributors now argue
in chorus that private capital can provide the upscale culture-theater, music,
dance-that until now required public financing. But the new pay-cable enterprises charge their customers a pretty monthly penny, thus cutting off the poor.
Moreover, the new networks have little interest in generating political talk. They
have no plans to put documentaries or political debate on the air. Those that plan
talk shows will focus them on health and consumer tips. Ted Turner's Cable
News Network has not notably opened up the realm of political discourse, especially if we compare it to the much less expensive achievement of National Public Radio's "All Things Considered." If, as rumor has it, Westinghouse goes into
the cable news business, nothing in its corporate history suggests a concern with
serious investigation or subsurface insight. You can be sure if it's Westinghouse. "Lv
And the networks? They whistle in the twilight. Today, almost all their executives protest against any analogy likening their fate to that of the old mass magazines. It is true that the networks occupy a seller's market for advertising, and
that the total population will go on increasing, advertising rates along with it. But
at the same time the networks are facing considerable cost pressures. The cost of
producing programs has multiplied several times in the past two decades, even
allowing for inflation. A two-hour television movie now costs between $1.8 and
$2.2 million; an hour-long series episode, upwards of $6oo,ooo. Networks are
paying up to $6 million for commercial TV rights to feature films that have already been shown on pay cable. As network market shares go on declining and
program costs go on increasing, something will have to give. Most likely it will be
costs. One highly placed network executive has expressed to me the fear that, as
market shares go on declining, the network attitude will have to be "let 'em eat
game shows." Especially because they will be losing their better-educated, up~
scale audiences to cable.
This economic logic points toward a more rigiq class structure for television~
Video publishing's payoff comes with the upper demographics. Indeed, because
of intense competition among MSOs for the remaining big~city cable franchises
-competition so stiff it has led to the scurrilous practice in which an MSO "rents
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a citizen" (a pillar of the community) or "rents an institution" (a university, a nonprofit foundation) to impress the city council-the city councils are able to bid up
the MSOs' offerings. MSOs now promise not only the moon, but many moons.
Warner Amex's promise to Dallas of a three-tier system of eighty channels has
already been mentioned. The lower tier of twenty-six channels can be bought for
$12 a month, but all eighty, including several pay movie and "interactive" channels, will cost over $42 a month. The upshot may be a growing cultural class division between the culturally rich, who will get richer, and the poor, who will remain relatively dependent on the networks. The unregulated market only serves
those who can afford access.
To sum up, then: the new cornucopia creates minor, but only minor, possibilities for a diversity that would support democracy. Conglomeration proceeds
apace. As in other economic domains, oligopolistic competition by no means
guarantees the opening of new space for genuine aesthetic and political
diversity; on the contrary, it usually leads to a predictable combination: homogeneity on the one hand and a fragmentation of consumer goods and markets on
the other. As for diversity of ideas and the opportunity to search for truth-leading values in the liberal theory of the cultural marketplace-the corporate order
systematically undermines it. Technology opens doors and oligopoly marches
just behind, closing them.
If there is to be any alternative to aesthetic suffocation and political closure,
it must be fought for by public groups that insist on it, by cultural producers who
think freshly, and by the occasional network executive with strong character and
good taste. 8 In Berkeley, California, and other centers of political dissidence,
community coalitions are organizing toward getting low-power TV licenses; the
challenge, if the license comes, is to make programs that would be worth watching. The same goes for independent video groups who are beginning to sell programs to cable networks that are hungry, after all, for material to fill their channels for hours each day. More power and ingenuity to them. Butthe marketplace
does not by itself generate political or aesthetic diversity; its interest is only in the
single standard of marketability.

8 At this writing, incoming RCA chairman Thornton Bradshaw has let go of NBC chairman
Fred Silverman and replaced him with Grant Tinker, deservedly the most honored and prestigious program packager in Hollywood. Tinker:'s MTM Enterprises is responsible for the most
intelligent and rambunctious series on network television ("Lou Grant," "WKRP in
Cincinnati," "Hill Street Blues"). Analysts of the networks' artistic possibilities will be fascinated to watch him try to turn the NBC dreadnought around.
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""rhe possibility that broader standards might emerge, and that more space
_l :night open up in popular culture for political lucidity, will also be affected
by the struggles now raging within and against the established media. For the
mainstream institutions of popular culture are becoming contested areas. 9 Their
content is the object of heated, cross-cutting political conflicts. No longer do
publics take newspapers or television for granted as if they were natural phenomena. Suspicion and critique are widespread. Business, the President, the
fundamentalist Right, labor, minorities, feminists, all have been busily trying to
shape the national array of symbols. The question for democrats is whether
these political conflicts can be deepened in such a way as to open up the debates.
Signs of public doubt and visible conflict lie everywhere in popular culture.
Annual Harris polls show that although television news remains the single institution in which Americans place the most confidence, its credibility is waning.
Consumer boycotts by offended groups, such as those organized against Cruising and Fort Apache, have become commonplace. Now comes big business's assault on the dominant media, which oddly enough reveals that there is still a significant political latitude in the mainstream.
Top corporate groups have been going public with claims that the news media are "antibusiness." For polemical purposes, they pretend not to understand
that the media are also corporations of a curious sort, whose business is the aggregation of large audiences whose attention can be sold to advertisers. Since attention is the point of the marketplace game, it stands to reason that the news-and
entertainment-media will resort to conventions, stereotypes, which are less than
flattering to business. 10 In 1979, for example, Kaiser ran full-page newspaper
advertisements blasting the networks for refusing to let them air commercials on
public policy. Mobil Oil has followed suit. 11 An Illinois utility has widely distrib-

9 The less mass sectors of popular culture, in particular popular music, were of course esentially contested from the start. For a provocative celebration of the subversive potential of rock
music, see Simon Frith, Sound Effects (New York: Pantheon Books, forthcoming).
IO For a fuller version of this argument, see my The Whole World Is Watching: Mass Media in
the Making and Unmaking of the New Left (Berkeley: University of California Press, I98o),
pp. 279-82.
I I The networks argued that the Fairness Doctrine restricts anyone but their news divisions
from making general statements about the world (as opposed to claims about products). But
subsequently ABC has decided to permit a limited amount of general, "philosophical" advertising during late-night hours: the broadcast equivalent of Mobil's New York Times op-ed page
pensees. Meanwhile, Mobil, Exxon, aad other giants, not satisfied to be labeled in plain type as
"bringing" PBS programs to public television, have been demanding the right to use corporate
logos, and will probably get it soon. Even commercials are possible on "public" television. With
federal support of documentaries waning, we are fast approaching a time when the public network becomes the Petroleum Broadcasting System.
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uted a videotape comparing a "Sixty Minutes" piece criticizing its nuclear plant
cost overruns with its own tapes of the full interviews conducted by "Sixty Minutes." Some corporations are beginning to be bolder and less directly self-serv'"
ing: they are taking the press to task for its all-around bad attitudes. One striking
case is a full-page ad that the Bechtel Corporation ran in the May 26, I98I, San
Francisco Chronicle, criticizing local television for having ignored a local tribute
to eight Medal of Honor winners. "While we understand the nature and limits of
TV news," said the copy beneath photographs of the neglected eight, "when a
nation bumps eight great Americans for Orphan Annie's dog [referring to an interview aired on another channel that night], we think local TV needs to take a
second look at its priorities."
Everywhere the news media are being criticized for skewed coverage. On
the Right, the Nixon-Agnew legacy is alive: a group called Accuracy in Media in
spending some $I million a year publicizing its claim that the media are dominated by left-liberal points ofview. 12 And now television entertainment is also
transformed into an arena of political claim and counterclaim. Mobil and other
giant corporations have funded the Media Institute, which last spring published
a study of the image of businessmen in network entertainment. Their conclusion
shimmers within their title: "Crooks, Conmen and Clowns." In their sample, as
reported in Daily Variety of April I 2, I 98 I: "Two out of three businessmen are
portrayed as foolish, greedy or criminal. Over half of all corporate chiefs on television commit illegal acts. Only 3 percent of television businessmen are shown
engaging in socially or economically productive behavior. Hard work is normally labeled 'workaholism' and leads to strained personal relations." The source of
such images has little to do with the politics of TV writers and producers, let
alone the more conservative network executives; it follows directly from the
convention that characters oversimplify traits. Villains are men (less often, women) of power. To be convincingly villainous in an individualist culture, the bad
guys should be the big guys who, by getting and staying big, threaten to keep the
little guys little. Of course corporations are not prone to acknowledge that, in
the main, television entertainment sustains the values of personal ambition,
consumption, and the legitimacy of corporate structure, values more important
to the support of a business civilization than the images of particular businessmen. They also overlook the saturation of television by commercials that embody business values. Nor have they shown much interest, to my knowledge, in

12 The Left has mounted its own critical attack, as in Gaye Tuchman, Making News (New
York: Free Press, 1979), Mark Fishman, Manufacturing the News (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1980), and my own The Whole World Is Watching.
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discovering whether the percentage of working people shown on television
"engaging in socially or economically productive behavior" (not that there are
very many of them) is comparable to 3 percent as well. Unsystematic monitoring
by groups in the Machinists Union confirms, to no one's surprise, that the televised worker is characteristically a dummy. Indeed, with few exceptions, network entertainment is not in the business of representing anyone "engaging in
socially or economically productive behavior."
Rear-guard research by groups like the Media Institute and the Machinists
Union will have little effect, if any, since in network planning the desire to "satisfy" vast audiences far outweighs the ideological preferences of its executives.
But there are political forces that have had considerable effect on TV content,
and may be expected to have more in months to come. As is so often the case in
present-day politics, what is very loosely speaking the Left moved first, with uneven results, only to be imitated, and now surpassed, by the Right. Since the networks have no standards outside the evidence of the market, such as it is, they
are liable to tilt with the most manifest wind. During the late seventies, highminded public interest coalitions, including Action for Children's Television and
the National Parent Teachers Association, succeeded in getting the networks to
reduce the number and intensi~y of violent acts depicted in entertainment. At the
same time, dominated groups mobilized to alter the denigrating images they
were assigned on the air. Yielding to much agitation, the networks have also accorded the well-organized National Gay Task Force a certain veto power over
the representation of gays. In the television business, the power to say no is far
better distributed than the power to say yes, and so the actual number of gays
prominently depicted has declined since the mid-seventies at the same time the
limpwristed specimens have been eliminated. Likewise, in informal ways, the
treatment of female characters seems to have changed as more women have
moved into middle management positions at the networks; many more professional women are in evidence on prime-time shows. But black influence has been
rolled back since the triumph of "Roots" and "Roots: The Next Generations" in
I 977 and I 978. Two dramatic series with black male leads failed in the late seventies, leading the self-imitative networks to conclude, using their normal logic of
oversimplification and overextrapolation, that the market did not look kindly
on black leads. Hispanics have been buffaloed, for the most part; at the time of
writing, Rene Enriquez of"Hill Street Blues" is the only distinctly Hispanic character on series television.
But the major challenge to network power now comes from the fundamentalist Right, with its direct access to national TV audiences, its knack for playing
the press, and the collusion of panicky advertisers. The Reverend Jerry Falwell is
only the best known of the nationally visible evangelists who have seized upon televised sin as a popular issue with their constituencies-and a winnable issue to
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boot, a way to mobilize partisans who will, once mobilized, be available for
other neofundamentalist moral crusades. This is not the place to explore the ins
and outs of this movement as a whole. Suffice it to say that in February 1981 Falwell's Moral Majority Inc. joined the Reverend Donald Wildmon, founder of a
National Federation for Decency headquartered in Tupelo, Mississippi, along
with other right-wing groups, to form a Coalition for Better Television, headed
by Wildmon and complete with a Falwell deputy next in line. Wildmon's original
approach to television was direct: organizing mail campaigns against "anti-family" and other "offensive" shows, at least some of which (like ABC's September
1980 three-hour movie version of Marilyn French's novel The Women's Room)
they had not yet seen. ABC got several thousand letters of protest before the
broadcast, but very few afterward. Such ad hoc campaigns have been going on
for years, with little effect. The new Wildmon-Falwell approach is considerably
more sophisticated. It goes after TV's economic pipeline: advertisers. This past
spring the coalition organized what it claimed were 4,ooo monitoring groups
(none of them identified), scrutinizing television entertainment for excessive sex
("implied sexual intercourse," "sexual innuendo," and "skin scenes"), violence,
and profanity, using a methodology they refused to make public. Wildmon got
reams of publicity with the declaration that, by the end of June, the Coalition
would single out a sponsor whose commercials appeared in programs the monitors found most offensive, and organize a boycott against that company.
Carne the end of June and Wildmon claimed victory. He said so many big
advertisers had cooperated with him, declaring they were cutting back on buying
into offensive shows, that the Coalition decided to forego boycott. This way they
would not have to test their strength in the supermarkets. But although network
executives and Madison A venue liberals claimed victory, big advertisers are indeed running scared. The two biggest, Procter & Gamble and General Foods,
had assessed what they took to be public opinion even before the Coalition organized, and had begun to cancel their participation in offensive shows. In June,
the chairman of Procter & Gamble shocked a Hollywood audience by declaring
publicly that television had become too lascivious and that P&G had pulled off
fifty episodes (not fifty different series, as some press reports implied) last year.
For some time now, the major advertising agencies and companies have been using screening agencies to check problematic shows before they buy in; what was
new was to go public about it.
In public, network spokesmen have consistently denounced the Coalition
and the Moral Majority. NBC and ABC cominissioned polls which seem to show
that only small percentages of the population would support consumer boycotts;
indeed, this news may have impelled Wildmon to claim victory without putting
it to the public test. But whatever the polls say, many network planners now assume that the organized opposition speaks for a wider public disgruntlement with
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television. Advertisers, always skittish, are even more edgy than usual. And pressures will continue to grow not only against smarmy sex jokes and conspicious
T&A jiggles but against any program content that smacks of controversy. Ideological adjustments are couched as assessments of the mood of the market. ABC
bought several gangbuster-style series for its 1981 schedule, including "Today's
FBI," on the assumption that American audiences, in the post-Carter, post-hostages mood, want upstanding heroes in the John Wayne manner.
The economic and cultural stakes of these skirmishes are real, but in a way
the networks are the terrain of a shadow war. It was partly a keen eye for publicity that dictated Jerry Falwell's choice of network television as target, rather than,
say, the R-rated soft porn that gets piped via cable and satellite into hotel rooms
and living rooms everywhere. Network television's banal smarminess probably
turns up more recruits than the small-fry porn peddlers down home. The New
Right's working premise is that the American heartland, the proverbial Middle
America, the denizens of the territory that network executives routinely fly over,
can be set against the cultur~ sophisticates of the two coasts-well educated,
well paid, and, not so incidentally in many fundamentalist eyes, disproportionately Jewish. Network television is of course nationally visible and gives the fundamentalist Right a symbolic Armageddon on its way to the glories of the genuine article. But the New Right has made headway partly because the liberal side
has forfeited. Pluralists led by Hollywood producer Norman Lear are fighting
them with TV commercials sanctioned by a top-level coalition of mainstream religious leaders called People for the American Way, but they have not mobilized
large numbers as effectively as have Falwell and Wildmon. The liberal vision is
largely defensive. In the necessary struggle against any new blacklist, the liberal
Left is careful not to identify itself with the cultural wonders of "Three's Company" and "Dallas," but is loath to campaign too heatedly against them. After
all, they need to remain on good social and business terms with the packagers of
such shows. Polemically, then, they are stuck with pluralist defenses of the First
Amendment right to broadcast popular tripe: not the most compelling rallying
point for defying the new puritans.
If pluralists should win the current contests, potentials remain. If they lose,
a darker night descends upon not only "Three's Company" but also the prospects
of cultural counterforce, including more critical news, during the Reagan years.
Where giant corporations have not yet established sway over popular culture,
they need to be opposed. Community groups can work toward public controls
over the allocation of cable channels, as is happening in Santa Barbara. 13 But
13 As I write, the Senate Commerce Committee has adopted amendments, pushed by the National Cable Television Association, that "apparently would prohibit local governments from
requiring cable companies to provide a public access channel or other special service" (New
York Times, July r6, rg8r). So much for decentralization. In this atmosphere, localities and citizen groups will have their hands full simply trying to hold open the door to let in a crack of light.
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where giant corporations are already entrenched, as in the networks, the forces
of enlightenment must keep pressing up against the conventional unwisdom.

T

elevision programs of originality, depth, brilliance, or truth do not follow
of themselves from the economic, technological, and political processes discussed here. Nor, obviously, do programs that work against the dominant ideology. From a democratic point of view, the workaday premises and control structure in the industry are tilted against worth. Yet the vast reach of the medium
cannot be gainsaid, and the industry's structural biases are by no means absolute
closure. The occasion~ly penetrating news piece, interview, or drama, remains
feasible, and has its part to play on contested terrain. The Right does not cease
trying to use the media that exist; neither should the Left. Again: all that is opened
up by the culture industry's current flux is a few opportunities. But the decline of
the existing oligopoly will be only the prologue to a higher-tech oligopoly unless
people who care about the quality of culture look for points of entry. Declaiming about structural bias from the margins will not avail. Neither will abandoning the networks to the onslaughts of the new fundamentalists, or to outright
commercial exploiters, or the slender hope that large numbers of people will
learn to watch less television. It might well be better for public life if television
had never been invented, but the point is moot. In the world as it is, there are live
political fights in progress, and a Left never has the luxury of inventing the terrain on which it works.

Deconstruction:
The Revolt
against Gentility
MICHAEL FISCHER

I

n American universities, radicalism has never died but often changed shape,
oscillating between political, artistic and psychological ways of achieving
change. Today the streets may be quiet but journals, university presses, and lectures bristle with defiance. Especially in literary criticism-if we listen to such
critics as Harold Bloom, Geoffrey Hartman, and Jacques Derrida-the struggle
for freedom and selfhood continues, at great risk to the participants. While I do
not take this liberationist rhetoric at face value, I do not think we should dismiss
it. Contemporary critics are addressing genuine problems, albeit in confused
and self-destructive ways.
Bloom, Hartman, and Derrida-the writers who will be my focus here-direct most of their anger at the university, specifically at what they see as its repressive, meretricious emphasis on objectivity. "One of my most instructive memories," Bloom recalls,
will be always of a small meeting of distinguished professors, which
had gathered to consider the qualifications of an individual whom they
might ask to join their enterprise. Before meditating upon this person's
merits, they spontaneously performed a little ritual of faith. One by
one, in turn, they confessed their belief in the real presence of the literary text. It had an existence independent of their devotion to it. It had
priority over them, would be there after they were gone, and above all it
had a meaning or meanings quite apart from their interpretative activity. The literary text was there. Where? Why; in editions, definitive editions, upon which responsible commentaries might be written. Responsible commentaries. For "responsible," substitute what word you will,
whatever anxious word might match the social pieties and professional
civilities that inform the spirituality of such occasions. 1

I Harold Bloom, "The Breaking of Form," in Harold Bloom, et al., Deconstruction and Criticism (New York: The Seabury Press, 1979), p. 8.
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Bloom pictures the insecure professors reassuring each other of their correctness
and excluding dangerous outsiders in the name of arbitrary norms. ("He goes
too far." "Her analysis isn't as complete as his.") He sees himself as one of those
outsiders, a rebel who has angered his "distinguished" colleagues by unmasking
their expertise. In interpretation, he maintains, "there is always and only bias,
inclination, pre-judgment, swerve." The "professional civilities" of academic
criticism disguise a power struggle among more or less "strong" misreadings.
Like Bloom, Hartman chafes under "academic" criteria of objectivity and
proof. Recently another critic objected to an article of Hartman's on the grounds
that it violates "rules of evidence and argumentation" and consequently multiplies "needless, arbitrary, or self-indulgent complexities"; transgresses "the
bounds of evidence and common sense"; and wallows in "obstructive, opaque,
and esoteric jargon." Hartman replied by impugning his adversary's norms of
literary discussion.
[His] call for law, order, and proper argument has its own questionable
assumptions that, to my mind, depress literary studies today.... What
if the game of criticism has changed, or the rules of the game are being
questioned? Even if that were not so, do we want critics to be certified
by a Normal School? ... Not our subjectivity is to be feared but our
overreaction to it, those pseudo-objective criteria which imprison both
the work and ourselves. 2
With characteristic ambivalence, Hartman does not so much want to abandon these criteria as to supplement them. As a teacher he admits that interpretation has a "service function" that he does not want to destroy. "Teaching, criticizing and presenting the great texts of our culture are essential tasks" -even though
criticism confined to these chores and the illusory standards of correctness they
imply becomes uninteresting. So do the critics themselves, especially the "academy-grown variety," who end up victims of a psychology of "deepening dependence" before the texts and professional hierarchies they serve.
It is not an exaggeration to say that the critic has become a retainer to

those in our society who want not the difficult reality but merely the illusion of literacy: if he practices in an English department, he carves
and trims and patches and binds the prose of future leaders destined to
build or destroy the economy; and if he becomes a journalist or reviewer
he flatters, cajoles and admonishes the authors of books whose profits
keep the publishers happy and his own job relatively secure .... The
criticism that restricts itself to the elucidation of particular texts, and
2

Exchange between Hartman and Spencer Hall in PMLA 94 (January 1979): 139-41.
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defines what is literary in the narrowest formal terms, is indeed a trade,
and does not leave the area of specialization it enriches .... [The critic]
accepts too readily his subordinate function. He denies that he has a
"psychology" worth considering, or, to put it differently, he represses
his own artistic impulses. 3
Hartman apparently expects only drudgery from criticism that prostrates
itself before educational purposes. The "advent of mass education," which seems
irreversible, has made the "pedagogic and socializing function" of criticism "immeasurably increased and burdensome." Teachers, moreover, comply with their
own "humiliation"; "because of classroom pressures and an administrative structure that treats them as a business," they support the "journalistic leveling of their
function to one thing: direct saleable communication." Things are bad but Hartman is hopeful. Although the "basement" of literary study may be forever "service-ridden," critics are still "free to fall upwards" by renouncing in their writing
the constraints that shackle them when they grade papers, attend tenure meetings, and teach. Criticism today is "particularly vital" because it is doing just that.
Without repudiating its service function, it is reclaiming "its freelance, creative
powers" and becoming art. 4
Derrida is less cautious. Like Hartman, he scorns readers who hold him accountable to "academic" norms. Thus he mocks a "feminist leader" who calls one
of his hypotheses "mad": "she used the most academic criteriology against me,
demanded 'proof,'and so on." 5 Buthe goes further than Hartman and derives the
conventions of literary study from the rules that govern and repress society as a
whole. The demand for truth in texts, for example, becomes the fiat of doctors,
policemen, and judges as well as professors who want nothing but the facts. These
authorities
demand an author, an I capable of organizing a narrative sequence, of
remembering and telling the truth: "exactly what happened,'' "recounting facts that he remembers,'' in other words saying "I" (I am the
same as the one to whom these things happened, and so on, and thereby assuring the unity or identity ofnarratee or reader, and so on). Such
is the demand for the story, for narrative, the demand that society, the

3 Geoffrey Hartman, "The Psychology of the Critic," Salmagundi 43 (winter 1979): 130-31,
132.
4 Geoffrey Hartman, "Literary Criticism and Its Discontents," Critical Inquiry 3 (winter
1976): 211, and "The Recognition Scene of Criticism," Critical Inquiry 4 (winter 1977): 410-11.
5 Bloom, Deconstruction and Criticism, pp. 166-67.
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law that governs literary and artistic works, medicine, the police, and
so forth, claim to constitute. 6

~
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This demand for truth-for authors who take responsibility for what they sayfinds reinforcement in other fictions: copyright laws, strictures against plagiarism, contracts, and, more generally, the institution of private ownership. Reading for truth becomes an exemplary act of economic and technological mastery;
when we claim to know what a text says, we possess it, consume it, even rape it.
Some critics of Derrida have objected that communication takes place even
though the conventions that control our interpretations are arbitrary. 7 But Derrida's target is the illegitimacy of these conventions, not their workability. These
rules work, but only because when they are about to break down-when a student, say, snaps at a teacher "That's just your opinion," or a defendant tells a
judge, "Who's to say what's larceny?"-the police are always waiting in the wings.
Administrators, department chairmen, employers-and troops-are always already prepared to force the rebel into line because "conventions are by essence
violable and precarious, in themselves and by the fictionality that constitutes
them, even before there has been any overt transgression .... " 8 Force takes over
where reason fails, as in interpretation it must.
For Derrida, the indeterminacy of all statements threatens every institution
that pretends to make sense of texts. When he exposes the arbitrariness of our
interpretations, we presumably clutch all the more anxiously at the conventions
he calls into question. We insist that we are right, bypassing what Derrida calls
the "political-institutional problem" of the university:
It [the university], like all teaching in its traditional form, and perhaps

all teaching whatever, has as its ideal, with exhaustive translatability,
the effacement of language [Ia langue]. The deconstruction of a pedagogical institution and all that it implies. What this institution cannot
bear is for anyone to tamper with [toucher a; also "touch," "change,"
"concern itself with"] language, meaning both the national language
and, paradoxically, an ideal of translatability that neutralizes this na-

6 Ibid., p. 98.
7 See Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1979); Charles Altieri, "Presence and Reference in a Literary Text: The Example of Williams'
'This Is Just to Say,"' Critical Inquiry 5 (spring 1979): 489-510; and my "Rehabilitating Reference: Charles Altieri's 'Presence and Reference in a Literary Text,"' Critical Inquiry 6 (winter
1979): 343-45·

8 Jacques Derrida, "Limited Inc abc .... ,"Glyph 2 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1977), p. 250. Examples are mine.
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tionallanguage. Nationalism and universalism. What this institution
cannot bear is a transformation that leaves intact neither of these two
complementary poles. It can bear more readily the most apparently
revolutionary ideological sorts of "content" if only that content does
not touch the borders oflanguage and of all the juridico-political contracts that it guarantees. It is this "intolerable" something that concerns me here. 9
Deconstructing the fiction that writing is a transparent, passive medium-and
doing so "not merely in a theoretical manner'' -should be the aim of anyone who
"does not want the police to be omnipotent." 10

A

merican readers have been so receptive to Derrida's work in part because
it stirs their democratic sympathies. Few people want the police to be omnipotent. The radicalism of the sixties prepared us for Derrida's association of
freedom with mobility or endless possibility, as well as for his attack on hierarchies and on arbitrary, invidious distinctions between right and wrong, sane and
insane. His program of releasing interpretation from the constraints of logic, authorial intent, the text, and the dictates of authorities meshes with ideas we have
all heard before: that students have a right to their own language; that expertise
is a dangerous, undemocratic charade; that standards are elitist; that correcting
someone smacks of ridicule, arrogance, even tyranny; that claiming truth for
one's values means imposing them. The political appeal of Derrida's work lies in
its familiarity, not its novelty. He keeps alive themes that no longer animate political movements. To intellectuals disillusioned with politics, he offers what seems,
at first glance, hope. The power we have lost in Congress we can recapture in our
prose.
But despite deconstruction, American society goes on much the same-not
because our institutions can accommodate dangerous ideas but because the ideas
of Derrida, Bloom, and Hartman are not dangerous. 11 For all their resentment,
9 Derrida, Deconstruction and Criticism, pp. 93-95.
IO

Derrida, "Limited Inc.," p.

251.

Paraphrase of a remark by Christopher Lasch in "Recovering Reality," Salmagundi 42 (summer-fall I978): 44: "Those positions that seem most radical-most uncompromising in their opposition to bourgeois cultural hegem<;?ny-often turn out today to render the most effective reinforcement to the status quo .... [T]he problem goes deeper than our society's well-known capacity to absorb dangerous ideas. The ideas associated with the politics of 'cultural revolution'
have in fact ceased to be dangerous." I want to thank Christopher Lasch and Morris Eaves for
their comments on an earlier version of this essay.
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these writers are products of the academic profession they oppose. In order to
explain the appeal of deconstruction more fully, we need to consider the equivocal status of literary study in modern society. Since the eighteenth century, poets,
novelists, and literary critics have generally seen themselves as professionals motivated by high ideals: dedicated, in Matthew Arnold's phrase, to discovering
and propagating the best that is known and thought in the world; bound by common values and truths; and uniquely equipped to judge each other's work. From
the outside, however, writers and literary scholars have appeared in a less flattering light: as entertainers using inflated rhetoric to camouflage their own ambitions; as cantankerous egotists forever involved in pointless internecine disputes
and petty jealousies; and as more or less successful businessmen trying like everyone else to make their way in the market and making suspiciously grandiose
claims for their "services." Or so writers have thought. In some ways the popular
contempt for literature and literary studies is itself a product of the literary imagination. Intellectuals tend to attribute more anti-intellectualism to the public
than actually exists, perhaps because this makes it easier for them to bear disappointment and neglect. As a result, it is often hard to know whether it is the public or the intellectual community itself that regards intellectual work as a higher
form of commerce-the pursuit of the main chance by other means.
In their response to public neglect (as they see it), most writers have wavered
between two positions. The first regards literature as a body of closely guarded
professional secrets. The second echoes public cynicism by treating literature
precisely as its enemies see it-as an exercise in self-promotion and salesmanship,
utilizing all the skills of commodity exchange. Deconstructionism, as we shall
see, mixes both of these responses, which originate in the same underlying conditions. These are the conditions that relegate art to a marginal place in industrial
societies. The undemocratic, mechanical, and specialized character of industrial
work has made aesthetic experience seem at best a palliative (the music the dentist plays or the paintings that brighten the office) or at worst a frill (the symphony ticket that only the rich can afford). While conservatives have falsely attributed the marginal status of art to an excess of democracy, progressives have hoped
that expanding leisure, education, and income would make the arts widely accessible through inexpensive paperbacks and recordings. Even where literacy
and the standard of living have improved, however, the dehumanizing conditions of work remain. The arts still seem impractical-except for the artists, critics, publishers, and museum directors who make a living off them-because
work requires other skills, like the mindless acceptance of routine instead of creativity, or specialization instead of self-expression. In times of prosperity-like
the 1950s and 196os in America-we have had more leisure and money for the
arts, but their weekend status has remained the same.
In part, the New Criticism of the forties and fifties embodied the first type
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of response to the trivialization of art in modern society-the effort to protect it
against encroachments from other disciplines and even from undergraduates,
who were advised that literature is difficult, obscure, and inaccessible except to
those with professional training. In opposition to the New Criticism, radical critics in the sixties revived the notion that literature is merely another "bourgeois"
profession, as Richard Ohmann put it, piously vowing service to human values
but actually existing for the sake of its own practitioners. Deconstruction represents a more sophisticated version of the same argument. But its attack on academic gentility and literary professionalism still misses the point.
Bloom, Hartman, and Derrida mirror the profession they criticize because
they misinterpret the recent changes it has undergone. Developments in the profession itself have already knocked down-or failed to support-the targets these
writers attack. A "service function" does not weigh down criticism, as Hartman
maintains; the apparent purposelessness of criticism encourages it to float free.
Inflation and declining enrollments have lessened the demand for teachers, especially in the humanities. A depressed job market has weakened the only clear
aim literature courses have been able to offer-to prepare students (mostly English majors) for a niche in the academic profession. Generally anxious about finding work, students in literature courses are accordingly not "future leaders destined to build or destroy the economy," or if they are, it is not because they are
taking English courses. A profession unsure of its larger objectives, moreover,
welcomes, or at least endures, the elliptical writing that Hartman says it discourages. Few people expect "direct saleable communication" from critics; few people even take criticism seriously. In a demoralized profession-and in a society
that denies vocational value to the liberal arts-Hartman himself may ironically
be the last to believe that "teaching, criticizing and presenting the great texts" are
still considered "essential tasks." He attributes to interpretation a status it does
not enjoy so that he can call for seemingly radical reforms that undermine the allegedly authoritarian imposition of critical fiat. But as his own work suggests,
fear of sounding reactionary is more common among academic intellectuals than
a commitment to interpretive clarity.
Derrida, like Hartman, rips apart paper chains when he assaults "criteria of
readability." These criteria have never been "very firmly established" among critics. In a system so uncritically given over to literary production, moreover, assailing these criteria may not be an "intolerable" effrontery, as Derrida thinks,
but a precondition for further growth. As Gerald Graff observes,
Where quantitative "production" of scholarship and criticism is a chief
measure of professional achievement, narrow canons of proof, evidence, logical consistency, and clarity of expression have to go. To insist on them imposes a drag upon progress. Indeed, to apply strict can-
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ons of objectivity and evidence in academic publishing today would be
comparable to the American economy's returning to the gold standard: the effect would be the immediate collapse of the system. . . .
The recent discovery that every text can be reinterpreted as a commentary on its own textual problematics or as a self-consuming artifact ensures that the production of new readings will not cease even though
explication of many authors and works seems to have reached the point
of saturation. 12

..... -
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The principle that all texts are open to endless reinterpretation does not abolish
publications but rather multiplies them-each text always allowing even more to
be written "about" it. Derrida further accelerates production by erasing the distinctions between literary and extraliterary works, subsuming everything in words
under "writing." Instead of transcending his specialty, he sanctions its imperialist expansion, which fashionable "interdisciplinary" courses like Literature and
Business or Literature and Philosophy have already begun by annexing adjoining disciplines to the curriculum without disturbing, or rethinking, what we already have.
My point about the production of criticism is less extreme than it may first
appear. I am not arguing that deconstructionists deliberately seek to broaden
the possibilities of critical production, or that paving the way for new readings is
all that deconstruction achieves, or even that academic criticism needs deconstruction in order to grow. Releasing interpretation from the controls of proof
and objectivity does not so much increase the supply of the product as acquiesce
in its aimless growth, which is already going on full force without deconstruction. ·
Despite Bloom's worry (or boast) that he offends "against civility, against
the social conventions of literary scholarship and criticism," he, too, reflects the
circumstances that he "risks" challenging. Instead of remedying the absence of
public discussion, Bloom assigns interpretation private goals when he suggests
that authors misread each other in order to appear to have something distinctive
to say. Lack of respect for other authors is reborn as creativity and "strength";
ambition, self-validation, and personal power eclipse more generous reasons for
writing. Interpretation becomes in theory what it sometimes is in fact: a means
of individual advancement, of salvaging a place for oneself at someone else's expense. In the absence of other ends, personal ambition seems to explain what critics do and tempts them to see even poetry itself as an arena of self-interested com12 Gerald Graff, Literatur..e Against ltseif(Chicago: UniversityofChicago Press, 1979~. p. 97·
In "Institutional Control of Interpretation," Salf!1agundi 43 (winten979): 85, Frank Kermode
similarly observes that "the institution [of literary study] does not resist, rather encourages
change; but it monitors change with very sophisticated machinery." In a time of uncenainty,
however, we monitor change less confidently: hence our susceptibility to fashion.
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bat that legitimizes their own competition. Discussions about literature come to
be seen as another expression of the same principles of merchandising and promotion that govern the free market in consumer goods.

I

n criticizing Bloom, Hartman, and Derrida, I am not defending the status
quo. But while their disenchantment with academic criticism is entirely justified, I quarrel with their judgment of what is wrong. It is easy to understand their
impatience with the "rules of evidence and argumentation," as Hartman calls
them. In the modern university, "objectivity" implies emulation of the specialized, ostensibly impartial stance of the technician, just as "evidence" means what
we can count, weigh, or measure. But it is not objectivity and "proper argument,"
after all, that are degrading literary studies today, but specialization, narrowness,
and irresponsibility. Hartman trivializes his own case when he suggests that it
cannot even be supported with evidence. Instead of opposing the dominant outlook, he agrees that value judgments cannot be objective-even his own. 13
The departmental meeting satirized by Bloom, in which professors cling together and expel outsiders in the name of illusory norms, is not a fiction. But
when Bloom asserts that ''there is always and only bias, inclination," he sabotages
his own protest. He leaves us no choice except the choice between more or less
successful impositions of power. The professors he derides are more concerned
about their own careers than with the complex truth, but instead of remedying
their arbitrariness, Bloom's epistemology makes it inevitable. The other side of
his bitterness is futility.
Derrida rightly mocks the objectivity of many rules and detects the brute
force beneath their reasonable facade. When he leaps from the arbitrariness of
some conventions to the illegitimacy of them all, however, he too neutralizes his
own complaint. No longer directed at a specific kind of politics, his argument
discredits "all ethical-political statements," even those that aim at changing the
conditions that he deplores. Derrida states his opposition in terms that make acting on it impossible. Angry but helpless, he settles for irony and self-deprecation
(putting words like "truth" and "reality" in quotation marks to show that he does
not take them seriously, or mocking the scholarly conventions, like footnotes,
13 In practice, to be sure, Hartman is less enamored of subjectivity than he is in theory. At one
point he complains that Hall "is not all that objective" when he quotes Beyond Formalism, one
of Hartman's most influential books, out of context. Maybe Hartman is being ironic here, playfully faulting Hall for violating his own rules. But elsewhere he blames Hall's critique for not
trying "to understand the perspective and critical styles it attacks"-an accusation that would
seem to value the detachment that Hartman questions. The same writer who "problematizes"
objectivity also attaches great weight to achieving it-when he thinks that someone else misunderstands his work.
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that he nonetheless needs). His furious rhetoric culminates in snickering at what
he feels powerless to refuse or change.
When no one seems to be listening, it is tempting to conclude that debate is
impossible. When the decisions that govern our lives defy logic, fairness, and
popular consent, it seems as if only force matters. But such responses perpetuate
the conditions they rightly deplore. Giving up on reason or justice does not represent resistance or liberation but lack of imagination and fear-fear that chance,
force, self-interest, and anxiety preside over the human condition, not over a
state of affairs that we can change. Writers like Bloom, Hartman, and Derrida
protect themselves against failure by ensuring it.

EXPLORATIONS

Radicals
and Regionalism
WILLIAM APPLEMAN WILLIAMS

O

ne of the central reasons that the United States is in serious trouble involves the unhappy truth that American radicalism has reached a dead
end. A few keen observers understood that point as long ago as the draconian
recession of 1937: they perceived that modern radicalism had exhausted its nineteenth-century capital. To use a later idiom, the New Deal was Lemon Socialism
long before that wry phrase was coined in bitter frustration by radicals in Great
Britain.
Let us not quibble. We are better off for the New Deal. We all know, and
have shared, the benefits. But as I remember it all, Lord Keynes once said to
George Bernard Shaw: "Far from being Marxist, I will use Marx to prove the Marxists wrong." Leave it to Bloomsbury. Spend the past to save the present. Capitalism at its very best: imaginative, creative, dynamic, and hopefully equitableand to hell with tomorrow.
And for many years it appeared that the new truth was indeed true. The Marxist legacy was disinvested to save capitalism. It worked because of the Second
World War and the ensuing euphoric moment of American global hegemony.
The capitalist present postponed the day of reckoning, but it did not change the
nature of the ultimate crisis.
But the truth will out. That became obvious when the New Left, despite its
moral commitment, its marvelous energy, and its promising ideas, failed to evolve
beyond the single-issue politics of opposing the imperial war in Vietnam. The
stagnation of the Left, which involves theoretical as well as moral and pragmatic
issues, very largely explains the pathetic flopping around among liberals and the
revival of romantic conservatism.
Most contemporary Americans no longer even sense the crucial function of
radicalism. This sad-and dangerous-state of affairs is directly related to the
confusion among American radicals. Radicals have four primary responsibilities.
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But to define those obligations it is first necessary to establish a working conception of radicalism.
1. A radical digs down to the roots of reality. A radical probes the sources
to describe the actual-rather than the apparent-nature and ramifications of
the political economy.
2. A radical develops a dynamic explanation of the relationships between
the various aspects of reality.
3· A radical offers an alternative hierarchy of values.
4· A radical offers specific options, strategic as well as tactical, and engages
in sustained people-to-people action to achieve those objectives.
The definition clarifies the responsibilities. Dynamic, effective radicals must
offer ruthless analyses; must imagine truly different alternatives; must practice
citizenship as action to realize those alternatives; and must thereby set the terms
of the public dialogue regardless of how long it takes to change the world.

I

am aware that there are exceptions to the basic proposition that I am going
to advance and develop. I have learned from those brave and disregarded explorers on the frontiers of American radicalism, and also from similar conservative pioneers. But, as is more than occasionally the case, the superficially negative evidence provides powerful footnotes for the revisionist thesis.
The cornerstone of my argument is a paradox: The essence and central thrust
of twentieth-century American radicalism has been defined by three nineteenthcentury giants-Napoleon Bonaparte, Abraham Lincoln, and Karl Marx. Whatever their disagreements-and we are Inistakenly educated to emphasize the differences between them-those prodigious individuals understood that human
existence is very largely defined by four variables: place, time, space, and scale.
(Both econoinics and sex, for example, as well as politics and war, are deeply influenced by those primary determinants.) Bonaparte, Lincoln, and Marx agreed
on these essentials:
• On place-the nation-state.
• On time-the present defined as the future.
• On space-the world.
• On scale-individual human beings as corporate members of various nation-states competing to unify the globe.
Within that framework, Lincoln's detennination to create a nationalistic
and corporate body politic validated Bonaparte's redefinition of the French Revolution. Nationalism became the ideal and pragmatic way of achieving liberty,
equality, and fraternity-or, in the American idiom, life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness. No nation, no viable social system. Nationalistic order or chaos.
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Evolution from localism and regionalism to nationalism-or devolution into
anarchy.
Once we grasp the impact of Bonaparte (say on Jefferson) and Lincoln (say
on the Populists), we can see that Marx provided a radical version of an inherently
conservative proposition. Do not misunderstand me: Marx deserves all his acclaim. He did the very best anyone could have done within the assumptions shared
by his generation about place, time, space, and scale. Marx's radicalism was defined by his insistence that the majority-the ordinary folk-should define the
terms of corporate citizenship in a nation-state creating a better future for themselves and the world. But the inherent logic of"Workers of the world unite" leads
inexorably to a superstate organized on Adam Smith's division of labor.
Granted the premises, no one could have done better. Marx was surely (and
beautifully) correct when he said that he was standing Hegel on his head. Nationalism becoming internationalism must be defined from the bottom up or it would
be an elitist nightmare. From Marx's perspective that was the only conceivable
way to transform the nation-state from a corporate monster into an international community.
Give it your most sincere suspension of disbelief. Perhaps there was a time,
say in America from 1885 to 1914, when radicals just might have turned Marxian
logic back upon itself and evolved a truly human equation between place, time,
space, and scale. America was so huge and variegated that it was possible to believe that an effort by capitalist corporations to integrate it into one. corporate,
centralized system would generate powerful and democratic regional forces that
could develop their own political economy.
And, indeed, people in the Midwest, the South, and the Far West did try to
create cooperative alternatives to Rockefeller, Morgan, and Carnegie. Even though
they failed, they left us a legacy that we have generally ignored. We are in a better
position now to succeed in what they attempted.
At the end of the Civil War, the United States was in flux. Conceivably, therefore, the political economy could have developed in another way. Americans
might have evolved a conception of socialism that went beyond the acceptance
and projection of an overcentralized and overurbanized industrialism administered with greater equity, and providing more extensive social services. Given the
different kinds (and tempos) of development that were occurring during those
years, we might have gone back to our roots in the Articles of Confederation;
might have imagined a more relaxed and humane definition of prosperity and
progress-a quality and style of life appropriate to our many combinations of
place, space, and scale. I like to think that Eugene Debs (along with others) was
intuitively reaching for that vision. After all, why else would anyone edit a socialist newspaper from Kansas.
But in the end we crab-scuttled away from the challenge. Marx proved cor-
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rect about the ruthless, elegant simplicity of the logic of capitalist industrialization. Even so, it is important to remember that he was extrapolating from Adam
Smith: the metropolis increasingly dominates the country. It is not only, perhaps
not even primarily, that the bank controls the terms of trade with the barn. The
metropolis sucks people out of their integrated environments and spews them into
the morass of the ghetto-becoming-slum-becoming-sluburb. The capitalist metropolis is a social vacuum cleaner. It yanks people from their human place, time,
space, and scale. Even more: the sustained and accelerating centralization within
the metropolis distorts and even denies any sense-even memory-of a humane
set of relationships.
_
Capitalism does not create neighborhoods. Capitalism instead cements over
grass for commuter stations on the main line to nowhere. Bluntly, capitalism destroys neighborhoods and communities.
Hence we face a bit of a problem: How does one deal with a philosophy
(Marxism) which praises capitalism for creating the conditions necessary for the
realization of community, when in the process of fulfilling its own logic it destroys
the conditions and the idea of community?
There is a way out of that corner; but it involves being Marxist about Marx.
And here things get delicate. For twentieth-century radicals, like Marx before
them, have persistently confused that viscerally Marxian analysis of the dynamics of capitalism with the rantings of peasants about sinful cities. Indeed, the metropolitan bias of twentieth-century radicals provides an ironic tribute to the validity of Marx's central thesis. But the question is not whether cities are good or
evil. The issues concern their size, function, character, and their relationship with
their supporting environment.
In a fundamental sense, therefore, twentieth-century radicals followed Marx
in becoming victims of his fascinating combination of capitalist assumptions
and socialist utopianism. The assumptions lulled him into neglecting the rigors
of the dialectical process, and the projectionist utopianism led him to believe that
a change of class at the centerof the metropolis would change the inherent nature
of the system.
Unhappily, it was wrong and wrong again. For if capitalism leads to increasing demographic imbalance, the supercentralization of power, and the destruction of community, then surely a rigorous radicalism is defined by decentralization and the diffusion of power. And if capitalism moves inexorably toward global hegemony, then surely such a radicalism is defined by regionalism in the international arena. To change rulers without changing the basic structure of the political economy can arbest serve only to ameliorate the failures, costs, and limits
of life within such a system. What begins as socialism drifts off into a leftish New
Dealism or into a kind of nationalized syndicalism of interest groups. At worst,
we forget about socialism and concern ourselves with surviving within capital-
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ism. But socialism is not more: socialism is different and better.
The point is not to damn Marx. The point is to be Marxist about twentiethcentury American radicalism. Marx did the magical things: he explained the implacable logic of the capitalist political economy and he taught us to ask the right
questions. And he was adamant about human beings making their own history.

H

ence to honor Marx we must cease projecting what was at best a marginal \
possibility in the late nineteenth century into the present and the future.
Think of it this way: most science fiction (and a great deal of science per se) is
crudely Marxist to the core. It is little more than Edward Bellamy updated with
the latest technology: simply the projection of Marxian utopian hopes for late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century capitalism. The good class wins and goes
on to unify the world on the way to unifying the universe.
But Marx did give us the insights and the intellectual tools to move beyond
that friendly and erotic fascism. Marx made us unforgettably aware of the process whereby fundamental ideas change their labels. That is probably the essential
meaning of the dialectical process. What was conservative becomes radical, what
was radical becomes conservative, and so on and so on.
But that essential truth often gets lost in the euphoria generated by the fireworks of the moment. Hence it is not particularly surprising that twentieth-century American radicals became so blinkered by Marx's acceptance of the creative production of the capitalist political economy that they have ignored or dismissed ostensibly conservative truths. I do not think that anything I have said or
written has so annoyed and upset my radical friends and associates (let alone my
liberal and conservative critics) as my insistence that we contemporary radicals
can learn very important truths from people generally viewed as irrelevant (if not
dotty) conservatives-even outright reactionaries.
Allow me to illustrate that point by briefly reviewing the process of highly
conscious centralization of a capitalist political economy during the reign of Elizabeth I. All quibbles aside, mercantilism was the purposeful effort to consolidate
such a political economy in the metropolis. Of course they were less efficient than
we moderns. But they understood the inherent demands of capitalism and they
set about meeting those imperatives with vigor and intelligence. And so radicalism was defined by moral, economic, political, and social opposition to such imperial logic. Indeed, that kind of radicalism was the basis of our American Revolution. And the idea of regional communities coming together as equals was the
essence of the Articles of Confederation.
It is not simply, perhaps not primarily, that those people (as with John Quincy
Adams and other antislavery northerners in later years) had the nerve to consider
and even propose separation. The vital consideration involves their alternate vi-
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sion of a truly human integration of place, time, space, and scale. They were not
willing to be swept into the corner by progress. They meant it when they said no.
Of course they lost, but they bequeathed us contemporary radicals a legacy we
ignore at our peril. If we blink and flinch and turn away-"Great stuff, inspiring,
but impractical"-then we reveal ourselves lacking both the imagination and the
nerve to be truly radical.
Consider how differently America would have developed even in our own
time if twentieth-century radicals had transformed Senator George Norris's idea
of the Muscle Shoals project in the Tennessee Valley into the basis for a regional
socialist economy, and then gone on to do the same in the other natural regions
of the continent. The great Bonneville complex on the Columbia, for example,
would have led to something quite different from Boeing, Hanford, corporate
agriculture, and Reynolds Aluminum.
It is easy, and convenient, to dismiss such alternatives as nostalgic nonsense.
But they are in truth the guts of a very tough late twentieth-century radicalism.
American radicals must face and answer the naughty question: Do they want to
manage an essentially unchanged corporate capitalist political economy as little
more than especially sensitive and responsible administrators, or do they want
to change the world? If the latter, then I suggest that changing the world hinges
on breaking the existing system into human-sized components of space, time,
place, and scale.

A

ny consequential radical alternative must be defined by those primary variables. Let us put our minds to examing that proposition.
Time. Politely, we twentieth-century radicals are aging. Realistically, we are
old. Candidly, we are dying. Hence we must win time in the short run so that our
children may have long-range time to refine our thoughts-and add their own
wisdom. Truly, it is that elementary. Hence we must concentrate our immediate
political effort on stopping the momentum of egoistic, nationalistic confrontation that leads on to a nuclear war that will destroy our children and grandchildren-and abort their children. If we fail, we will destroy time. Winning time is
the strategic imperative. Radicals must build a constituency on the cornerstone
of time.
Place. The tactical and pragmatic politics of time is place. Given limited
time, radicals must focus their energy in their local and regional places. Specifically, radicals in the Pacific Northwest must define and evoke a movement that
says to centralized power that egoistic and mindless nuclear confrontation will
have to proceed without support from a significant proportion of the population
and productive capacity of this nation. We cannot rouse a continent by marches
on Washington; but we can shake the establishment by stopping Boeing, Han-
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ford, and related military bases and operations.
Here we get into the complicated matter of the traditional radical hang-up
about religion. It would be hilarious if it were not pathetic. Consider the most
striking contemporary example. There are the Mormons, those strange, communitarian, hierarchical zealots telling the government of the United States that
they are against the MX missile and the immoral arms race. And here we radicals
are whining about our impotence. Can you imagine what we could do in Washington and Oregon if we organized a similar coalition? But no, we have a fixation on saving everything at once.
Religion, after all, is just another word for community. Religion and community have to do with shared values and a daily commitment to those values.
As the Mormons demonstrate, if you want to stop the nuclear nonsense, then
you begin by stopping it at home.
The Mormons are in effect crying a loud amen! to Edwin P. Thompson. and
his colleagues and supporters in Britain and Western Europe. Those millions of
people, by no means all of them radicals, are saying no: they are saying that they
refuse to acquiesce in the centralized and arbitrary definition of their time and
place, their space and scale, as a "theater" for so-called limited nuclear warfare.
Even the lead editorial of the Manchester Guardian Weekly of April26, 1981,
grants the central point: "The orthodox creed for a generation" has produced this
result. "The armouries have never been so gigantic. The talks to reduce them have
never been so ineffectual."
American radicals have been much too slow to call the bluff of those who
mumble-jumble on and on about limited nuclear war. It is not enough, not enough
at all, to argue that selective tit-for-tat nuclear exchanges will quickly escalate
into death to all living things. We must confront the proposition that the blackbox minds in the bunkers will remain superrational for an indefinite period.
That brings us right back to the old homestead. For surely the Pacific Northwest is as much a theater for limited nuclear war as Western or Eastern Europe.
Boeing and Hanford are unquestionably as important as any Russian centers
west of the Urals. So let us play seriously at this game of "limited" theater
nuclear warfare.
First we exchange reciprocal missiles into Western and Eastern Europe.
Then we launch some from England into high-priority targets in the Ukraine, or
perhaps farther north. (There is a gentleman's agreement, of course, to preserve
historic monuments-living as well as limestone, managerial as well as marblein Moscow and Washington.) So in the logic of linkage we lose Seattle and Hanford for Leningrad and Murmansk.
Granted, it is all very civilized. Nothing so crude as instantaneous suicide.
If we radicals take all that seriously, as we should, then we can perhaps recognize
the importance of organizing each American theater just as Thompson and his
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associates are organizing Western Europe. If our rulers have fmally gotten around
to understanding the importance of regions, so perhaps we can do the same. The
immediate radical objective is to withdraw those regions-those theaters-from
the strategic war plan. The issue is no longer a matter of "Hell, no: We won't
go!" It involves the plans and the willingness to close down operations that make
each and every region a theater. for limited nuclear war.
Beyond that, American radicals must redefine the nature of the unthinkable. The unthinkable as nuclear war was always a shell game without any pea.
American leaders thought about the bomb, built the bomb, and used the bomb
-twice. And threatened to use it once again more times than we know. Our ignorance defines our impotence.
The truly unthinkable is to change the system that has brought us to the brink
of collective capitalist suicide. The unhappy truth of it is that American radicals,
along with American liberals and conservatives, have always lusted for saving
the world. We have no tradition of leaving other people alone in order to fmd
ourselves. We have always defined our purpose as bringing them up to our level.
What nonsense, what arrogance, what lack of any sense of ourselves! We have
failed to imagine, let alone realize, any conception of how to live. We are terrified of the present and so flee ever forward into the future. We have no comprehension of space and scale.
Space and scale. These two elements of a radical alternative are so closely
related that they must be explored together. First, they establish the importance
of creating a demographic and economic balance, and of defining social equity
as the quality of life. Now the quantity of disposable income (to use the contemporary capitalist idiom) is a legitimate if desperately limited bench mark for evaluating the performance of any political economy. That is the essence of what capitalism calls the standard of living.
It has become abundantly clear, as we have watched the decay of a once
superb railway system, for example, that radicals have all too easily accepted the
capitalist definition of the standard of living grounded in individual income statistics as a basis for thinking about a socialist political economy. Even if one agrees
that the concept of individual disposable income is a useful tool for measuring
the performance of any system, it nevertheless remains true that disposable income involves social as well as individual pleasures. And radicals have not made
it clear enough-not at all clear enough-that taxes spent for first-rate education
(for all ages) and public services from sanitation to transport are likewise disposable income.
When people increasingly choose to dispose of more of their income on private rather than social purchases, the qua.Iity of life begins to decline along an exponential curve. And, having failed to develop a clear radical conceptiorr-of the
quality of life, and to advance it with clarity and vigor, radicals forfeit a great
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opportunity to confront capitalism with a devastating critique.
The vital issue of socially disposable income dramatizes the central importance of space and scale. For in all probability the principal reason that people
have turned away from spending a significant portion of their disposable income
on social purchases involves two interrelated reasons:
First, the increasingly narrow adversary politics that determine social expenditures (e.g., the airlines versus the truckers versus corporate agriculture versus outsjzed cities versus education versus the military).
Second, and intimately related to the first, the increasingly abstract nature
of politics itself due to centralization, bureaucralization, and the nearly mindless
oversimplification inherent in centralized mass communications. Politics has /
become theater, the illusion of reality, whereas it should be the essence of reality.
American radicals have been extremely reluctant-if not overtly afraid-to
confront those issues save in esoteric analysis. The explanation, I suggest, lies in
the particular kind of centralized nationalism and internationalism that radicals
inherited and accepted from Bonaparte, Lincoln, and Marx. So long as radicals
continue to operate-thinking as well as practicing-within that idiom, they will
become increasingly irrelevant because they have ceased to be radical.
Hence I want to propose an alternate approach and a different agenda. It is
not a manifesto simply because manifestos come at the end, not at the outset, of
suggesting other questions and tentative anwers.
My basic proposition is this: American radicals must confront centralized
nationalism and internationalism and begin to shake it apart, break it down, and
imagine a humane and socially responsible alternative. It simply will not do to
define radicalism as changing the guard of the existing system. Hence these proposals.
1. Radicals must initiate and sustain, in each local, state, and regional arena,
an active dialogue (including standing for office) about how to define and implement a balance between resources and population, between town and country,
and within each of those elements of the political economy. In that process radicals must insist, as Jane J. Mansbridge has so powerfully argued, upon moving
beyond adversary democracy (the crude business of vectoring out the input of
special-interest groups) to create a human-scale partiCipatory democracy toestablish priorities and procedures at each of those levels of everyday life. From
my experience, many people would like to reassert control over their community
affairs. But given their impatience with such fundamental politics, they have
turned to irrelevant conservatives.
2. Here radicals are treading water, swimming in air, walking on fog. A
few left-liberals have fondled the idea of a new Constitution, but radicals have
not even imagined calling another Annapolis Convention (which led to our present Constitution). It is a sad state of affairs. The conservatives &e closer to call-
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ing a Constitutional Convention to balance the budget than radicals are to imagining a new instrument of government.
Go back to the Mormons. They organized a relatively small number of people in a specific geographic area. The result was power. If radicals were to do the
same around the idea of a new and different America, then a Constitutional Convention would become a serious possibility.
Radicals would have to begin with a modern version of The Federalist papers. They would have to imagine a different conception of democracy. It would
have to be done without any federal grant, and it would necessarily involve a lot
of time talking with nonacademics. But I have a hunch that it would ultimately
involve more people than the Moral Majority has bothered to count.
Such a dialogue must be explicitly pointed toward restructuring American
society into a confederation of regional governments based upon proportional
representation and the parliamentary system within each region and in the confederation itself. The various regions (and here it seems wise to begin by accepting the Federal Reserve districts because they honor state boundaries) would duly
elect representatives (and shadow counterparts) to a confederation parliament
charged with the duty of producing a new basic instrument of government. That
Constitution would begin with the Bill of Rights and move on to such matters as
coniiilon law, the public ownership-but regional allocation-of social resources,
and the negotiation and enforcement of interregional economic agreements.
Once such a Constitution was ratified, the confederation parliament would
be primarily concerned with handling interregional affairs and the conduct of
foreign policy. The creation of such a system would decentralize power, diffuse
and drastically reduce the bureaucracy, and-most important-create a far more
democratic politics.
3· And so we come to foreign policy, as much the bane of radicals as of liberals and conservatives. Most radicals have never broken free of the inane conception of foreign policy defined by "isolationism" and "internationalism." But
stated bluntly, the purpose of foreign policy is to enable a culture to proceed with
its self-determined development within its legitimate boundaries. Saving the world
is neither a rational nor a morally justifiable objective of any society's foreign
policy: it is instead authentic evidence of nationalistic egomania.
Which is to say that if, by the force of its self-contained example, any given
culture prompts other peoples to emulate its values, procedures, and institutions,
then it earns no reward beyond the duty to honor even more carefully its principles and practices. It has no right to create an empire in the name of protecting
its foster children. Parents, after all, are charged with freeing, not smothering,
their offspring. Elementary. Stop arming the bastards and the people will get rid
of the bastards. The arrogance of presuming to define what is average repression
is almost beyond one's comprehension. The best one can do, really, is to reduce
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it all to black humor. Feed the computer with the statistics on slavery, subsequent
treatment of all black and white poor, and add the information on First Americans and all immigrants. Then ask the computer to give us a comparative ranking
on human rights. As a historian, I will give you very long odds that we Western
whites will come out below the median.
Sum it up this way: Social revolution is not terrorism. At its very worst, social revolution is a desperate attempt to stop terrorism. At its best, it is an effort
to create a new set of moral and institutional arrangements designed to make it
possible to live more humanely. The outsiders who intervene in social revolutions
always lose. It is not so much that the locals ultimately assert their power. It is
that the outsiders lose their self-respect. Not all at once. But down the years, over
all the dead bodies, the rationalization of empire in the name of freedom kills the
soul. That is as true for radicals as it is for liberals and conservatives.
4· But, given all that, there is a serious question about foreign policy. How
does a regional confederation conduct foreign affairs-including providing for
the mutual defense? It would do so structurally by creating a foreign office ever
so closely watched over by a shadow foreign office staffed by the elected members of the current regional opposition.
Here I anticipate the obvious question or objection. The conduct of foreign
policy, we have been taught as an article of faith, requires the delegation of power
-including the authority to act quickly and forcefully without general consultation. But my reading of history belies that proposition except and unless the culture is conducting an imperial foreign policy. My understanding of contemporary
technology supports my contrariness. Given a radical reconstruction of American society, the local, regional, and continental institutions could discuss and
decide all but one issue of foreign policy with time to spare.
The exception, of course, is a nuclear Pearl Harbor. And here, particularly
during the transition to a new America, I think radicals would have to be ruthless.
We would have to speak a simple, blunt truth to the world-be it Russians, Chinese, Arabs, Israelis, or whoever. We are making a true revolution. Do not interfere. We will launch an appropriate counterattack on confirmed evidence that
you have initiated any assault that threatens the integrity of our revolution.

N

ow of course you can dismiss all of this as utopian. I am frankly more than
less inclined to agree with you. There are not today enough Americans,
radical or otherwise, ready to cenfront Bonaparte, Lincoln, and Marx. Indeed,
someone ought to write an essay about the transformation of the conception of
the frontier: from going out in fear and trembling in the hope of creating something different into simply projecting the present on down the line. That was, it
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seems to me, the sad nature of John Kennedy's New Frontier. Not only no imagination, but no conception of utopia.
Face it: the purpose of a radical utopia is to create a tension in our souls. Our
first responsibility as radicals is to create a knowledge, individual and then social,
that what we are doing is not good enough. Then we must imagine something
better. That defines us as people who offer our fellow citizens a meaningful choice
about how we can define and live our lives.
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I

n December 1977, several thousand Georgia farmers formed a thirty-mile
"tractorcade" and rolled into Atlanta as part of a nationwide protest. The
combination of falling prices and skyrocketing production costs had pushed
many of them to the edge of ruin. Since the early 1970s, real farm income had
declined while the national farm debt had doubled. The demonstrators, representing family-owned and -operated enterprises, demanded relief-principally
the restoration of full parity-and headed for a noontime rally at the state capitol.
An impressive structure whose dome still glitters with gold leafing mined in
north Georgia, the capitol is ringed by four statues: one of John B. Gordon, the
Confederate general, Klan organizer, and Gilded Age politician; one of Eugene
Talmadge, the red-gallused political b9ss of the New Deal era; one of Richard B.
Russell, the long.,serving United States Senator and ardent foe of civil rights;
and one of Thomas E. Watson, immortalized in stone as an "editor, lawyer, historian, author, orator, and statesman." As the tractors slowly circled the grounds,
several of the farmers drove up the capitol steps, climbed on Watson's statue, and
taped a protest hat on Watson's head. 1 They apparently remembered what the
statue's donators did not care to-that Watson was also a leader of Populism,
the radical agrarian movement of the 1890s.
This expression of fraternity with Watson, who championed the cause of
debt-ridden farmers in his day, is particularly telling, for the family farm has been
1 Atlanta Constitution, December

11,

1977·
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at once the most vulnerable and the most resilient of American economic institutions. However much we may idealize the rural past, life has been a continuing
struggle for those on the land. Unfavorable weather and natural calamities have
perpetually loomed as threats. Within two generations of colonial settlement,
demographic growth began to tax the resources of farm households and loosen
the bonds of kinship and community. As the market economy expanded and absorbed new regions in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, increasing numbers of farmers fell subject to the fluctuations of prices, credit, and the money
supply. The 1 82os saw the first significant migrations from the countryside to the
cities and towns, initiating a process that has steadily reduced the size of the rural
population. Today, fewer than three in one hundred Americans engage in agriculture. Yet, quite remarkably, the household has remained the dominant productive unit. The large cattle and grain estates of the eastern prairies and the "bonanza" wheat farms of the Dakotas and Minnesota, both relying upon wage labor, had but a brief history. 2 Plantations worked by gangs gave way, in the aftermath of slavery, to tenant and yeomen farms as the basis of Southern cotton culture. 3 And even in this age of multinational agribusiness, nonfamily corporate
holdings account for a liinited share of all farm income and a minuscule share of
all farms. 4
Recent trends, of course, are decidedly in the direction of agribusiness and
highly capitalized operations generally, with important consequences for rural
America. The initial thrust of agricultural mechanization, beginning in the midnineteenth century, bolstered the efficiency and competitiveness of smaller
units, quite unlike manufacturing where the reverse held true. Household pro-

.
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2 Fred A. Shannon, The Farmer's Last Frontier: Agriculture, 1860-1897 (New York: Farrar
and Rinehart, 1945), pp. 154-61; Harriet Friedmann, "World Market, State, and Family Farm:
Household Production in the Era of Wage Labor," Comparative Studies in Society and History2o
(October 1978): 572-'74·
3 After the Civil War, plantations were divided into smaller units and farmed by black families on a rental or sharecropping basis. At the same time, white yeomen were increasingly drawn
into cotton production. This system prevailed at least until the Great Depression. See Gavin
Wright, The Political Economy of the Cotton South: Households, Markets, and Wealth in the
Nineteenth Century (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1978).
4 According to a recent report of the United States Department of Agriculture, 88.1 percent
of the owners of farm and ranch land are either sole proprietors or husband-wife co-owners.
An additional7.4 percent are family partnerships or family corporations. Only 4·5 percent are
nonfamily partnerships an.d corporations. See U.S.D.A., A Time to Choose: Summary Report
on the Structure ofAgriculture (Washington: U .S.D.A., 19Bo), p. 74· Also see Carol MacLennon and Richard Walker, "Crisis and Change in U.S. Agriculture: An Overview," in Roger Burbach and Patricia Flynn, eds., Agribusiness in the Americas (New York: Monthly Review-press,
1980), p. 31.
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duction, based primarily upon family labor, thereby prevailed in the countryside
while capitalist wage relations expanded elsewhere. 5 In part, this reflected theresistance of agriculture to full industrialization. Corporate concerns like Tenneco
and Del Monte still find it more profitable to subcontract with small farmers for
certain crops than to invest directly in production.
Since the 1950S, dizzying technological advances have had a far-reaching
impact. The introduction of hybrid seed crops, chemical fertilizers and pesticides, and sophisticated machinery has greatly enhanced productivity; it also
has greatly augmented fixed costs, saddling small and medium-sized farms with
mounting debts that even unprecedented harvests cannot defray. Declining net
farm income has forced many of these families to depend heavily on nonfarm
earnings, if not to abandon farming entirely. Large farms, on the other
hand-those boasting over $200,000 in annual sales-have taken up the slack,
expanding their acreage, enlarging capital investment, and utilizing more wage
labor, both permanent and seasonal. 6
Despite public warnings, these developments seem not to overly trouble
government officials and other planners, who look to agriculture as a means of
resuscitating American economic and political power. If anything, they wish to
hasten the process, mesmerized as they are by the issue of productivity. After all,
food has become, in the words of Agriculture Secretary John Block, "an instrument or tool of foreign policy in this country." 7 Economists now prate that one

5 The ratio of family to hired labor in agriculture has remained roughly constantly at 3: 1
during the twentieth century. It should be noted, however, that family-operated farms became
thoroughly devoted to commodity production, that a considerable number of farmers rented
their land, and that in the South sharecroppers were legally defined as wage laborers-they
neither owned their land nor had claims to the growing crop. See Harold D. Woodman, "PostCivil War Southern Agriculture and the Law," Agricultural History 53 (January 1979): 319-37;
Friedmann, "World Market, State, and Family Farm, " pp. 545-86; and MacLennon and
Walker, "Crisis and Change in U.S. Agriculture," pp. 20-40.
6 John L. Shover, First Majority-Last Minority: The Transforming of Rural Life in America
(DeKalb, Ill.: Northern Illinois University Press, 1976), pp. 143-73; U.S.D.A., A Time to Choose,
pp. 43-46; MacLennon and Walker, "Crisis and Change in U.S Agriculture," pp. 20-40.
7 United States Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, Nomination of
John R. Block to be Secretary ofAgriculture, 97th Congress, 1st Session (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1981), pp. 9-11. Block assured the Senate committee during his confirmation hearings that the Reagan administration's abandonment of the Soviet grain embargo
did not signal a fundamental policy change. Former Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz is, of
course, best known for calling food "a weapon in the U.S. negotiating kit."
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farmer is able to feed himself and fifty-six additional persons and suggest that
the foremost problem confronting American agriculture is a surplus of farmers
themselves. The language and mind-set of the technocrat have thoroughly
suffused the discourse on agricultural policy. Scientists and engineers dream of
vast, computerized, climate-modulated farms, with fields "stretching like
fairways" and livestock pens resembling "high-rise apartments," all supervised
by a handful of managers busily monitoring their electronic control boards. It
appears a blueprint solution to the "problem" of rural economic overpopulation.
In such a future, the family farmer has no place.

I

t is the unceasing erosion of family farming and the hegemony of this
"modern agricultural ideal" that draw the attention and fire of Wendell
Berry in The Unsettling of America. A man of remarkable literary range and
eloquence, Berry has, in this work, brought together many of the concerns and
themes expressed in two decades of his poetry, novels, and essays: the relationship
between ecological and cultural crisis, the ascendancy of technology and power
over value and morality, the destructive and authoritarian logic of modern
society. 8 Perhaps best known as an ecologist, Berry would nonetheless shun
such a label, smacking of the specialization he decries. He writes and teaches;
most of all, he farms in Henry County, Kentucky, and for Berry farming is not a
discrete "occupation" but a way of life quite at odds with the vision of contemporary policy makers. Indeed, Berry styles himself something of a "mad
farmer," irreverently defying convention. Doubtless he would derive some satisfaction from reading a Cornell rural sociologist's review of The Unsettling of
America that finds his ideas bewildering and dismisses them as cranky and foolishly nostalgic. 9

8 Berry's poems are collected in The Broken Ground (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and
World, 1964); Openings (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1968); Findings (Iowa City:
Prairie Press, 1969); and Farming: A Hand Book (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World,
1970). His novels include Nathan Coulter (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1960) and A Place on
Earth (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1967). His essays, originally published in The
Nation, The Hudson Review, and Religious Humanism, among other journals, can be found in
The Long-Legged House (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1969) and The Hidden
Wound (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970).
9 The review appears in Agricultural History 52 (October 1978): 572-73. On the "mad
farmer," see Berry's Farming: A Hand Book, pp. 42-45, 48-49, and 56-63.
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There is a tinge of nostalgia to Berry's survey of the rural landscape. A selfproclaimed Jeffersonian, Berry argues that a vital democracy hinges on an
independent citizenry whose integrity and common bonds grow out of wide
ownership and careful use of the land (or of productive resources in general).
Such citizens would not become hostage to the "ups and downs of Dow Jones,"
to the demands of technology, or to the graces of the state. They would be able
to provide for themselves and, in so doing, recognize their dependence on the
continuing health of the earth while meeting one another with mutual responsibilities and destinies. Berry, then, looks fearfully at the rise of big business in
agriculture and the plight of surviving family farms, pointing instead to the
"small country town of our agricultural past" as "the best model we have of a
community." 10
Yet Berry hardly beckons us to return to the "good old days," which he sees
as fleeting in any event. He conjures up a somewhat glorified past as part of a
standard by which to assess our own condition-a standard informed as well by
his experiences in Kentucky and, therefore, one that makes The Unsettling of
America powerful and incisive social criticism. Berry's peculiar talent is to probe
the inner contradictions of developments we take as a matter of course and to
treat those contradictions in a most expansive way. Thus, when considering the
the reigning orthodoxies in agriculture, Berry finds a logic, not only that promotes ecological havoc and human displacement, but that embodies the ultimate
corruption of agriculture itself; the triumph of utility over responsibility, exploitation over nurture, destruction over health. Food, Berry explains, "is a cultural
product," both the means of individual sustenance and the symbol of complex
interdependencies over time and space. Food represents accumulated memory,
wisdom, and aspiration, human necessities and limitations, our ties to nature
and to each other. True husbandry is an art and a ritual, embracing independence and cooperation, received knowledge and creative judgment, appropriation and preservation. It acknowledges the diversities and intricacies of the living world and enacts "our fundamental connection with energy and matter, light
and darkness," linking past, present, and future. Hence, the "modern agricultural ideal," with its celebration of technology, quest for uniformity, and reverence for quantity rests upon and furthers the deformation of character, the dissolution of community, the denial of history, and the demise of freedom.
Indeed, the transformation of agriculture into a science and business whose
aims and achievements are to be measured quantitatively reflects, according to
Berry, a wider cultural crisis-the compartmentalization of social life and the rise

10

See Berry's essay "The Loss of the Future" in The Long-Legged House, p.

62.
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of bureaucratic rationality which establish individuals as ostensible sovereigns
while rendering them helpless and dependent. The historical separation of household and workplace and the growth of specialization have narrowed dramatically
the range of personal competence, perception, and responsibility and obscured
the connection between endeavor and consequence. "When people do not live
where they work," Berry writes, "they do not feel the effects of what they do."
The specialists who now shape farm policy, as they have for some time longer industrial policy, tackle problems in a strange isolation. Plant and soil scientists,
chemists, and engineers mightily pursue their neatly defined projects with limited
awareness
of the ramifications beyond the calculus of productive potential and
,..._
cost efficiency. Seeking total control over their own domains, they leave every, thing else totally out of control The result is a frightening mixture of authoritarianism and chaos where the only solution is more authority. Such is the logic of
"expert knowledge" with no "cultural depth," for to "think or act without cultural value and the restraints invariably implicit in cultural value, is simply to
wait upon force."
So pervasive is the logic of modern agriculture (and, by extension, modern
society) that it has left an indelible imprint on the character of its critics,
effectively defining the boundaries of dissent. Alarm has been growing over the
deteriorating position of small farms, the rapid inflation of food prices, the
contamination of crops and livestock by chemicals and pesticides, the pollution
of waterways by toxic wastes, and the ravaging of the environment, but often
within the very framework that has contributed to the problems in the first
place. Those, for example, who lobby on behalf of consumer-protection legislation present themselves merely as consumers, thereby accepting the distinction
between production and consumption and reinforcing their dependence on
producers or the agencies that regulate them. Ecologists, moreover, tend to
homogenize the land, streams, and forests as the "environment," as that which
"surrounds us," confirming "a profound division between it and ourselves." Not
surprisingly, Berry notes, the ecology-minded can buy up land in the countryside, do nothing with it, and post it to keep out hunters and other local "trespassers"-behavior dubbed by one Vermont resident as "elitist." Not surprisingly,
too, some of the most respected conservationist organizations have owned stock
in the very corporations culpable of the abuses they have fought against. Plying
their own brand of specialization, more attentive to symptoms than causes, even
well-meaning reformers have encouraged the trend toward limited personal
responsibility and greater bureaucratic authority.
The roots of this authoritarianism, Berry claims, are to be located in a
"revolutionary mentality of exploitation" that accompanied the European
colonization of North America. Many of the whites arriving on these shores did
not "look upon the land as a homeland." Instead, they looked upon it as a way
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station to another destination or as a repository of riches begging to be extracted.
And they proceeded to "unsettle" those standing in their path, beginning with the
native Americans. There were, to be sure, newcomers who did not share this lust
for conquest and greed, "who saw they had come to a good place ... saw its domestic possibilities [and] ... wished to establish agricultural settlements." But
they, also, were "almost systematically overthrown., Small farmers, shopkeepers, craftsmen-members of any settled group or community, presumably typified by the country town-eventually became "redskins ... the designated victims
of an utterly ruthless, officially sanctioned and subsidized exploitation." The
only way to avoid victimization "has been to ... 'make it' into the class of exploiters." The economy, Berry contends, "is still substantially that of the fur trade,
still based on the same general kinds of commercial items: technology, weapons,
ornaments, novelties, and drugs." The difference is that now consumers are entirely deprived "of any independent access to the staples of life" and local or regional variations in the overall patterns have been eliminated.
Under what conditions the "exploitative mentality" emerged and how it
came to dominate American society are left unclear. Berry is not a historian and
may be excused for his rather schematic account. But two matters deserve closer
consideration because they speak to an analytical shortcoming of the book.
First, although he romanticizes and simplifies them, Berry understates the perseverance and importance of alternative social visions. Second, he does not acknowledge sufficiently that the ascendancy of modern agriculture is the result of
protracted political struggles and the transformation of the larger political culture. The two points are related, for the political struggles would not have been
as intense or prolonged had the alternative visions not established a significant
foothold. The two problems are related, for Berry's penchant for discounting the
vibrancy of alternative social visions leads him to slight the political traditions
that made them subjects of public debate. Berry is wary of politics and political
organization, apparently believing that they, too, quickly came under the sway
of the "exploiters" and took on a bureaucratic cast. Ironically, while he is deeply
concerned about the political implications of the "modern agricultural ideal,"
Berry reflects some of the current popular political exhaustion and immobilization that the ideal itself is strengthened by. In the end, he gives us a populism curiously bereft of politics and thus a populism with no means of fulfillment.

T

t~at

he exploitive mentality
Berry discusses was actively promoted during
the age of commercial capital and the absolutist state (c. 1450-1750), when
the military commonly mediated international affairs and "beggar thy
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neighbor" proved the surest method of accumulating the fortunes so desperately
needed by European monarchs intent on consolidating their power. 1 1 The
Iberians set an egregious standard in their overseas ventures that the British,
among others, were all too happy to duplicate. Various forms of exploitation
reigned so widely and penetrated so deeply that it would, in fact, be difficult to
find many settings that approximated the traditional patterns and practices
inspiring Berry's critique. Servile relations dominated continental Europe until
the late eighteenth century and unraveled only gradually thereafter; they had
even more extreme counterparts in much of the New World. 12 Yet, within the
interstices of the Old Regime and more prominently on the British Isles, there
emerged a small-scale, relatively independent household economy (productive
formation, as it were) that was transplanted in America. New England, the
Middle Atlantic, and the Southern backcountry witnessed the proliferation of
rural settlements characterized by a wide distribution of landownership,
semisubsistence agriculture, and local exchanges of goods and labor. These
yeomen farmers felt, and responded to, the lure of markets (when accessible) in
coastal towns and the larger Atlantic world, but attended to family sustenance
before shipping their "surplus" produce. If population pressure disrupted their
settlements and prompted movement westward, migrants normally sought to
reproduce familiar arrangements. Their goal was not great wealth but a
competence, not the main chance but independence-for themselves and their
children. 13
Along with urban craft production, based on a similar dynamic, this rural
social formation fostered a democratic spirit with a cooperative ethos, resisted
the full penetration of the marketplace, and shaped political alignments
throughout the nineteenth century. Yeomen and artisans, who claimed a version
of the revolutionary heritage associating freedom with control over productive
resources, led the fight for political democratization while often counterposing
a "moral economy" to the values of the market. They took their rights seriously,

II See, in particular, Perry Anderson, Lineages of the Absolutist State (London: New Left
Books, I979), pp. I5-44 and passim.
I2 Jerome Blum, The End of the Old Order in Rural Europe (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, I978), pp. 357-44I; Eugene D. Genovese, The World the Slaveholders Made: Two Essays
in Interpretation (New York: Pantheon Books, I969), part I.
I3 Rex Burns, Success in America: The Yeoman Dream and the Industrial Revolution
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1!:)76); Michael Merrill, "Cash Is Good to Eat:
Self-Sufficiency and Exchange in the Rural Economy of the United States," Radical History
Review, Vol. 7 (winter I977), pp. 42-7I; James Henretta, "Families and Farms: Mentalite in
Preindustrial America," William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd series, 35 (January 1978): 3-32.
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participated directly in the political process, and saw themselves defending a
republic that they had created. 14
They and their heirs waged an impressive fight. Recent scholarship has
demonstrated that the divisive issues of the Jacksonian period, Reconstruction,
and the Gilded Age-land, labor, and money-involved more than the squabbles
of divergent economic interests; they involved the ongoing clash of contending
social visions. 15 If the balance increasingly tipped in favor of a market society,
the traditions and sensibilities rooted in the household economy sustained
political opposition and informed a developing critique of American capitalism.
Antimonopoly, the unifying thread of nineteenth-century popular radicalism,
portrayed the concentrations of wealth and power and the social relations of the
new industrial order as products of despotism and political corruption-as
betrayals of the revolutionary republic. Looking to a more just and humane
past, antimonopoly used that memory to advance political and economic
alternatives. And it acquired force precisely because it tapped the collective
experiences of small producers confronting social change. Not incidentally,
Populism, the greatest manifestation of antimonopoly radicalism (and the
greatest third-party movement in American history) found its strength in the
countryside where the household formation proved most difficult to
"unsettle. " 16
14 David P. Szatmary, Shay's Rebellion: The Making of an Agrarian Insurrection (Amherst:
University of Massachusetts Press, r98o); Eric Foner, Tom Paine and Revolutionary America
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1976); Steven Hahn, "The Yeomanry of the Non-Plantation South: Upper Piedmont Georgia, r85o- r86o," in Robert C. McMath, Jr., and Vernon Burton, eds., Class, Conflict, and Consensus: Antebellum Southern Community Studies (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, forthcoming); Sean Wilentz, "Class Conflict and the Rights of
Man: Artisans and the Rise of Labor Radicalism in New York City" (Ph.D. dissertation, Yale
University, 1979). There were, without question, more than a handful of artisans who became
(or sought to become) manufacturers and yeomen who eagerly entered the market, engaged in
speculation, and looked to accumulation, but most of the historical literature treats the behavior of early Americans from a presentist perspective and thereby ignores a cultural logic quite
distinct from our own. That logic, I believe, is of signal importance in the course of American
history.

15 James R. Sharp, The Jacksonians Versus the Banks: Politics in the States After the Panic of
1837 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1970); David Montgomery, Beyond Equality:
Labor and the Radical Republicans, 1862-1872 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, r967); Leon Fink,
"Class Conflict in the Gilded Age: The Figure and the Phantom," Radical History Review 3
(fall-winter 1975): 56-73.
r6 On Populist radicalism see Lawrence Goodwyn, Democratic Promise: The Populist
Moment in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976); Bruce Palmer, "Man Over
Money": The Southern Populist Critique of American Capitalism (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1980) .
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The political defeat of antimonopoly, and populism in particular, paved the
way for the full emergence of modern agriculture as it did for modern industry.
Although some historians argue that the Populist program of cooperative credit
and marketing ultimately won approval, twentieth-century farm legislation
actually served to concentrate landownership and lay the foundations of agribusiness-at the expense of small family farmers who had filled the ranks of Populism. There was no irony. This legislation was shepherded by large landowners
now free to press for their interests without fear of unleashing more radical currents. The Populist constituency was not only defeated but marginalized politically. In the South, marginalization was most heavy-handed, as poorer whites
and blacks lost the franchise through poll taxes, literacy requirements, and other
registration laws. 17 Elsewhere, popular disfranchisement proceeded less overtly
and less dramatically. Hand in hand with the rationalization of the economy,
which gave managers, engineers, and other specialists growing authority over
production, came the rationalization of politics, which narrowed political debate and gave bureaucrats and other nonelected officials growing authority over
policy. In assuming the burdens of social welfare, the modern state has also
sapped the vigor of community action, becoming simultaneously more powerful and less responsive. Voter turnout and other forms of popular political participation have been declining nationwide since the beginning of this century.
Just as producers have been turned into consumers, political citizens have been
turned into spectators-and rather unenthusiastic spectators at that. 18

The diminution of political culture-or perhaps the depoliticization of Arneri-

..1. ~an culture-makes the current crisis that Wendell Berry details all the more
ominous. Berry believes that we can avoid impending disaster only by withdrawing confidence from specialists and corporate executives, promoting a
more equitable distribution of productive property through taxation and lowinterest loans, diversifying technology to suit local needs, encouraging local selfsufficiency (especially in food), breaking the hold of business on agricultural
colleges and other educational institutions, addressing the issue of human scale,
and replacing the relativism that offers us "no deeply believed reasons for doing
anything" with an "absolute good" based on "health"-health in a total, not
I7 J. Morgan Kousser, The Shaping of Southern Politics: Suffrage Restriction and the Establishment of the One-Party South, 1880-1910 (New Haven: Yale University Press, I974).
I8 Walter Dean Burnham, Critical Elections and the Mainsprings of American Politics (New
York: W. W. Norton & Co., I970), pp. 7I-9o; Christopher Lasch, "Democracy and the 'Crisis
of Confidence,"' democracy I, no. I (January I98I): 32-33. For a pioneering study of the
transformation of political culture in the North see Michael McGerr, "The Decline of Popular
Politics: Connecticut, I876-I926" (Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, in progress).
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strictly personal or hygenic, sense that would tie together the fates of individuals, communities, and nature. This is an imposing social and cultural agenda,
one that would begin to confront the logic of dependency and destruction
pervading our society. But it is also an imposing political agenda, and if the
trends of the past eighty years have worked to divest us of the collective
resources and self-discipline necessary to its pursuit, Berry provides little in the
way of inspiration or direction. Indeed, his suspicion of political organization in
general, albeit nurtured by the undemocratic structure such organizations tend
to assume, is symptomatic of a retreat from politics that drags along even the
most perceptive of social critics.
The task of challenging the logic of "modern society" and rebuilding our
social order therefore must depend upon the revitalization of political culture.
For it is the very self-activity of democratic citizens, implicitly acknowledging
their place in a historical tradition and their mutual responsiblities, that embodies
a rejection of the logic itself. That self-activity, along with its material bases, has
been relegated to the "margins." Yet, as Berry suggests in conclusion, it is from
the margins that change can, and will have to, come. There the attitudes, values,
and ways of life capable of replenishing American society still survive, however
beseiged or ignored. There, too, survive the traditions of organization that have
long invigorated popular movements. They survive among people like the
Georgia family farmers who, in saluting Tom Watson on a wintry Atlanta day,
can see themselves as the inheritors of previous struggles and battered ideals.

CLASSICS
OF DEMOCRACY

Democracy as Method:
Joseph A. Schumpeter

NICHOLAS XENOS

W

hat claim does a former Austrian finance minister have to consideration as a "democratic classic"? Joseph Alois Schumpeter, economist, has never been far from the din of political discussion and argument, and
despite the fact that his native tongue was German and that he was already nearing fifty when he moved to the United States in 1932, Schumpeter's impact-eased
by the facility with which he spoke and wrote English-has been greatest in this
country. And that impact, even when confined to economics, has always had an
important political dimension. Today, though his name may be known to only a
few, his influence on public discussion still is felt.
When a report to the Trilateral Commission on "the governability of democracies" complained of an "'adversary culture' among intellectuals" as "a challenge
to democratic government which is, potentially, at least as serious as those posed
in the past by the aristocratic cliques, fascist movements, and communist parties," it cited Schumpeter in support of its thesis. 1 Samuel P. Huntington (one of
the authors of the Trilateral study), Irving Kristol, Daniel P. Moynihan, Daniel
Bell, and other so-called neoconservatives have gone often to Schumpeter for

r Michael J. Crozier, Samuel P. Huntington, and Joji Watanuki, The Crisis of Democracy
(New York: New York University Press, 1975), pp. 6-7.
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ammunition in their skirmishes with intellectuals on the other ideological side.
To employ Schumpeter in this way is ironic since Schumpeter's own influence has
been almost completely among intellectuals. Bell himself and neo-Marxist James
O'Connor have gone back to an early Schumpeter essay on "the tax state" as the
foundation for their own writings on "The Public Household" and The Fiscal
Crisis of the State, respectively. Bell, too, owes an obvious, if unstated, debt to
Schumpeter for his theories in both The Coming ofPost~Industrial Society and
The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism. Another prominent neo~Marxist,
Paul Sweezy, was prompted. by Schumpeter's theory of business cycles and eco~
nomic growth to reconsider Marx's economics in The Theory of Capitalist De~
velopment, while Robert Heilbroner's pessimistic forecasts on the future of cap~
italism · are extensions of Schumpeter's own, and orthodox socialist Michael
Harrington's recent The Decade ofDecision is a Schumpeter~inspired review of
the U.S. political economy. And then, of course, there is his assault on intellec~
tuals, which has found such a receptive audience among the intellectuals of the
Right.
Schumpeter has indeed had a palpable influence among intellectuals work~
ing in several fields during the past forty years and more, but if the current vogue
finds him employed as a "hit man" for the neoconservatives, his lasting influence
has been elsewhere-in economic theory, obviously, but also (and relatedly) in
the development of democratic theory. In the post-World War II years Schum~
peter's formulation of a theory of democracy has provided important groups of
liberals and conservatives with a conceptionthat has restricted the scope of dem~
ocratic action. On this score alone Schunipeter deserves our attention, but he de~
serves it as well because his writing on the relationship between the economy and
politics exposes some of the root weaknesses of democracy today.

W

hen Joseph Schumpeter came to the United Statesto join the Harvard
economics faculty, he was seeking time to devote to his scholarly work,
which to him meantteaching and writing on the history of economic theory. His
History of Economic Analysis was still unfinished upon his death, at the age of
sixty~six, in 1950.
Schumpeter's European experience had been a mixture of scholarship and
practical activity in economics. In 1918 he was a consultant to a socialization com~
mission in Germany, and the f.ollowing year became finance minister in Austria,
a position he held for only a few months. Thereafter, Schumpeter taught in sev~
eral German universities, lectured widely, and wrote regularly for periodicals of
all kinds on current economic affairs. The Harvard appointment offered him
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the promise of relief from this activist life and the intellectual leisure he needed
for his scholarship.
For the most part, this proved to be the case. Aside from his unfinished History, Schumpeter worked on and published his highly influential Business Cycles
in 1939, and earned a devoted following among Harvard graduate students and
colleagues. But these accomplishments were overshadowed by the publication,
in 1942, of a book entitled Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, which Sebumpeter characterized as "the result of an effort to weld into a readable form the bulk
of almost forty years' thought, observation and research on the subject of socialism."2lt did more than that.In the highly charged atmosphere of debate over the
nature of capitalism and socialism and the relationship between them-a debate
that included Friedrich A. Hayek's The Road to Serfdom, James Burnham's The
Managerial Revolution, and Karl Polanyi's The Great Transformation, all published between 1941 and 1944-it was inevitable that Schumpeter's intervention
would contribute to the fireworks. But what makes Capitalism, Socialism and
Democracy stand out is that it not only contains in accessible form most of
Schumpeter's important economic theories; it also puts forward a new theory of
democracy.
The heart of Schumpeter's revision is the idea that democracy is no more
than a method of government, an "institutional arrangement for arriving at political decisions in which individuals acquire the power to decide by means of a
competitive struggle for the .people's vote." 3 This definition conveniently dispenses with the problems associated with what Schumpeter calls the "classical
doctrine" of democracy, plagued as it is, in his view, by its adherence to the notion of the common good and to the related supposition that people will or
ought to act politically with the common good in Inind. This presumption is fatally flawed, he argues, because there is no common good upon which everyone
could agree, and even if there were one, there would not be agreement as to how
to achieve it. Schumpeter expands on this last point by adding that economists
have discovered (to their satisfaction, at least) that the area of rational action in
which individuals operate is narrowly circumscribed: even when they are dealing
within areas where they have experience and knowledge of the factors involved,
they often fail to act in such.a way as to obtain what they desire (regardless of
what it is). How then, he asks, can anyone expect a group of individuals, primarily concerned about their own narrow interests and not always able to figure
out how to satisfy them, to carry out the hopes of the classical doctrine and, tak-

2 Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, 3rd ed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1950), P~~xiii.

3 Ibid., p. 269.
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ing up the reins of government themselves, reason and act for the common
good? Schumpeter's doctrine, on the other hand, dispenses with these problems
along with the idea of the common good itself; individuals worry about their
own individual goods and periodically select groups of elites who carry the
burden of government.
Schumpeter's simple redefinition is a tour de force, not least of all because it
is so simple, and its consequences are far-reaching. It is not too much to say that
American political science over the past twenty-five years has taken its starting
point from this reduction of democracy to a method of elite selection. 4 This means
that participation, once the foundation of democratic political theory, dropped
out of the academy's definition of democracy altogether. More than that, participation came to be seen as a positive hindrance to the proper and smooth functioning of democracy. "The belief that a very high level of participation is always
good for democracy is not valid," is Seymour Martin Lipset's bald summary of
the new view. 5 Consensus rather than conflict became the byword of political
science, and the focus of study became the range of interests that could safely be
integrated into the system without challenging the status quo.
The emphasis on political elites, together with the deemphasis of participation, led Schumpeter to believe that his theory, unlike the classical doctrine, took
into account the crucial role of political leadership in the "real" world.
Competing elites shape the political opinions of the electors even as they appeal
to them for votes-the narrow interests of the voters meet the interest in getting
elected of the politicians. But the actual programs promised or enacted are of less
importance for Schumpeter's conception than the means by which the elite come
to power; here the means are all that matters for the theory of democracy. Whatever is achieved for the benefit of all is a by-product of the competitive process
acted out in the political marketplace, exactly as the so-called Invisible Hand
guides the self-interest of each toward the general interest of all in the economic
marketplace.

T

he key to unraveling both the presuppositions and the consequences of
Schumpeter's theory as well as the reasons for its influence lies in this analogy between the economic and the political market. To see this clearly, it will be

4 The most influential books in this regard are: Robert A. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic
Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956); Anthony Downs, An Economic Theory
of Democracy (New York: Harper & Row, 1957); and Seymour Martin Lipset, Political Man:
The Social Bases of Politics (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1960).

5 Lipset, Political Man, p. 14.
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necessary to sketch out Schumpeter's e~olutiona.r.~ view: of econontic development before returning to the theory of democracy; itself.
In his first important work, The Theory of Economic Development, published in I 9I I, Schumpeter opened with an observation on the" diUiculty involved
in isolating "the economy" as a separate theoretical realm, {m: econoinics:
The social process is really one indivisible whole~ Out ofits grea~stream
the classifying hand of the investigator artifitally extracts" econoinit
facts. The designation of a fact as econoinit already involves an abstraction, the first of the many forced upon us bythetechnitatcondi:..
tions of mentally copying reality. A fact-is never exclusively or" purely
econoinic; other-and often more important-aspects always exist. 6
Econoinic activity, as such, Schumpeter defines as" "the acquisition of goods"
through exchange or production. But in line with. his proposition that "a fact is
never exclusively or purely economic," he knows that this.activity is never undertaken from scratch. Rather, a historical dimension is inescapable. J;>rocesses of
exchange and production are already at hand~ bequeathed by previous generations in the form of both techniques andinstitutions: established markets, manufacturing and agricultural processes, treasuries, tax policies," fn:ms., etc. In this
sense, each producer is living off the products of his or her predecessor; the econoinic life cycle consists of each generation repeating the form of economic life
and refining or adding to the techniques and institutions of that process. This circularity is what underlies one of Schumpeter's major contributions to econoinic
theory, his theory of business cycles. One aspect of this theory is of particular
importance for his understanding of leadership.
The circular flow of econoinic life would lead to a stationary economy were
it not for the presence of individuals who are able to fashion something new out·
of the econoinic materials at hand, either by means of the application of new
methods of production-new technology making the production of old goods
cheaper, or making possible the production of new goods for new wants or wants
not yet exploited-or by reorganizing the already existing methods of production. The potential for change is always present, but only certain people are able
to lead the way and realize it-Schumpeter's entrepreneurs. Under capitalism,
where the prime interest is profit, the entrepreneurs are turned loose. Not to be
confused with the class of capitalists-entrepreneurs may come from any class
and need not own the means of production they reorganize-the entrepreneurs
provide the kind of leadership that is particular to capitalism, and they have

6 The Theory of Economic Development (New York: Oxford University Press, 1\)61), p. 3·
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done their job well, in his eyes. Each spurt in economic development results
from the introduction of new techniques in a particular sector-development is
therefore uneven within an economy-followed later by a general spread of the
technological advances, bringing the economy as a whole back toward equilibrium. The outcome of the repeated spurts engendered by capitalism has been a
more "democratic" economy from the point of view of consumption: "It is the
cheap cloth, the cheap cotton and rayon fabric, boots, motorcars, and so on
that are the typical achievements of capitalist production, and not as a rule improvements that would mean much to the rich man."7
This process of economic change is an outcome of competition, but not in
the usual understanding of a competitive market structure. It does not matter to
Schumpeter how many actors there are in a market, but only "the competition
from the new commodity, the new technology, the new source of supply, the new
type of organization ... competition which commands a decisive cost or quality
advantage and which strikes not at the margins ofthe profits and the outputs of
the existing firms but at their foundations and their very lives" counts as an explanation for economic development. 8 Since the entrepreneur's efforts necessarily lead to temporary monopolies, he defends monopoly against its competitive market critics, noting not only that there never has been anything like perfect competition in the world, but also attributing the late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century heyday of capitalist growth (with its attendent democratization of consumption) to monopolist entrepreneurship. "Creative destruction" is
Schumpeter's paradoxical term for this dynamic force of pressurized innovation.
Although the intent is different, his characterization follows the famous lines of
the Communist Manifesto: "Constant revolutionizing of production, uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions, everlasting uncertainty and agitation
distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all earlier ones."9 Schumpeter's entrepreneur is a refinement on Marx's bourgeois, but the paean to capitalism's creative
destruction remains.
In Marx's vision, the dynamic nature of capitalism engenders its own destruction by calling up its gravediggers in the proletariat, who will take over capitalism's refined production techniques and superproductive power. Schumpeter
also sees capitalism leading to its own demise, but in a different way and with
different consequences. Capitalism, having set the creativity of the entrepreneur
loose, destroys the noncapitalist economic forms that preceded it. This is nothing

7 Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, p. 67.
8 Ibid., p. 84.
9 Karl Marx, The Revolution of 1848, ed. David Fembach (Harmondsworth, England: Penguin Books, 1973), p. 70.
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new, but Schumpeter adds a twist. From the sixteenth century onward in Europe,
the modern nation-state was formed by an alliance of feudal, aristocratic political power with capitalist economic power, he argues. The dynamic creativity of
capitalism, aided by the state, destroyed all noncapitalist economic structures,
but it also eventually undermined the aristocratic political system that protected
it. Schumpeter's idea of the quintessential capitalist figure is the entrepreneur,
whose talents lie in economic, not political leadership; the entrepreneur's leadership "does not readily expand, like the medieval lord's military leadership, into
the leadership of nations. On the contrary, the ledger and the cost calculation
absorb and confine." 10 The political leaders who arose out of the bourgeoisie did
so by joining a political class dominated by precapitalist elites-the bourgeois
politicians were co-opted into a political culture that was prebourgeois. Because
of this, capitalism cannot provide its own political leadership, an absence that
was felt only after the decline of precapitalist political classes. Without this protection, capitalism becomes vulnerable to attack. The democratizing effects of
the market that Schumpeter lauds, as well as the passage of social legislation predicated on the prior economic advances of capitalism, are not enough to stand as
protection on their own, because recognition of these achievements requires taking a "long-run view" that is beyond the capacity of "the masses [for whom] it is
the short-run view that counts." The outcome of this conflict between long-term
benefits and short-term interests is pessimistically forecast by Schumpeter: "Secular improvement that is taken for granted and coupled with individual insecurity that is acutely resented is of course the best recipe for social unrest." 11
This potential unrest is fueled by the congruence of several other trends in
the development of a capitalist economy. Creative destruction carries with it the
destruction of small-propertied capitalists, as the rationalizing impulse progressively erodes the family farm, the family-owned firm, and the small proprietor
generally. This, taken together with the expansion of stock ownership, destroys
what Schumpeter sees as the moral foundations of property. Private property
ceases to be a significant aspect of the economic system it brought into being, and
with it goes the motivation to stand up in support of the system.
Two other sociological explanations for the decline of support for capitalism
are also important in Schumpeter's scheme. In line with the erosion of property,
Schumpeter notes the stresses plaguing the family itself, and attributes them to
the rationalizing effects of capitalism. Cost accounting, the weighing of benefits
and burdens, has penetrated private life, with the result that marriage and childbearing are seen as requiring too many sacrifices-sacrifices that Schumpeter is

10 Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, p. 137.
II

Ibid., p. 145·
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willing to admit are indeed great in advanced capitalism, reducing them to the
bottom line: "Children cease to be economic assets." The result is that an absolutely essential motivation of capitalism is lost, namely, the ethics of "working
for the future irrespective of whether or not one is going to harvest the crop
. oneself." 12
While the social bases of its support are eroding, capitalism is also imperiled by a Judas of its own creation-the class of intellectuals. The credo of individual freedom, necessary for the existence of the bourgeoisie, is also the protection required by the intellectual. In Schumpeter's reading of history, "If the
monastery gave birth to the intellectual of the medieval world, it was capitalism
that let him loose and presented him with a printing press." 13 This opening salvo is
followed by an attack on intellectuals for being parasites on bourgeois society; a
society that presents them not only with printing presses and cheap books and
newspapers, but also with a literate public. As that public becomes transformed
by economic processes that undermine the social bases of capitalism, it becomes
more amenable to critical ideas, the proliferation of which is the business of the
intellectuals. The mass public becomes the patron of the intellectuals, and in
turn has its attitudes and opinions shaped by them. At the same time, the growth
of the service sector and rising levels of education lead to an oversupply of people-intellectuals in a wider sense-who form the breeding ground of resentment
since their expectations outrun their real possibilities within the capitalist system. No bourgeois order can attack the intellectuals without endangering itself,
so capitalism must live with its ideological tapeworm.
The pursuit of rationalization undermines capitalism in one more-and most
important-way, and that is in the rationalization'of innovation itself. If the moral
basis of capitalism rests with the property holder, its spirit lies in the entrepreneur,
and this pivotal figure begins to disappear with the increasing bureaucratization
of the capitalist enterprise. Monopolization, corporate growth, and centralization are part of the normal development of a market economy, and with them,
"innovation itself is being reduced to routine. Technological progress is increasingly becoming the business of teams of trained specialists who turn out what is
required to make it work in predictable ways." 14 The only vestige of leadership
that capitalism is able to produce itself becomes redundant. Reflecting the sociological perspective of his time rather than the archaic wishfulness of today's supply-side economics, Schumpeter predicts that "rationalized and specialized of-

12

Ibid., p.

160.

13 Ibid., p. 147.
14 Ibid., p. IJ2.
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fice work will eventually blot out personality, the calculable result, the 'vision.'
The leading man no longer has the opportunity to fling himself into the fray. He
is becoming just another office worker-and one who is not always difficult to
replace.'' 15 Entrepreneurial capitalism eventually becomes managerial capitalism, and in Schumpeter's eyes, capitalism without the entrepreneur is no longer
capitalism at all. Bureaucratic capitalism-that is, the form of capitalism that
Schumpeter saw around the corner forty years ago-is indistinguishable from
Schumpeter's conception of socialism, "an institutional pattern in which the control over means of production and over production itself is vested with a central
authority-or, as we may say, in which, as a matter of principle, the economic affairs of society belong to the public and not to the private sphere.'' 16
Between an "advanced" capitalist and a socialist economy there is therefore
only a difference in degree, not in kind. In this, Schumpeter followed the lead of
European social democracy. He thought a socialist economy could do some
things better than its capitalist predecessor: the state's fiscal needs would be met
more easily than through taxation (the state would get its revenue "off the top"
rather than by first paying out wages and then taxing them); disciplining the labor
force would be easier to accomplish with moral suasion, though more force
would also be available if that failed; the sphere of contingency surrounding
business decisions would be greatly reduced through planning; and, while socialism may not be any more efficient than its predecessor, it could well be as efficient. Once the spirit of adventure associated with the entrepreneur had
passed, there was little of a purely economic nature to keep Schumpeter, a man
of conservative inclination in all aspects of his life, from advocating one system
over the other. And besides, advocacy had little to do with it, since economic development itself would determine the outcome. What could be determined is the
human response to this transformation-a society could adapt its political and
legal system in such a way as to ensure a smooth passage to socialism, thereby assuring the continuation of the values it held, orit could allow this transformation to occur willy-nilly and try to adapt afterward, with the likelihood that the
continuity of values would be more difficult. This is where the problem of political democracy enters Schumpeter's picture.

B

ecause he views democracy as a mere method of government, Schumpeter
thinks that it is adaptable to a socialist economy. Democracy is a technique;
like any other form of technique, it is thought by him to be objective in its nature.
But, given his analytical principle that it is difficult to separate out purely eco15 Ibid., p. 133.
16 Ibid., p. 167.
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nomic facts, Schumpeter does tie democracy to capitalism in an important respect; namely, he holds capitalism responsible for the rationalization of social
life and the democratic method to be an outcome of that process. The ability to
bring means and ends into harmony is the hallmark of what Schumpeter, following in Max Weber's footsteps, calls rationality, and in this sense of the term, economics has pride of place. Capitalism, in particular, advances this process by generalizing monetary units into units of account, making it possible to calculate
costs and benefits by a universal measure (double-entry bookkeeping). The capitalist mentality, together with the spread of economic relations throughout the
society, converts more and more oflife into a field of calculable forces, making it
more "rational." Schumpeter is clear about how far this process goes: "The capitalist process rationalizes behavior and ideas and by so doing chases from our
minds, along with metaphysical belief, mystic and romantic ideas of all sorts.
Thus it reshapes not only our methods of attaining our ends but also these ulti~
mate ends themselves." 11 Far from bemoaning this development, the secular
Schumpeter extols it. Science, modern medicine, our view of the universe, our
perception of beauty, in short, "all the features and achievements of modern civilization are, directly or indirectly, the products of the capitalist process." 18
Schumpeter considered the attacks leveled at capitalism to be irrational,
just as a conception of democracy based on ends is irrational. To safeguard the
achievements of capitalism-which, after all, could be preserved by the state capitalism he called socialism-requires a rational form of government, and his notion of how democracy works iS exactly the same as his notion of capitalism;
hence the market analogy is more than an analogy-it is market democracy that
he is talking about. the citizen is now the consumer, choosing between different
brands of political parties and politicians the one that best meets the citizen-consumer's needs.
In order for democracy in this limited sense to work, the political system and
the economic system must be rigidly separated. The economy, we have seen, is
thought by Schumpeter to follow a logic and trajectory of its own. In order for it
to continue to function, it must be left to its own internal dynamic. For this reason, Schumpeter is careful to distinguish between democratic management of
the economy and economic democracy. The first respects the managerial tasks
taken over by the bureaucracy, while the second seeks to challenge the hierarchical nature of the business enterprise. But the separation upon which this distinction is based is a tenuous one. Schumpeter himself noted that the isolation of "the
economy" is an analytic exercise-economic "facts" do not appear as such in real-

17 Ibid., p. 127.
18 Ibid., p. 125.
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ity. Yet his image of the economy, even when he discusses its historical evolution,
is curiously apolitical. He recognizes the role played by the state in clearing away
traditional practices and social relations so that capitalist markets could flourish, but its role is considered as external to the economy itself. The dynamic of
capitalism is therefore depicted in a purely formal way, that is, as the evolution
of a market system, fueled by internal processes of technical acceleration, but
devoid of struggles over control of the workplace and the establishment of hierarchical management. A state-controlled economy would succeed, in his estimation, to the extent that it too was not political. The democratic method must be
held to a rigid and unrealistically narrow conception of government.
Schumpeter's formalistic definition of democracy follows from his formalistic approach to the economy. When he discusses the evolution of the economy,
it is with the presupposition that we must center on markets, which are actually
only one institutional form to be found in an economy. From this perspective,
economic evolution can move in only one direction: from markets seeking to
burst the bonds of feudalism to their complete extension over the economy, to the
socialist adoption of pseudo-market incentives administered by the state. The
link between a formal approach to the economy and a formal approach to democracy is made explicit:
The reason why there is such a thing as economic activity is of course
that people want to eat, to clothe themselves and so on. To provide
means to satisfy those wants is the social end or meaning of production.
Nevertheless we all agree that this proposition would make a most unrealistic starting point for a theory of economic activity in commercial
society and that we shall do much better if we start from propositions
about profits. Similarly, the social meaning or function of parliamentary activity is no doubt to turn out legislation and, in part, administrative measures. But in order to understand how democratic politics serve
this social end, we must start from the competitive struggle for power
and office and realize that the social function is fulfilled, as it were, incidentally-in the same sense as production is incidental to the making
of profits. 19
The same perspective that abstracts profitmaking out of its historical and institutional context as the archetype of economic activity fails to see that there can be
anything other than current models of democratic politics. Democracy as citizenship is beyond the pale of this worldview.

19 Ibid., p. 282.
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Though Schumpeter overstates the case in many respects, his theory of democracy does mirror its actual, tenuous condition that has resulted from a particular kind of economic development. "Creative destruction" has a precise meaning
for Schumpeter, but it is also metaphoric. Capitalism, unlike other institutional
forms of economy, is predicated on markets, and while Schumpeter downplays
the expansion of markets in favor of innovation within markets, he still accepts
the rationalizing influence of the spread of market relations throughout society.
This rationalizing process destroys fixed patterns of ownership and production
and compresses history into short-run goals of profit maximization. Schumpeter
first describes this process, then casually notes that long-term considerations are
beyond the ken of"the masses." With the collapse of tradition, family farms and
enterprises, and the family itself assaulted by the cash nexus, there is little ground
for establishing a "long-term view."
This applies to social ends as well. Schumpeter acknowledges that the democratic method is acceptable only so long as it proves to be an efficient one for
achieving goals that already exist: "No more than any other political method
does democracy always produce the same results or promote the same interests
or ideals. Rational allegiance to it thus presupposes not only a scheme of hyperrational values but also certain states of society in which democracy can be expected to work in ways we approve." 20 The problem with this, of course, is that
the evolution of capitalism as Schumpeter has described it destroys the already
existing social institutions that provide ends-religion, the family, community (in
both the narrow and broad sense), even the moral basis of property-and is antagonistic to the creation of values, as exemplified by the hostility capitalism demonstrates in its toleration of critical intellectuals. The only long-term goals-they
can hardly be termed "values"-that can be provided in this context must come
from the unintended consequences of the short-term interests of political leaders,
and even that possibility is already undermined by the notion that entrepreneurship is the form of leadership characteristic of capitalism. Where is the political
leadership the democratic method promised? Schumpeter rapidly resolves the
problem of leadership into the selection of the executive, into "who the leading
man shall be." 21 The revised theory of democracy, rejecting both participation
and the idea of a common good, has as its counterpart a theory of political leadership as direction from the top. "Without protection by some non-bourgeois
group," Schumpeter notes, "the bourgeoisie is politically helpless and unable not
only to lead its nation but even to take care of its particular class interest. Which

20 Ibid., p. 143.
21 Ibid., p. 273.
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amounts to saying that it needs a master." 22 It finds it in the executive-dominated
state.
The turn away from participation and toward formal democracy, rooted in
the transformations of a centralized, profit-maximizing economy, is no less ominous today. Huntington, in his contribution to the Trilateral Commission report
cited earlier, warns that "some of the problems of governance in the United States
today stem from an excess of democracy," and the "the effective operation of a
democratic political system usually requires some measure of apathy and noninvolvement on the part of some individuals and groups." 23

I

n an address delivered in 1949 and printed in later editions of Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, Schumpeter observed that "no social system can
work which is based exclusively upon a network of free contracts between (legally) equal contracting parties and in which everyone is supposed to be guided by
nothing except his own (short-run) utilitarian ends."24 For this reason, Sebumpeter thought that socialism's morality could temper the effects of the capitalist
economy and provide it with direction. But by the time democratic socialism
comes around, the market economy will have gone a long way toward removing
the institutional ground for anything other than utilitarian ends. Karl Polanyi,
five years before Schumpeter's address, spelled out the consequences of an autonomous market economy in stark terms:
To allow the market mechanism to be sole director of the fate of human
beings and their natural environment ... would result in the demolition of society.... Robbed of the protective covering of cultural institutions, human beings would perish from the effects of social exposure;
they would die as the victims of acute social dislocation through vice,
perversion, crime, and starvation. Nature would be reduced to its elements, neighborhoods and landscapes defiled, rivers polluted, military safety jeopardized, the power to produce food and raw materials
destroyed. 25
Polanyi saw that Schumpeter's hope for a formal democracy coupled with, but
distinct from, an autonomously developing economy was a vain one. The only

22 Ibid., p. 138.
23 Crozier etal., Crisis of Democracy, pp. 113-14.
24 Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, pp. 417-18.
25 Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation (Boston: Beacon Press, 1957), p. 73·
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way to restore and renew the social fabric is by submerging the economy in the
nonmarket social institutions it seeks to destroy.
Today we face the disintegration Polanyi thought impossible. The irony is
that the market is advancing in the name of traditional values; it can only destroy
them in the end, and along with them, the possibility of a truly genuine, participatory democracy. When democracy becomes nothing more than a method, it
becomes particularly vulnerable. Democracy survives as a method at the same
time that its cultural foundations wither; without the social institutions that promote democratic values and make possible democratic action, the method of democracy can collapse in a time of crisis for the state and economy. Without the
habits of citizenship nurtured by small-scale institutions and fed by the moral
values they inculcate, the subject of a formally democratic state has no personal
stake in its life or death. Without a vision of the common good and the willingness to pursue it, the slide toward authoritarianism in the guise of leadership is
too easy. Schumpeter's theory of the democratic method and accompanying interpretation of economic development expose the tenuousness of the democratic
hold on contemporary society, not always in ways he intended. And that is why
this former finance minister deserves our attention now.
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